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Honorablef

The White House
Washington , D . C

.

Dear

Reference is made to my letters to your office, the most
recent Jxe^ng dated February 27, 1989, which furnished the partial
resultsydr ^ background investigation concerning Senator John
Goodwiit^ToWer

.

Transmitted herewith is a copy of a memorandum
containing the results of an additional interview in this matter.

This completes our investigation.

Sincerely yours,

Flo; ^d I . Clarke
Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division
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JOHN GOODWIN TOWER

The information in this memorandum supplements the
information contained in summary memoranda dated December 13 and
23, 1988, January 6, 13 and 25, 1989, and February 8, 20 and 27,
1989, and completes the investigation.

Interview of Senator Tower

On February 27, 1989, Senator Tower was reinterviewed be
regarding the allegations contained on pages 8 and 45 of the

^

b7c
summary memorandum dated February 27, 1989, entitled ”Allegation
made bv

| |
and “Allegation regarding Senator Tower

at a nignt. ciuo in Houston. Texas, in July, 1988 ." respectively,
concerning his use of alcohol. The results of Senator Tower's
interview are incorporated in this memorandum.

A
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\
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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/27/89
Oit# of transcription

1

JOHN G_. TOWER, Room 4E830, PENTAGON, Washington, D. C.

,

was acivised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and of
the fact that the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) had
^^^itiipnal

^

questions for him in connection with the background
investigation currently being conducted of him.

^
At the outset of the interview and in response to a

prior request, TOWER furnished a copy of the visa stamps on his
United States passport. In particular, TOWER noted that the one
triangular shaped stamp on page 8 of his passport is the stamp
whi<3h was received when he entered Islamabad, Pakistan. TOWER
advised that, although the stamp does not cbpy well, the date on
this stamp is readable, '•24-8“87

,
” the date when TOWER arrived in

Islamabad on his direct flight from London, British Air
flight 223.

^

He had departed London on August 23, 1987. He
further advised that the rectangular shaped stamp which overlaps

.

"t^is^ugular shaped stamp was the one he received upon exiting
Pakistan at Karachi, dated ”29—8—87.'' A copy of these pertinent
pages from the passport of JOHN G. TOWER are included and are
made a part of this document.

TOWER was asked whether or not he knew
iid not know[
has made specific all.egations concerning

Selected

untifTOWER advise ,

he heard that
j , ^

TOWER'S inappropriate behavior on^^three specific dates
PortioDS-jOf the form FD-302 .reporting the interview ofi i

by the FBI were read to TOWER, in order to semire his

recently when

1
— - ww

comments _ concerning these allegations and details,
description of TOWER'S actions on August 25, 1987, through

'

August 26, 1987; on December 12, 1987; and on May 16, 1988, were
read to TOWER. Concerning the August 25, 1987, through
Au^st 26, 1987 period, TOWER advised that a review of his
schedule, which has previously been furnished to the FBI, reveals
that he was in Islamabad, Pakistan, during that period of time.

be
b7C

Investigation on 2/27/89
at

Washington
, D . C

.

WMFO
161A-19411

File M

SAs

by

&
RPC;my

e

Date dlctated_
2/27/89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your asency;
it and Its contents are not to pe distributed outside your asency.
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HD-302.^ (^ev. 11-1 5-83)

WMFO 161A-19411

Confinuation of FD-302 of

JOHN G. TOWER 2/27/89 2
.On

. Page

visa stamp, a copy of which was furnished earlier in thistoerview should also verify this fact. Concerniurthe
^ allegations, TOWER advised that his^travelsche^le, previously furnished to the FBI, reveals that hS

=v >.>r9>'te to Rauar?^aS‘%*’Larioan
|4rAngS at ? 2. 50 p.m.

^ 13 ^ 1983. «llecat**rn3
y| advised that he traveled to Seattle,J^hington, that day and waripeatog at tte s

thr|rSipl|-s?tS?V

rtv '1
was asked whether any of the specific alleaationsor detail s of yese allegations might lead him to believe^at

ar^tr-t ^
ths WToiig dats, but the correct information .TOWER

SsSgajby or aoSSfSASKere
^vnia-ina3

[sounded at all familiar to TOWER. He
H^L SSd et the JEFFERSONdinner in the restaurant area, not in the bar

g° "to the bar is to sit and wait for a
joining that individual for dinner

recall ever having socialized
HO^r. ^ amnp of Australians, at the JEFFEESONjp of Australians at the JEFF!

land the. allegations made by

b6
b7C

of these allelatiSnlf^^^ have been the source

rfivealad_-f-h?^^ia^®®
advised that investigation by the FBIthat there were several dates during which tower •— both staying at the JEFFERSON HOTEL These

^at a^ search'of
17*, 1987. ^TOWER advised

^ reveals that, ©n July 15, 1987, he
'

a BRUCE MORTON of CBS NETWORK*
lO^ioV; With TOM BROCAW of NBC NETWORK; andX

^'
10.10 P.m. interview with NANCY DICKINSON of CHANNEL 5 . TOWER

^ diS^r with t^^individuals Rt the JEFFERSON HOTEL. These individuals are
.,, M»i. mvk—CT J ® British friend of TOWER'S. The dinnerup approximately 11; 00 p.m. and TOWER retired for tlS



WMFO 161A-19411

JOHN G. TOV7ER
Continuation of FD-302 of

2/27/89
,On

3

— , Page

evening. At 3:29 p.m. on July 17, 1987, TOWER left Wasnington,

in
Texas. As a result, he did not stayin wasnington, D. c. , on the evening of -July 17, 1987 i TOWER \

or^cSnduS^h-iSL??^?„°^ eyeningi did he abuse alcohol
SSv S tSS

any way which might have been the source ofany ox tine allegations made by

,
TOWER advised th

-interszieved
Washington,

f
he is aware of the fact that the FBI

who is now employed at I I

I
D. c. He is also aware that the PBT had

inappropriate behavior by TOWER
Sl^aSd ^ strapless gown. This behavioJ was

^ restaurant in Dallas. Tevas.
that, following a conversation with

SlSi^S? Sjf iS ‘J^estion. That evening, K>Wer had dinner
SSJer in Dallas, Texas. Following that
ASSEMRTv^w^aTT^S®'^4.^? group Which he described as the HISPANIC^SEMBLY OF DMXAS at the SAN SIMEON RESTAir^iANT. Ai- +-ho
gathering that p.vpjning were|

—
__IIILand

>tcTOWER slaxeg xnar ne nad Joiown 1
many
one and

1

1 ouautsu uiidu ne n
many years and has knownH

'
1

as well . He joined this group for abdUt one or^e-half hours and left alone. He estimated that he leirthat^^p about 11: 00 p.m., but this is only an eSimation on Sf
alcohol that evening, TOWER

Sraaer^ '^He^sat'^dSSn^J
came in, the group was finishing their^ ^ ^ among them and believes he had a glass of

tils eveSim SS?*h/?
cani^t state exactly how much wine he Ld

1® certain he was not under the influence of
entire evening. At all tSS

deportment were proper. He aid note, however^

tower's
recollection.

..-
I , , r JJtUlclVjpart or the part of anyone else to the best of his

+->,« r.nx
'^as advised that the allegation received bvTOWER'S inappropriate behcivior with a female

^

TOWER advifed°thJY\^^i^®”
do^ while wearing a strapless dress.

^ apne^ling doS.^^L^SateFtSS hfis^SSSofSfSS

dgefagalftef^l
^'^"^

^'T °"^ Wledge,^tgoggg\l^^*^s recall thatl
I was wearing a strapless and low-cut

does recall
dress that evening



FD-302a (Rev. ^1-15-83)
'
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WMFO 161A-19411

JOHN G. TOWER
Continuation of FD-302 of.

2/27/89 4*
. . On Page

TOWER was asked whether he recalled anything which
occT^ed on the evening in question which might have been
masinterpreted .by others who did not know the individuals in that
party. He advised the he could not think of any behavior on his
part or the part of anyone else which might have been
misunderstood by anyone. He advised that the restaurant was
quite noisy and it was necessa3ry to be quite near any individual
with whom one intended to carry on a conversation. He speculated^at this physical proximity during conversation might have led
to a misxinderstanding, but he repeated that this is strictly
speculation on his part.

5
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Memorandum

To X SAC , SAN FRANCISCO (161A-4802) (P)

(SQ. #6)

D»t* 2/24/89

bo
b7CFrom : SA,

SUbjBCt! POLYGRAPH MATTERS

For purpoBds of dooumontatlon/ a polygraph examination
was a^lnistered aB follows:

Gate : 2/17/89

Location: SAN mNCISCO, CALIFORNIA

EKaminoQi I
,

DPOB:

Investigation Relating Tot The truthfulness of
Subject's statements to the FBI.

The charts, as well as other documentation for this
examination, were sent to the Polygraph Sub Unit, FBI Laboratory.
No cover letter or accompanying communication was used. This
memorandum is to be filed in the substantive file for record
purposes. When the documents pertaining to the above-described
examination are returned from the laboratory, they will be sent
to the oase file involved in this examination.

As polygraph results are not considered final until
completion of the quality oontrol review, preliminary opinions of
truth or deception should not appear in any other document prior
to concurrence in that opinion by polygraph review personnel of
FBIKQ. This includes airtels, teletypes, etc. (MIOG, Part II,
section 13)

.

1 - 161A-4802
1 - 94-939 sub B
RWH/er
( 2 )

FEB 28 ’{89 0:58 415 553 7403 PAGE. 002



FD-^97(Rov.j|r24-87)

Polygraph Examination Worksheet

Dat0 ot Raport Date of Examination Bureau File Number

Examiner Name

Field File Number

Pravlous Polygraph Examination

None
Education

Arraats/Convictiona
, ,

Non* admitted* '

Marital status

Single
Unguaga During Exam

English
Yj« SNo

Subject

Witness

Informant

Applicant

FBI Employee

Exemlnotion Reeulte

TVpeofmveatlfletlor^

Special Aeent

Support

Hanslator ^
Contraot

Leak Case Yes CXNo

Criminal

Applloant

WITSEC

Other Federal

Total ExaminerTIme (Include Travel)

•_ § Hours

Eallmeted Property Value

Dl X INC 13
NDI NO 1_J

Pretest Admleeion

Post Tbst Admission

Contession

TonfeisioiT

rnmanta (Name of Witness or Interpreter)

UD3eC

( 2 )

FEB 28 ’88 0:58 415 553 7403 PAGE . 003



POLYGRAPH REPORT

DATE OP REPORT DATE OP EXAMINATION BUREAU PILE NUMBER
2/24/89 2/17/89 161-2043

FIELD PILE NUMBER

SI, 161A".4.8fl2

FIELD OFFICE OR AGENCY REQUESTINO EXAMINATION
FBI. SAN FRANCISCO

AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL
SAC. SAN FRANCISCO

DATE AUTHORIZED

alum
b6
b7C

CASE TITLE JOHN GOODWIN TOWER;
SPIN (A)

KEPERENCES

CASE SYNOPSIS/EXAMINER CONCLUSION f
b6
b7C
b7E

EXAMINER NAME: b6
SA f |g-^ H7r

( 2 )

FEB 28 "83 0:53 415 553 7403 PAGE . 005



FD-302 (REV, 3-10-S2)

1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of twnflcription 2/24/89

I
Isoeiii sieaurity nuntoerlRiberL

1

vwo.ujniarij.y appearea at the San JrahSpoo offid® of the Federal"
JJtBureau of Investigation fFBI^

I was adviaed of the
] aa a polygraphidentity of Special Aaentf

ex^iner of toe FBI. He las told that he wSuld Srinto^Wd
with the aid of a polygraph instrument regarding his statements
to the FBI oonosmlng JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, Prior to the polygraph
Interview he was provided a Standard Consent to Polygraph form

Waiver of Rights form. He read both forms and
stated that he understood them.

bo
b7C

J 1
explained that the flight during which,

flight^^
oi»«»Pagne to JOHN TOWER was definitely an evening

tower
After departure from Dallas# vodka to

vocuca.
the v

single bottle of ••Stolldinaya" was gone. I

J,TOWER and his companion six to eight »'minis« of Smirnoff
I I ^ ^ -!V J Jl 1 I . . M 41 - M . . . m

;a.

stated that he didn’t aG-fauMlIv napt rpnwRP drinking

, I I <^it3. state that it was possible that TOWER
switched toyodka after departure from Dallas, toertoy drinking
champagne only on the ground.

InvBstigaUon on 2/17/89I at; San Francisco, California File # SF 161A-4802

by SA ver .D*t* dietkt«d 2/17/89

ThJ* documint contting n«ith*r r«<sommgnd»elon« nor eondugioM of the FBI. It U the property of the FBI and » loanedto your ftgeneyj It and ite content* are not to be dletributed outside your agency.

FEB 28 ’ 89 1:01 415 553 7403 PfiGE . 007



Baltimore report to the Bureau, 2/14/89.

- P -

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA;

It is noted that[ ^was openedBA T-3 isl

on|
I
but has provided reliable information on a

confidential basis for the past three months. BA T-3 said he
received the information contained in the attached FD-302 recently.
Baltimore currently attempting to recontact BA T-3 for a more
precise date.

b7D

The Baltimore Division is not knowledgeable as to whether an FBI
investigation is currently being conducted regarding U.T.L.and the
classified data matter. FBIHQ is requested to make a determination
as to the appropriateness of transmitting information regarding
U.T.L. and the classified data matter to the Senate.

A
COVER PAGE * U.S.G.P.O.: 1986-491-509/45733



BA 161A-HQ-20403

LEAD;

BALTIMORE OFFICE

AT BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Will await Bureau instructions regarding leads.

B*
COVER PAGE



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

' J UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Bureau of Investigation

/
'

mi.

Copy to;

Report of:

Date:
SA

/ '

Office;

:i/ X/

Field Office File#; BA 161A-HQ-20403 Bureau File If:

Title; JOHN GOODWIN TOWER

h6
BALTIMORE b7C

Character! SPECIAL INQUIRY (A)

BA T-3 furnished unverified information containing an
aliAgat-inn hhai- .TOTTM ^(^nnwTM TOWER received payoffs from

lu.T.L. CORPORATION, Dallas, Texas,
BA T-3 advised the payments were meant to elicit TOWER'S
assistance in U.T.L.'s efforts to win Government
contracts.

- P -

DETAILS

;

1

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBL It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency ^

^U.S. Government Printing Office: 1986—491-509/54771



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

3/1/89
Date of transcription

BA T-3, an individual who requested confidentiality
under the provisions of the Privacy Act and who has knowledge
concerning the activities of various defense contractors,
including U.T.L., Dallas, Texas, furnished the following
informaiion

:

BA T-3 Stated he/she has received information from
various contacts in the Department of Defense community,
includinqj
that! l U.T.L., was paying off TOWER« BA
T-3 heard the reason| [paid TOWER was so that TOWER would use
his influence as a Senator to assist U.T.L, in its contract
negotiations. BA T- 3 could not confirm the validity of the
allegations relati nql land TOWER. BA T-3 notedf I

I ~l (phonetic) .
1

, . i

lo.T.L.,
may be knowledgeable of the relationship betweer|

|
TOWER

.

-b6

b7C

BA T-3 stated U.T.L. was recently caught with
classified data outside the United States. BA T-3 heard TOWER
may have assisted U.T.L. rectify this problem.

-b7D

2/28/89
Investigation on_ -at-

BA 161A-HQ-20403
File #

SA JR. :sp 2/28/89 b7C

by_

2-^
„Date dictated-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

H and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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- MftR 0Z '69 15:54 FBI - Sm PIMTONIO
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FD -302 (RBV. S-10-82)

P.2

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESlIGATION

D^'vS of tptnierintbn

(protect; identity by requestlJ
3/2/89

teiepftonicaiiy contacted tne
telephone number
federal Bureau of investigation

— - J

f
ho
“b7C
h7D

(FBI) officQ In Austin, Te^aa. on March 2, 1989, i^ith information
^ Btated that recent events in theregarding Senator TOIEIER

media motivated him to caXlT

I that fromf 1

I
TOWER drinKS on two

occasions, and was in a position to observe him as he drank*

The first occurred during a business or fund raising
lunch held in 1982. TOWER arrived and sat at a table with i \

I
HENRY S. MILLER, and TRAMMEL CROW; all prominent business

and political leaders. There were two other persons at the table
but I I could not recall who they were. TOWER did not appear
to eat very much but consumed 6 to 8 vodka tonics

J |

I

When the lunch was over,

driver came to the tftbife and assisted him in leaving.TO'l^l^S
I
stated that he recalled Senator TOWER using a cane as well

at this time. 1 1 was not in a position to overhear any of
the conversation at the table and does not recall Senator TOWER
acting in an inappropriate manner.

The second incident occurred in 1983 at a cocktail party
for \^ich Senator TOWER appeared to be t±e guest of honor. There
were only 10 to 12 people in attendance I ~l

I I The party started at about 6} 00 p.m*

,

and the senator arrived in the company of a young man that
|

characterized as TOWER'S "runner" or someone who would get ms
drinks and light his cigarettes. TOWER consumed approximately 6

to 8 vodka tonics at a rate of about one every fifteen minutes.

I I
stated that after a while, the senator became quite

boisterous and loud. Some of the other people at the party
appeared to become uncomfortable with his actions and lef^

I Idoes not recall who any of the other guests were.

I land she also noticed the senator* S behavior and maua
mention of it tcH at the time.

sitatcd that he is quite sure *ehat tha person he
Qbaorved was Senator JOlM TOWER and indicated thatl 1

on 3/2/89 at Austin, Texas

by SA JDW;ilm Data dlfitfltad 3/2/89
be
•bVC

Thl» document eontaini neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned

to your agency; it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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IN^X.222 (S6693)
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DE BA #0025 0602353

ZNR UUOOU

0 012337Z MAR 89

FM FBI, BALTIMORE (206A-BA-66^) (SQ 7) (P)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI/IMMEDIATE/

FBI, DALLAS/IMMEOnm

FBI, WMFO/IMMEDIATE/

UNCLAS

CITE: //3050//

PASS; UNIT CHIEF

FBIHQ; ASAC

WMFO.

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIN ^WER;

DOD; 00: BALTIMORE.

IjCL

GOVERNMENT FRAUD UNIT,

1 DALLAS DIVISION; ASAC

UTL, DALLAS, TEXAS; FAG^ "T
^ APR 25 1989

RE BALTIMORE REPORT TO BUREAU, DATED MARCH 1, 198 9 rWlCTT--^

WAS FACSIMILED TO DALLAS AND WMFO INSTANT DATE. . • ,

CC DESlj

tr'

tr'



» J

PAGE TWO DE BA 0025 UNCLAS

ON FEBRUARY 28, 1989, PROVIDED INFORMATION

THAT UTL, DALLAS, TEXAS WAS PAYING OFF

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER IN ORDER TO ELICIT TOWER'S INFLUENCE IN THE

AWARDING OF CONTRACTS TO UTL. THE SOURCE COULD NOT IDENTIFY

WHICH CONTRACTS WERE INVOLVED, HOW MUCH MONEY WAS PAID OR THE

CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE PAYOFFS. SOURCE ADVISED THAT

(PHONETIC)

,

UTL, WOULD

HAVE BEEN IN A POSITION TO BE KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE ALLEGED

PAYOFFS.

SOURCE STATED UTL WAS CAUGHT WITH CLASSIFIED DATA OUTSIDE

THE UNITED STATES AND TOWER MAY HAVE BEEN USED BY UTL TO RECTIFY

THIS PROBLEM. SOURCE STATED

SOURCE

BELIEVED

SOURCE HEARD THAT

[PROVIDED STATEMENTS TO THE U.S.

SENATE THAT TOWER PRESSURED HIS AIDES TO WRITE LEGISLATION WHICH

BENEFITED SPECIFIC CONTRACTORS. SOURCE ALSO HEARD THAT THIS

be
b7C
b7D



I

PAGE THREE DE BA 0025 UNCLAS

IRRITATED SOME OF TOWER'S AIDES.

NOTE THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE BALTIMORE SOURCE IS

SINGULAR IN NATURE AND MAY IDENTIFY HIM/HER AS THE PROVIDER OF

THE INFORMATION. ALL REASONABLE STEPS SHOULD BE TAKEN TO ENSURE

THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE SOURCE. THIS SOURCE HAS PROVIDED

b7D

AND IT IS, THEREFORE, IMPERATIVE THAT SOURCE'S IDENTITY NOT BE

DIVULGED.

THE BUREAU HAS REQUESTED THAT ALL LEADS BE HANDLED ON AN

EXPEDITIOUS BASIS AND THE RESULTS WILL BE TELEPHONICALLY RELAYED

TO BALTIMORE. SA EXT. FTS

922-2691 AND SA EXT

FTS 922-2691, WILL BE THE BALTIMORE DIVISION'S POINT OF CONTACT.

DALLAS DIVISION REVIEW INDICES AND CASE FILES REGARDING

CAPTIONED INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANY. LOCATE AND INTERVIEW!

REGARDING THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF ALLEGED PAYOFFS

TO TOWER AND TOWER'S ALLEGED INFLUENCING OF THE AWARDING OF

CONTRACTS. THE DALLAS DIVISION WILL TELEPHONICALLY CONTACT

b6
b7C

BALTIMORE AFTER REVIEWING CASE FILES BUT BEFORE BEGINNING THE
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INTERVIEWS OfI

WMFO WILL CHECK INDICES AND CASE FILES REGARDING CAPTIONED

INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANY. WMFO WILL CONTACT THE UNITED STATES AIR

FORCE AND THE DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE TO DETERMINE IF UTL

HAS IN FACT BEEN CAUGHT WITH CLASSIFIED DATA OUTSIDE THE UNITED

STATES. WMFO WILL OBTAIN A COPY OF THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

AND DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE REPORTS AND PROVIDE SAME TO

BALTIMORE. WMFO WILL REINTERVIEW I REGARDING TOWER'S

ALLEGED INVOLVEMENT OF PAYOFFS FROM UTL OR OTHER COMPANIES;

TOWER'S ALLEGED ROLE IN INFLUENCING THE AWARDING OF CONTRACTS TO

UTL OR OTHER COMPANIES; AND TOWER'S ALLEGED ROLE IN ASSISTING UTL

WHEN UTL WAS CAUGHT WITH CLASSIFIED DATA OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED

STATES. WMFO SHOULD NOT REINTERVIEwl PRIOR TO RECEIVING

INSTRUCTIONS FROM BALTIMORE THAT APPROPRIATE INTERVIEWS HAVE BEEN

CONDUCTED BY DALLAS. BALTIMORE WILL PROVIDE SUGGESTIONS TO WMFO

ON POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO REINTERVIEWINgP
BT

#0025

be
b7C
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The White House
Washington , D . C

.

1 -

1 -
Room 3865

MAR 2 1989

BY COURIER
' ^
^7

be
b7C

Dear

Reference is made to my letters to your office, the most
recent being dated February 28, 1989, which furnished the results

a background investigation concerning Senator John Goodwin
[•osier*-— 'CSc

Transmitted herewith is a copy of a summary memorandum
containing the results of an additional allegation brought to the
attention of the FBI.

You will be advised as to the status of the criminal
investigation detailed in this 'summary memorandum.

Sincerely yours.

^-ENCL0S"W
Enclosure

AM:jlp.^ (3)

Floyd I . Clarke
Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division

7 APR 25 1289

Exec AO Adm.

.

Exec AD Inv

Exec AD LES .

Asst. Dir.:

Adm. Servs.

.

Crim. Inv.

Ident

Insp.

Intell

NOTE: ' The information contained in this summary memfd'PSnclum was
received by the SPIN Unit on March 1, 1989, and was provided to the
Governmental Fraud Un t ( cftt

) . This summary memorandum was
coordinated with SSA (GFU)

.

Lab.

Legal Coun.

On 3/1/89, SSA
I I

SPIN Unit, telephonically advised
of the existence of the instant FBI Criminal

investigation

.

Off: Cong. &

Public Affs. .

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech, Servs

Training

RETURN TO
A.

Off. Liaison &

Int. Affs.

Telephone Rm. .

Ofrector’s Sec‘y .

ROOM 4371

mail room
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The information in this summary memorandum supplements
the informiation contained in summary memoranda dated December 13
and 23 , 1988, January 6, 13 and 25, 1989, and February 8, 20, 27
and 28, 1989. Additional investigation is being conducted.

Additional allegation of criminality on the part of Senator Tower.

On February 28, 1989, a confidential source told the FBI
that he/she had recently received information from an official in
the Executive Branch, that Senator John Tower had been paid off by
the president of a Defense contractor for his influence as a
Senator in assisting the contractor in its negotiations with the
Department of Defense.

The confidential source has no personal knowledge of any
payoffs or bribes to Senator Tower, only what he/she recently
heard. He/she did identify a former employee of the Defense
contractor who may be knowledgeable of the relationship between the
Defense contractor's president and Senator Tower.

The confidential source also indicated that he/she had
heard that this Defense contractor at one time was under
investigation and had used Senator Tower's assistance to resolve
the problem.

The FBI has verified that the particular Defense
contractor has been and continues to be under investigation, and
that the Executive Branch employee in question was in a position to
have regular contact with Senator Tower when the Senator was
Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee.

Exec AD Adm
Exec AD Inv.

Exec AD LES

Asst. Dir.:

Adm. Servs

Grim. Inv.

Ident

Insp.

Intell

Lab.

Legal Coun

Off. Cong. &

Public Affs.

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech. Servs

Training

Off. Liaison &

Int. Affs.

Telephone Rm.

Director’s Sec'y

The FBI has initiated an expedite criminal investigation
to resolve these allegations.

,
J.

RETURN TO ROOM 4371
b6
b7C

mail room CD e^’closure
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ADMINISTRATIVE

February
described
noted that
her current
request by
Dallas

.

It is to be noted that DLT-1 a s set out in FD-302 dated
4, 1989, is identified as [

female, born[ It is to be
refused to furnish interviewing agents with

w was conducted, at l I

at a 7-11 store in North
conducted in a haifiblirger

residence. This
the agents meeting

Interview was subsequently
restaurant located adjacent to this 7-11 store

1 ntprvi p ii

ig1 T i

h6
hlC
hlD

It is further to be noted that I I
was telephonically

contacted on several occasions on February 4, 1989 and once on
February 5, 1989 in an attempt to ellicit further identifying
informat ion with regard to

| |
and

| |

[

I 1 was unable to provide any specific information
with regard to these individuals. It has been noted that

] stating she could not provide any exact addresses for
these persons. She stated that she last saw
three years ago at the funeral of an indivi dual with whom

]
She noted

about

assisting
~] and this is when she began

She stated that she has no idea of

location.
current

She stated that
she had not contacted in several years.

1could say
condominium

about
located

was that
somewhere in the

was the individual whom
She stated that all she

she supposedly owned a
vicinity of

She stated that
| I

her in some time. She stated ttiat|

other identifying information regarding,
how to locate her.

has not been contacted by
possibly is working as

]
but she has no names or
nor any suggestion as to

When
I
was contacted on February 5, 1989, she

advised that sHi was Eired of being contacted regarding this
matter and considers it to be harassment. She stated that she
had furnished all information in her possession. She indicated
that she might contact an attorney and any further negotiations
might be through that individual. She was advised that if she
chose to do so, that was her option. She was asked if she
would be willing to review any sort of diary or book that she

B
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-bo

might have maintained back in the days when she was b7c
in an attempt to b7D

further identify individuals mentioned by her, including the
client that she had mentioned who had made the request regarding
the appointee.

I
stated that she would not be willing to do

any such thing. She further advised that the book in her
possession does not contain any information which would be
helpful in locating any of these individuals and she emphatically
refuses to discuss the book further with the FBI.

Also on same date, telephoni c contact was made with
1

at her residence in| I

1 1 noted that during her previously mentioned inquiry which
she had done fori

1

she had come to known

1 1

She stated that that names
1

were not familiar to her and she did not speak
"to these individuals during the course of her previously
mentioned investigation.

She also noted that she does not know who the client
mentioned by | [

might be, who had made a request regarding
the appointee.

She stated that
compartmentalized operation,
were associated with i

who were associated with her.

I \
maintained

and that l

^did not know

a very
I who

n also noted that the appointee's name had never
surfaced during her inquiries with i I regarding
the matter she was investigating for the

| |
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ADMINISTRATIVE

DL T-2 as referred to in this report is ond
telephone number

be
b7C
b7D

who requested complete confidentiality under the
provisions of the Privacy Act.

also stated that she never had any conversation
with 1 1

in which the appointee's name was
men.t i oned-. She also stated that she has never had any
conversation with 1 in which any discussion of any
possible date or liaison involving the appointee was mentioned

DLT-2 as referred to in the report is| ^3
I

who requested complete
confidentiality under the provisions of the Privacy Act.

D
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ADMINISTRATIVE
It is to be noted -faha-h DT. T-4 as mentioned in this

report is I who requested confidenti-
ality when interviewed on 2/15/89. It is noted that I ~l

was previously interviewed and did not make such
a request.

be
b7C
b7D

E
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ADMINISTRATIVE

It is to be no'

f
ed -toat during interview on February 13,
advised that she had certain information1989,

which sne aia not desire' to quoted on inasmuch as it was strictly
hearsay. She stated she had recently seen news media articles
which- indicated that the news media had discovered that the
appointee, JOHN TOWER, had at one time hit a child on a bicycle
in Washington, D.C.. She stated she had no specifics as to the
date of this matter, but she did recall that the newspaper
article indicated that of the then Senator
MONTOYA, who is now decsasecn ’

She stated that she had heard what had actually
happened was that one evening at about 11:00 PM, the appointee
was returning to his residence in Washington , D . C . , addres

s

vm3oiown to her. She advised that allegedly]
of Senator MONTOYA, name unknown, had riddeh & bldydle out of a
driveway. It was dark, and the young man was wearing a three-
piece suit and had no lights on the bicycle.

She stated that apparently appointee, who she noted
nrpvinnslv west nnt , a very good driver, had struck the bicycle and

She stated that apparently he was not
injured.

She also advised that|
| Senator MONTOYA, had

apparently requested that no pi:iblicitv be criven to this matter
inasmuch as the reports were that l~

J

ofShe noted that of course she has
any of the above, and therefore does not wish to be quoted
regarding it. She merely furnished that information as possible
assistance should the above become an issue in this matter at
some later time.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Copy to:

Report of: SA
Dote: 3/3/8y

Field Office File#: 161A—2025

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER

•bb

Office: DALLAS, TEXAS b7C

Bureau, File ,161-^20403

Character: SPIN (A)

Synopsis:

Investigation re allegations against appointee set forth.

- RUC -

DETAILS

:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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Agent (SA)

The following investigation was conducted by Specialb6
hi

NEIGHBORHOOD

AT DALLAS, TEXAS

3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard
Dallas, Texas

On February 2, 1989, an attempt was made to interview
Mrs. CHOMAT, 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, apartment 12B and C,
but she was not able to be interviewed. Mrs. CHOMAT is
approximately 90 years old and is bedridden and wheelchair bound.
Mrs. CHOMAT never leaves her apartment except to see a doctor and
has two nurses attended to her 24 hours a day.

Boulevard,
three occasions.

On February 10 , 1989, _3525 Turtle Creek

1
stated she has seen appointee on only

She saw appointee around Christmas of 1988 when
appointee was standing next to [ ^ I when

was going to the hospital^
| |

stated she also saw
appointee on two occasions in the elevator. | [

advised that
she has no knowledge of any alcohol use by appointee whatsoever
nor has she ever heard any gossip concerning appointee and
alcohol consumption,
information.

was unable to provide any further

On 3525 Turtle Creek
Boulevard,
since he moved
she has

February 10, 1989,
advised she has personally known appointee

^1into Ehe building a few years ago.
known of appointee since 1960.

stated
stated she

considered appointee to be a man of quality and of good character
and knew nothing derogatory regarding appointees associates.
Appointee is a good natured individual with impeccable manners.
Appointee has a dry wit and is socially charming. I I stated
she has attended appointees birthday party and | |

Christmas parties where appointee attended. Further, appointee
at a

^stated she also saw appointee at THE
itee's reputation is excellent among

Dallas country club.
|

MANSION last month. Appointee*

s

reputation is excellent among
people who know him.

|

~| stated that appointee is an
absolutely loyal American. Appointee is in good health and

I

~|believes that he lives within his financial means.
|

~|

stated she was not qualif ied to comment upon any prejudice or
bias on appointees behalf. I [stated she has been with
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JLXL

ff:

e last two or three years
stated during each of those

drinking only a small glass of
had anything stronger to drink

not drink to excess and is
I
stated she has never seen

appointee drink to excess. | | is unaware of any drug usage
by appointee whatsoever. f [

stated that appointee's moderate
use of alcohol would not impact on his ability to serve as a-

Secretary of De-fense and appod^ntee would not divulge any defense

appointee on social occasions
wherein alcohol was served. Q
occasions, she observed appointee
white wine. Appointee has never
in her presence. Appointee does
always in control of himself

related secrets of any
never Jieard of any acts

sort,
of sexual

that she would

further

concluded
appointee for his cabinet position.

On February 1
Turtle Creek Boulevard
her apartment since I

n- 1 I 3525
scarea sITe FTas lived in

appears to be a loyal American
d

^

be
b7

added that she has
indiscretion by appointee.

wholeheartedly recommend

[
apartment is located

stated that she has had
little social contact with appointee and was in his apartment on
one occasion for a party. Appointee is a good neighbor and she's
glad to know that he lives

j j
described

appointee as a man of good character who has the social graces of
a gentleman. The only individuals appointee has associated with
at his apartment have been his daughters, maids, and I I

stated appointee enjoys a favorable reputation and
she has never heard anything bad concern ing appointee. Appointee

stated that the party she

_]
only recalls appointee being a social host

reca ll anything concerning appointees alcohol

attended at appointee's apartment was the only social occasion
wherein alcoho l was served. Many people were in attendance at
this party and
and does not^
consumption. stated she has no knowledge of any alcohol
consumption by appointee and has never heard of any alcohol
consumption by appointee in the neighborhood. Appointee always
appears neatly dressed and well-groomed . |

~| has no knowledge
of any drug usage by appointee.

|
I stated she has not seen

appointee since appointee's surgery.
|

[stated it was hard for
her to say whether or not appointee lived within his financial
means,

j j
was unaware of any prejudice or bias harbored by

appointee wHatsoever. When asked whether or not she would
recommend appointee, she replied that she could not render an
opinion as to his fitness for office, but would vote for him.
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Agent
The

(SA)
I

following investigation was=1 conducted by Special bo
b7C

RESIDENTIAL EMPLOYEES

Turtle
employed as
worked the

[_

duty is to

AT DALLAS^ TEXAS

On February 13,
Creek Boulevard ,

:or

1989,1
Dallas,
the pastr

Texas advised he
lha

_3525
has. been

always
and his

building
told I

Bullet"

.

who is

for the entire duration.
stated that he sees appointee come and go from the
and ha s talked with appointee in passing. Appointee has

I tha t he nicknamed his '74 Chrysler the "Green
Jstated tlpat annnintee is a quiet individual but

I
has never had any trouble

J
stated that on occasions other

appointee's daughters and former wife
other individuals have come to see

with I

always polite,
concerning appointee,
business men as well as
have visited him. No
appointee, although appointee has left
on a few occasions. Appointee is
employees and other residence. I

~

seen appointee under the influence
indication that appointee uses alcohol

I
has never heard of any alcohol use by

stated that he has no knowledge concerning
appointee. Appointee appears to be in
recent
means.

|

bias harbored

hospitali zation.

appointee
favorably

Appointee
stated that he is

by appointee. I

to be a loyal citizen of
recommend appointee for a cabinet

favorably thought of by
^stated that he has never
of alcohol and has no

whatsoever. Further

,

appointee.
|

any drug usage By
good health, except for a

lives within his financial
unaware of any prejudice or

I stated that he considered
the United States and would

level position.
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The followincT investicfation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA)| f

AT DAI,T,AS. TEXAS

NEIGHBORHOOD

3525 Turtle Creek
Dallas, Texas
April 1986-Present

[

On February 10,
Mescfuite, Texas.

1989 J

bo appointee.
[

I Ihome phone nuinberl
i X. n ! • I

^

conracbea and interv:
i male, date of birth

|.eweci pursu^jnt

acquainted with appointee. I

at 3525 Turtle Creek, DallaST
since H

int?

ited th
is af

—! n i-
IS a|

Texas , and has neen so employed
Istated that he has only sp.p.n

appointee wnen, "X've oeen called to his room to|
recalled having serviced appointee's

] recalled further
er that appointee

appointee, "Simply

conaominnm, approximately two times.
[

that appointee was at home each tim
was absolutely sober. Accordina_to
tells me what the problem is."

|
[stated that he had no

further information, whatsoever. With respect to appointee's
drinking habits . Mien queried in terms of appointee's female
companions . I Iststpri thah. "I've seen him with a lady who

^ J. n _

uney are gebbing inro a car, oressei
continued, stating that, "The ladyf
name. She Is tha ladv t.ha-hl

I
^

Jdescripea bne
[and in excess o

I see them in the parking lot as
-Fnywa 11

^
••

| |

1 I don»b know her

abbracbive.

female 's
Hives

1 after a very brief period of
last name as beinol I Ah

in

as Slim, very
_ears of age.
ection. recalled the

l-rpnallof^ bVia-H

On February 13, 1989 J
3525 Turtle Creek, Danas,i.ya.jujuo.0/ Texas , was contacted and

xnT^erviS^d pursuant to appointee.
| white male, date of

birthi Istated that"’
- - -

he has been employed for
at 3525 Turtle Creek, Dallas, Texas (location of

inte:^iew) . I J described himself as a casual acquaintance with
appointee.

| [recalled having seen appointee several times
with his (appointee's) daughter.

| | stated that this woman
(toe daughter) is the only woman that he has ever seen appointee
with.

I I
when queried in terms of appointee's
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drinking habits, stated that he has never observed appointee
either drinking or drunk.

On February 13, 1989,
Carrollton, Texas 75006,

Turtle Creek> Dallas, Texas, was co:

pursuant to appointee.
|

~
|
a |

at 3525
5d. and interviewed;ec

, ,
n employee, while queried

concerning appointees drinking habits and social practices
(activities with woman) . stated that he has never observed

recalled affectind~
few occasions.”

|_

appointee with a woman.
in appointees apartment bn "a few occasions.”

| Irecaiiea, bv
virtue of these repairs observing annointee approximately two or
three times. Each time, recalled ”He (appointee), was
completely sober.”

|
|continuea "cnar appointee was always

observed to be neatly aressed and conducting business over the
phone. [__ Imay hp described as a white male, with a date of
birth, or]

|

and posses a home phone number of
| |
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Agent (SA)
'he following investigation was conducted by Special

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

NEIGHBORHOOD

[

Dallas. Texas
]

appointee

On February 10, 1989,
Dallas Texa^ was contacr-P-ri anti 1nf mTretnan-h i-nexas was contaccea and intervl^

I
black female, date of birth

P

,e was a casual acquaintance of appointee."
Ipmni nvpp I I g't-a4-Qa -i-Vta-t-

complex.
I I

also noted that on several occasions, annointee
was at home during which time she I I ciarT-i pri nn-h Vip-t

was querieg concerning any aiconox use/womanizing on f.bP pa-ri-. n-F

appointee
in£

responded, stating that although she is aware
that appointee's condominium is equipped with a small bar, she
has never observed appointee to be drinking/drunk.

| I also
noted that she has never heard of anyone else who has ever
observed appointee to be drinking or intoxicated. In closing,

I nnoted that the only visitors/persons with which she has
seen appointee, are his (appointee's), two daughters and two
grandchildren

.
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was interviewed on February
13, 1989 at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, which is the residence
of appointee:

a Black male. Date of Birth,
advised than ne nas oeen employed at this residence tod

He was advised of the identity of the
inrerviewing agent and the nature of the interview at which time
he furnished the following information:

He is familiar with the appointee, and he believes that
appointee is a very nice person and the only contact that he has
had with him is tol l and occasionally|~ ]

I
During all of his contacts, he has

never seen appointee drinking or appear to be drunk. He does not
know if he drinks alcohol. The only female companion that he has
seen appointee with is|

He advised that appointee is a normal individual and he
Knows or no derogatory information whatsoever concerning the
appointee. He has never run errands for appointee.
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bo
The followincf investigation was conducted by Special b?c

Agent (SA) I I

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

NEIGHBORHOOD

Dallas, Texas
April 1986-Present

On February 10, 1989,
Dallas, Tes^ns. was contacted and inrerviewea
appointgft

p\arsuant to
blijik male, date of birth [

was interviewed at his_nlacfi_Q£
Jaaempxoymem: (:ib2b Tiime Creek. Dallas, Texas)

. . . _
I

[

employee, stated that all condominiums locatea at 3525
Turtle Creek, Dallas, Texas, are, as a mle, serviced (cleaned)

,

jervice. f
'once a week; frequency of maid s

that an individual identified as

approximately one year ago.[

stated further,
, has been

Jsince appointee "came
~]described appointee's
located on the 21st

Here
condomini\im as being a two-bedroom \init,
floor (Condominium number 21—B) . When queried concerning
appointees use of alcohol/womanizinq.1 I stated that he has
never observed appointee to be anything but less than absolutely
sober and further, that he has never seen appointee in the
presence of a woman. I I added, that the building (3525
Tiirtle Creek, Dallas, Texas), provides absolutely no room service
nor does the building house any form of business which sells

, I
I was

IQUOR, as bei:

alcohol. In closing,
of local liquor stores
LIQUOR and MARTY'S LIQUOR, as being the nearest liquor stores to
the high-rise condominium complex.

queried in terms of the names
provided the names, NICK'S
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was contacted at 3525 Turtle
Creek Boulevard at Dallas, Texas, which is the residence of
appointee:

Birth ,r

On February 10 , 1989, a White male. Date of
1 who has been employed in the[

at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard for
approximately tne last tnree years, was advised of the identity
of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview:

He is a I I who does not speak English very well;
however, he understands the English language. He has never seen
appointee drinking alcohol. He has never seen him drunk. He ]tias

1

onlvl
^

1 1 He 1jias never seen appointee with any women except
1
who is|

1 He knows
of no derogatory information whatsoever concerning appointee. He
has never run any errands for appointee.
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was interviewed at 3525 Turtle
Creek Boulevard at Dallas, Texas, which is the residence of
appointee

:

On February 10, 1989, 1
a White male.

Date of Birth,!
1
who has

,
been employe^ at 3525

Turtle Creek Boulevard for approximately! was advised
of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
interview:

Appointee has been a resident at 3525 Turtle Creek
Boulevard for approximately three years, and during that period
of time he has never seen appointee with any alcohol, nor has he
ever seen him drunk. The only two females that he recalls ever
seeing the appointee with have been his daughter MARION TOWER and

He knows of no
derogatory information concerning appointee. His position as a
member of thef

I
has allowed him only limited contacts with appointee were when he

and when he
He nas never run any errands for appointee.
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was contacted on February 13,
1989 at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard at Dallas.,. Texas-:.

I a White male. Date of Birth,
1 who has been employed since

in the[~
lof the aboVS ffeSldShfife WSS

advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature
of the interview. He furnished the following information:

He has seen appointee leaving and arriving at the
condominium huildinn and bag

f | He has
also for the appointee. He has never run
any erranas or any pype tor appointee. At no time has he ever
seen appointee intoxicated. He does not know if appointee even
drinks alcoholic beverages. He has never seen appointee with any
female companions except for

appointee

.

He knows of no derogatory information concerning

be
b7C
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was interviewed at 3525 Turtle
Creek Boulevard at Dallas, Texas, which is the residence of
appointee

:

of Birth,

f

On February 13.. 1989,1 ^"la Black male, Da.te
]employed with the|^

]
at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, was advised of the

identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the
interview, at which time he stated he had been employed in his
position for approximately
information:

and furnished the following

He knows that appointee is a resident at the above
location and he feels that he is a good person, and he has never
seen him drinking. Furthermore, he has never seen him drunk, and
he at no time has run any errands for him. He can not recall
ever seeing anv other females accompanying appointee except

He knows of no
oerogarory inrormarion concerning appointee.
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was contacted, who is employed
at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, which is the residence of
appointee

:

On February 13,
Date of Birth
his residence.

1989 J a Black male.
was telephonically contacted at

advised tnat he desired to be interviewed over
the telephone in view of the fact that he has not been scheduled
to work at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard until

I

He furnished the following information:

ago at theSince his employment approximately!
above residence, he has observed appointee coming into the
residence. He has at times ! l and
has'

'

1
employment and rner
„— a ST

He has done this in the capacity of his
\ of the

residential condominium. At no time has he ever seen appointee
drinking or in a drunken condition. He does not ever recall
seeing any female accompanying him except for ! I

and his daughter MARION TOWER. It is his opinion
that appointee is very normal and he knows of no derogatory
information about him. He has never run any errands for
appointee.
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

On February 13, 1989, the following individual was
contacted, who is employed at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard which
is the residence of appointee-:

[

approximately

[

a Black male. Date of Birth,
employed at 35 25 Turtle Creek Boulevard for

in the was
advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature
of the interview. This contact was made by telephone to his
present employment.

| | advised that he desired to talk to
interviewing agent on the telephone rather than to be contacted
at his present place of employment. He furnished the following
information:

His only contact with appointee has been when appointee

ee.
arrived at 8 52^; Turtle Creek residence and he has|

He has never run any type of errands for appoini
At all times, the appointee is always polite and appears to be a
very normal person to him. He has never seen him drink alcohol
or be in a drunken condition. Additionally, he has never seen
any female accompany appointee except
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following Individual was contacted on February 13,
1989 at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard at Dallas, Texas,,:,

a Black male. Date of Birth,
who has been employed since in the

I of the residence, was advised of
rne laentity or the interviewing agent and the nature of the
interview. He furnished the following information:

He has only met the appointee on a few occasions when
appointee drove into the residence andl I

In a few other instances, he has|
He has never run any errands .of any kind for the appointee. He
has never seen appointee drinking or being in a drunken
condition. He does not know if appointee drinks alcohol. He
does not recall seeing appointee with any female acquaintances
except for i

~| He knows of no
derogatory information concerning appointee.
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Agent (SA)[

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

NEIGHBORHOOD

The followincf inves^aation was conducted by Special

3525 Turtle Creek
Dallas, Texas
April 1986-Present

On FAh-pnaTy 13, 1989 J

J Dallas, Texas, was contacted and interviewed
piarsuant to appointee

.

date of birth
£

Dallas, Texas
that she has
stated that each

Znmaybe' described as a white female .

Jand home telephone number ofl I

1 femplovee at 3525 Tiurfcle Creek
s

I stated
served appointee approximately 24 times. I I

1^ J... « IOf these times she has either
When cfueried

concerning appointees remaie partners/assbciates

,

that she ha^ only observed applicant, "Around his'

completely

.
stated

daughters and
When queried concerning appointees drinking habits,

stated that, "I’ve never seen him anything less than
sober.

"

]
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Agent (SA)
followincf investigation was conducted by Special

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

NEIGHBORHOOD

3525 Turtle Creek
Dallas, Texas
April 1986-Present

On February 10. 1989

o_ appointee.
home phone ntmiber

e capac
, since
tance o

1
resh
y in
once

pursuant to
ummm

ate of b
home phone I 1 a

| | employee I Lstated
that she is a casual acquaintance of appointee. stated,
when queried concerning appointees drinking habits. €Hat "i have
never seen any alcohol used by him (appointee^ . » I I statp>d
that she has, one two occasions,]
On one of those occasions, appoint^fe Was at home.

|
[recall

that appointee was busy at his kitchen (dining room table) , doi
paperwork, l l stated that appointee was fully clothed and
sober. When queried concerning appointees dating/sexual
activities,

!

'

[ stated that, ”I've only seen him (appointee),
with his daughters, no other females.”
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following alcoholic beverage store is located in
the neighborhood of the 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard residence of
appointee at Dallas, Texas on February 10, 1989:

NICK'S, 3607 Lemmon Avenue, which sells alcoholic
beverages was located at approximately two blocks from the above
residence. The following individuals were contacted to determine
if appointee is a customer of this business:

Owner
Assistant Manager

I

Delivery Man

All of the above individuals advised that they know of
appointee through his publicity as a politician and that all of
them know that he is not a customer of their business.

|

advised that his business has many customers in the resiaentiai
condominium building in which appointee resides at above
address, but that appointee is not a customer.
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individual was interviewed at 3525 Turtle
Creek Boulevard at Dallas, Texas, which is the same building, that
is. the res-idenee of appointee;

of Birth .

[

On February 10, 1989 .f 1 a Black male. Date
]

at 3525 Turtle Creek, was advised of the identity of the
interviewing agent and the nature of the interview at which time
he furnished the following information:

He has been employed at 3525 Turtle Creek for
approximately During his employment . he has seen

I I
^ —JT

—

u rappointee driving into tne residence at which time[

"Green Bullet".
He has also!
daughter, mArion TOWER,
appointee of any type

.

appointee are to I

one of which is a 1965 Green Dodge known as the
The other automobile is a 1987 Black Chrysler.

]
for the appointee's

He has never "run" any errands for
The only things that he has done for

At no time has he ever seen appointee drinking or
drunk. He does not know if appointee drinks alcoholic beverages.

He considers appointee to be a normal individual and
that the only woman that he has seen the appointee with is
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Agent (SA)
The following investigation was conducted by Special be

b7C

NEIGHBORHOOD

3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, #21B
Dallas, Texas
April 1986 to Present

was interviewed

1989.1
Dallas,

the

executive housekeeper. She

It tllfi T'

/ |

said En

Texas, telephone
esidence of

|

where she is

number

IS

employed as an
at she has been employed by

this capacity for one year and has known the
appointee during this entire period. She said that she sees the
appointee often and considers him to be a kind, gentle man, a

'perfect gentleman and the the type of person she believes is
needed for a position of Secretary of Defense. She said that she
has served lunch to the appointee on many occasions and that the
appointee always drinks tea, never consuming any alcoholic
beverage on these occasions. She said that her employer[

is not a "party person" and that she and the appointee do
not entertain at home very much. She stated that she has never
seen the appointee "even high" and has observed him only to drink
an occasional glass of wine or champagne with dinner. She said
that she has found the media accounts concerning the appointee to
be unbelievable because she considers him to be such a gentleman.
She emphasized that she has observed the appointee frequehtly in
the l land that she believes
that the appointee would "let his hair down" on these occasions,
if anywhere, and that she has observed nothing but gentlemanly
behavior and no abuse of alcohol by the appointee on these
occasions

.

On February 10, 1989 .1
i . _

Ennis, Texas, telephone number] I was interviewed at
3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, where he is employed as an

|

I I He said he has been employed in this capacity for the
the past 1 land is responsible for|

I

1

1
He said he is employed from Monday

through Friday, between the hours of| land is
not in the building during the evening hours. He described the
appointee as a "happy-go-lucky" quiet person and said that he
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does not know the appointee well at all. hp said he observes the b6

appointee occasionally in the company of and has
never seen him in the company of any other female. He said he
has never observed the appointee to be intoxicated and stated
that he is a gentleman at all times, frequently being extremely

]
tenants of the building. Hehelpful to

said that he has been in the apartment of the appointee on two.

occasions and on these occasions found the apartment to be neat
and clean; he said he observed nothing in the apartment to
suggest to him any abuse of alcohol, such as littered alcoholic
b.e-verage containers.

| |
stated that staff employees of

the building are not permitted to run errands for tenants, that
he has never run any errands for the appointee, and, to his
knowledge, no one on the staff has ever complained about having
to run errands for the appointee.

[

On February 10, 1989,
Irving, Texas telephone numoer [ I was

interviewed at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, where he is employed
as I

~1 He said he has been employed in this
capacity for the past

| |
and has known the appointee

during this period. He said that this position includes the
in the operation of the

buildinq. He stated that he is responsible fori I

1

He said the aocointee keeos to himself, althouqh the

and emphasized that his hours frequently
require nis presence Th tne building at all hours of the night
and weekend, on which occasions he is| I

I I
He said that he has

never observed the appointee to be drunk or out of line in any
way. He said that the only female that he has ever observed the
appointee to be in company of is |

~| or other
female employees employed by the appointee. He said that
building staff are not permitted to run errands for tenants and
he is not aware of any occasion in which the appointee asked for
an employee to run errands for him. He stated that the trash of
building tenants is disposed of by the tenants into chutes
provided on each floor or onto the building elevator. He
indicated that

|
is the foreman of housekeeping

for the building and generally cleans the house for the
appointee. I stated that he has observed nothing to
suggest an alcohol problem by the appointee and that, during the
course of his duties, he has learned of no derogatory information
concerning the appointee.
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On February 10, 1989,
|

I

I

Irving (Las Colinas) , Texas, telephone number
]

was interviewed a t 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, where she
nas neen employed as the|

|
for the past]

She said that she has known the appointee since he moved into the
building and has daily contacts with the appointee when he is
living there. She stated that her job responsibilities require

I tmaid service and any other services
provided for tenants of the building. She recalled one occas-i-O-n

when the appointee, in the lobby of the building, observed three
female tenants being bothered by another tenant who was
intoxicated and that on this occasion the appointee observed the
situation and escorted the women to their apartments. She said
she has never observed the appointee to be intoxicated and that,
to her knowledge, there has been no incident involving the
appointee in the building which suggests to her any abuse of
alcohol by the appointee. She said that building employees are
not allowed to run errands off the premises for tenants and that
she is not. aware of anyone on staff that has complained about
having to run errands for the appointee. She described the
appointee has a kind person, exceedingly gentlemanly, personable,
good sense of humor, and of high character. She said that she is
not aware of any incident involving any sexual indiscretion by
the appointee, whom she has seen occasionally during the late
evening hours as well. She said that the only female companion
she has observed the appointee in the company of is |

I She emphasized that she considers citizens of the United
States to be lucky in getting the appointee in a position as
Secretary of Defense.

be
b7C

On February 13, 1989, I

Dallas, Texas, telephone number
interviewed at
employed as a

and work's OTe

was
3S2S Turtle Creek Ronlevard. He said he has been

for the past
shift. He said Re Ts

otr on Mondays and Tuesdays . He stated that his responsibilities
require him to per iodicallyl I

and that he also
that he occasionally

[

|for tenants of the building. He said
1 belonging to the appointee and

that he has never observed the appointee to be intoxicated. He
stated that the appointee and his daughter, MARION TOWER, stay
very much to themselves and that he does not know the appointee
well. He said that he has never been asked by the appointee to
run errands for him and is not aware or of any other employee on
staff who has run errands for the appointee.
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On February 13, 1989,
Dallas, Texas, telepnone numner [ ] was

intfetVlew6d A't 352 5 Turtle Creek Boulevard. He sa id that he has
been employed as a I I for the

| |
and

he said his days off are Saturdays
of
He

works from
and Sundaysl He stated that tie has frequently

f

the appointee and has never observed him to be intoxicatea.
said that he has never observed the appointee to be in company

'

1 He said that hewith any female other than
has never been asked by the appo intee to run an errand for him
and is not aware of any other person on staff being asked by the
appointee to run errands for him. concluded that he
has never observed anything derogatory in Ene actions of the
appointee.
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The following investigation was conducted Special Agent
(SA)

I

f

NEIGHBORHOOD

3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard J |

Dallas, Texas
April 1986 - Present

On February 13, 1989,
|

. .

I
3525 Turtle

Creek Boulevard,! I advised that he has lived at this address
since J He said that he has known the appointee
since the 1960s, although he does not know him well. He
described him as a quiet neighbor, active, hard-working, and
public-spirited. He indicated that he has also had a casual
relationship with I

|
whom he has known the

appointee l Ibhe appointee's recent divorce. He said
that he has observed the appointee to drink only at social
settings and has never observed him in a condition that he would
describe as intoxicated. He emphasized that the appointee is
very much a gentlemen, is of good character, lives within his
financial means, and has never expressed any bias or prejudice
against any class of citizen based upon religion, race, or ethic
group. He said he has no knowledge that the appointee has ever
used illegal drugs.
has known the appointee

1 said that the only woman that he
~| his recent divorce is

and that he knows of no incident involving the appointee
i n Mb i ~^h the appointee could be considered a "womanizer". | |

highly recommended the appointee for a position of trust
and confidence with the United States Government,
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On
TEXAS POLICE
follows

:

February 13, 1989, Officer
DEPARTMENT (DPD), advised

DALLAS

.

SA as

be
b7

Over the preceding weekend, he contacted and
interviewed individuals in the DPD who worked in the area in
which the appointee's residence is located (3525 Turtle Creek).

He stated that Sergeant
|

I has been a
supervisor over that sector of the Central Patrol since 1984

works the 4:00 PM to midnight watch. Sergeantj
reported that neither he nor his officers have answerea any calls
to the appointee's residence and that the appointee has not been
stopped by any officers in that sector for any reason, nor had
the DPD ever been known to have any contact with the appointee in
that sector.

Sergeant[
]
has been the supervisor of the

shift which runs from midnight to 8:00 AM in the appointee's
neighborhood . Sergeant
have had no contact with the appointee.

and his officers report that they

Sergeant
.

who works for the Tactical
Division, Special Events , DPD , advised that he and his men have
worked several functions at which the appointee was in
attendance. He stated that he has observed TOWER drinking what
he assumes to be alcoholic beverages, but is unable to say
exactly what l^hev mav_ consist of. He noted that Sergeant

] and his men are the last ones to leavereported that
these events, inasmuch as they are providing security,
stated that the appointee has never appeared to be inebriated or
incapacitated in any way, shape, or form, after the above
described events

.
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Agent (SA)

The following investigation was conducted by Special
be
b7C

NEIGHBORHOOD

AT DALLAS/ TEXAS

3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard
Dallas, Texas

On February 13, 1 989, ] 3525 Turtle Creek
Boulevard, | | telephoned the Dallas office of the
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) I [requested that the
interview be conducted over the phone inasmuch as he presently
was calling from the
it was mr>rp nnpvtan i irn dn sn.

Jfor bus iness purpo‘5g5 'stays there when in

n Palm Spr ings. California and
stated that he rents

IDallas on business.
Keerville, Texas.
night every couple ol weeks

.

1
permanent residence is in

jusuallv stays in
[

I

past
[

%to appointees and he has rented
I
is located

[

The apartmentapartment for the

appointee on a few 0 (

stated that he was
1 1 in 1988.
1

[stated that he did not know appointee well enough to

stated that he has never seen appointee drink and has no
knowledge concerning any alcohol consumption by appointee.
Further, he has not heard of any alcohol consumption by
appointee.



anq
reside at| ^
is part of thef

T
land l

I Apt. #8. Dallas.
__|were last known to
Texas. This addyess

jL»axj.as , Texas , researcnea a±i occupancy records.
|

[Stated
that his records do not reflect a history of occupancy whereas

I I
and

I I are concerned. I "Istated further that
there is not presently, nor has there ever been, an apartment
ntmber Eight at I 1 Dallas, Texas (address
provided by I | and | |to the Management of 3525 Turtle
Creek Boulevard , Dallas , Texas )

.

[

I
appointee . \

] black male, date of birth

!
s contacted and interviewed pursuant to
was interviewed at his residence, [~^

Dallas, Texas, 75211. [
he was employed at the condominiiun complex locafed a

stated that
3S2S_Iurtle

Creek Boulevard. Dallas. Texas, for approximately
_

I Hwas employed in the capacity
o:^

~1stated further that he had
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observed appointee
stated that

F

him"

.

"a few times " (ten to fifteen times).
for him, but I never spoke to

Iw-as queriea-,- concerning -appointee ' s

drinking/womanizing . According to|
\
appointee has never

been observed to be drunk/drinking^ Additionally,! j stated
that appointee has only been observed in the company o£ a woman
identified as[ ]and his (applicant's) two daughters.

tr’

tr'
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1

Data of tfarncflptlon 2 — 13 —89

1 b6
I
MARTY'S, 3316 Oak Lawn, b?

the following information:

Senator JOHN G. TOWER has had account number 60999 at
this liquor store since July 16, 1986. Total charges from this
date to the present is about $3,7-00 which includes' both alcoholic
beverages and food items. The account is current.

He noted that some charges on this account were made by
persons other than Senator TOWER and that in some instances,
purchases were made by these individuals on behalf of Senator
TOWER. He also noted that some purchases were made for gifts, as
noted on the invoices, and that the items were delivered to
persons other than Senator TOWER.

I [
noted that he has no way of knowing which

purchases were made for the personal use of Sentor TOWER and
which were not.

He furnished one photostatic copy each of the following
store records for purchases made on the above account:

1. Four (4) "Accounts receivable transactions" for the
period September 2, 1986, through June 13, 1988.

2. Twenty-three (23) invoices for the period September
25. 1986. through October 17, 1988.

[reviewed the above invoices in the presence of the
interviewing agent. He marked each alcoholic beverage with a
check mark and noted the type of beverage as beer ("B"),
champagne ( "C" )

,

liquor ("L"), or wine ("W")..

The above "Accounts receivable transactions" and
invoices are attached to and made a part of this report as
follows

:

Investigation on 2

—

1

3

** 8 9 at Dalla s , Texas .File . PI. 161A-2Q25

by. SA rv .Date .tii-tafrt 2-13~89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.





REFERENCE“--CDbe/ijESC^IfiflON^^ii;iv^^^^^“^RANS ^^REF^Rgj^Ci:^
DATE
5-23-87v^004 31 73

PAYMENT"

INVOICE 232. 19

B-o4-87^^090“29^34"

CUSTOMER TOTAL :

""INVOICE TTBrST""

486. 64 308. 07

TRANS REFERENCE CODE/DESCRIPTION INVOICE PAYMENT

6-

20-87 0032 10*"67"

7-

07-87 0000 00.19
'INVOICE
PAYMENT

MISC

150. 22

j.\y







. MARTY'S
ESSEh'liAL TO THE

EPICURE
SPIRITS kHO 55A-779o
SOURHET PHD 526-4070

5316 OAK LAUH
DALLAS TX 07/25/56

2.7CA

31.95E L-

6.65C Ui

6.65C Ui

22.25C d

22.25C C
6.20C U)

6.2CC Ui

77.50C ui - S'

4.80C U5

4.80C (XI
"-

14.25E

6.35C

6.35C

I ->sr- ,,
O.OJ\,

6.55C CL.

1.60A

TAX 14.2SF

. TOTAL 247,42

CHARGE 247. 4§

•CHANGE .00

0097 3 i 4.55PH



-*i»^'r *n" •***- -i^.. s.

’nARTV'S :

ESSENTIAL 7D THE
epicure

SPIRITS PHO 526-779*
GQURilET PHO 52^4070
_ .3316 OAK LAWN
DALLAS TX

. 12/03/Si

CHAnpACNE (3 1 *9.95H
17077

GIFT BASKET 4?.9_5H
157S1

total 97.90 .

charge 99.90

CHANGE .00

0040 3 5 12.35Pn

f

[J
3316 OAK LAWN,
„ essential to f

DALLAS, 75219

le epicure

WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

OFFICE 526-0900

PICKUP

DELIVERY

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

99. ?0 TOTAL
0040 3 5 12.35P11

HARTYS CHARGF
60999^=

0 99.90 CHARTjE 3

99.90, 12/03/»6
0040 3 5 12.35P«

•bo

b7C



DESCRIPTION

ANQUERAY 94 f

. 88508 I J050
6PK PERRIER
7478000U01

t-'^TOUCHHAYA
8602400079

ANGOSTURA 81
7549600040

i^OHN WALKER
8850801040

SCREWPULL PO
13358

TONIC StHMEP
1660050572

EXTRA D
8811255102

687.70
CLUB SOQA SC
'1660051472

^ILLONS^DJU
2315.95

. -HOET EXTRA D
8811255105

2316.99
C «. B POUILL

13041
3312.60

ANGOSTURA 81
7549600040

SANTA BAR PI
17028

PATE AU POIU
13 IS I

24.35A
L_

3.45H

18.45E

2.10A

28.95E L_
15.00A

2.85A

46.20C<;^-4,

2-65A

31.90C
Ijj

..

33.98A d _

37.80CCJ^J ^ 3
2.10A

2.00H

4.80H

ALLACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS. TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

HADDOH SriOK 1.60H
7660631385

CARRS TABLE 2.40H
5929057322

CHEESE 2.00H

HAR1YS CHARGE
607995

0 277.67 CHARGE 3

277.67 y2/iS/'Q6
0143 3 5 4.14PH
TAX 15.09F

TOTAL ,277.67
CHARGE '277.67

CHANGE .00

^^^^RANSi iSp/Ria.^i’iLll

ACCOUNT NO..

CUSTOMER W
SIGNATUREA



3316 OAK LAWNJ DALLAS, 75219

essential to tne epicure

DESCRIPTION

OFFICE 526-0900

AMOUNT

1 .. /M '^AIU.OHC. t.'AU 191.40C- lij ^(-

I CS.
'

1)pm; I3SI\7 ^
"

' i?ai'.i'.95

IC? QH:"BWUfC6l'P0 lo.oj?'®'''" .

o C,. «/L yiHOIS -43.02A
p6<*>Sfc uELivE-KiT rce z.ouft

I1AKTT? ,CHAaG£

0 41i.59 CHAf.SE 3



WINES/SPIRITS 526.7796

GOURMET 526.4070

3316 OAK LAWN M DALLAS, 75219

essential to the epicure 1

C

DESCRIPTION

OFFICE 526*0900

CAMS
71*<-001522

w-^CATE

V^IGAL HERHl
151*S

2Si9.5Ci
i^HNEUF BLAHC

1AS73

2.70A (Q)

4.Z>0(>, 0
39.00C

14.15C 1-.,1

j^^NTEBELLU C 36.95C ^
j^EAUJ VILLA6 5.9!5C

,831C>CiC'135Ci
/>^AUJ VILLAS 5.95C

S3 10001350
• .^ITTIHSER L 68.X0C

8469250164 .

3322.70
1«^ARRES SY RE 19.95C

1660S
^^AITTIHGER L 6.75C:

^8469250167
t-^ITTIHGER L 6.T5C

8469250167
\^ERR1ER JOIJE 13.30C;

16094
^ 286.65

I SIN 7.50E
SS60000002

SPANISH PEAN 5.40H
2900007903

232,70
BOTT STOPPER 1.60A

28
28.30

DISTQT 216.85
10. OX

HINDIS -21.69A
NARTYS CHARGE

609996
0 232.19 CHARGE 1

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

5 .9J5C to

\J0

68* IOC

19*9CiC
(jJ

d •

7,50E U
f>.40H

216.85

232.19

TOTAL
CHARGE

CHANGE
7 3

05/23/B7
4*04PH

15r33F

232.19
232.19

•00
4.04Pn

DELIVER
TO

TRANS4 SP/REG. TIME



DESCRIPTION

lillT RD. WIL 1 3.7VA
17202

BSKT. DOUBLE 1.80A
15480

PUHPERNICKEL 2.05H
7149400020

NOVA 20. 95

A

20452002095
COCKTAIL SHR 18.55A
20509001855

DILL FRESH
20249000144

1.44H

PRODUCE (6E
2001000031i-

3.11H

RED BELL PEP
20908000369

3.69H

ENDIVE
20904000222

2.22H

RED SAUCE
20518000259

2.59H

ARTICHOKE SP
20684000397

3.97A

SHRINP SPREA
20688000463

4.63A

CAPERS BULK
20435000143

1.43H

FRILLED PICK
7370537005

.95A

SNOW PEAS .75H

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLEWITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

• DELIVER
TO

20902000075
HARTYS CHARGE

60999i
0 75.88 CHARGE 1

75.88 05/27/87
0926 8 4 3.46FH
TAX 5.96F

TOTAL 75.88
CHARGE 75.88

CHANGE ' .00

0926 8 4 3.46P11

TRANS* SP/REG. TIME

NAME

address”

STATE

ACCOUNT Ni

CUSTOMER '

SIGNATURE

.

b6
b7C



WINES/SPIRITS 526.7796

GOURMET 526.4070

3316 OAK LAWN
essential to f

! DALLAS, 75219

e epicure

DESCRIPTION

OFFICE 526-0900

AMOUNT

881125.*5105

,
DEWAR*S WHIT
881000UU
VERAH B

laoa?

, JIQET EXTRA,

D

V< 88112^102

GEHEVIEV
17850

1^ ^ B BEAUJ*
17419

^•HAB ttOHTrt^ 13039
i^AB HONTrt^ 18039
U-THEASAMT RID
, . 1*990
t^STOLTCHNAYA

8602400079
l^9T0UICHNA/A

8602400045
t^QUAVIT AALB
''^^068625140
C-BfOUICHNAYA«faUICHNAYA 13.15E

8602400045
WINTDT 101.70

10.OX
UINDIS -1CM7A

FRESH LlflE
,

.50H
31

2J&.25
nARTYS CHARGE

60999^
0 178. r«7 CHARGE 1

18.:05E

IS.OOC (/J

27»60C

4.35C UJ

*•950(^0

9.95C (jJ

9.9SC va;

9.95C tO
U.SOE L
13.15E

L.

13.35E L
13.15E L

173.57
9029 3 4
TAX

TOTAL
CHARGE

CHANGE
9029 3 4

03/04/B7
i.ssrti

12.04F

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30

DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS. TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

DELIVER
TO

CUSTOMER W C
SIGNATUREA-



WINES/SPIBITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

DALLAS. 75219

e epicure

DESCRIPTION

13
OFFICE 526-0900

AMOUNT

^^opiTEAU eu s.aocyj
80120802U0

^ 282.90
U^PERROH LA Gft 9.90C^^

17914
284.95 ,

i.^EflRL 2.70A ^
7144001522

U.«R0TH SAUV B A.95C- ^
1.2799

U^LEHN ELLEN 4.15C ^
8072000003 .

DUCK WITU TR 2.40A
20212000240
BRIF 1.82H
207&S.00.CHS2

C-ORNICHOHS B .64A
20436000064

STIRATO .8VH
208270000S9

OARTYS CHAROE

0 37.85 CHARGE I

37.85 10/02/87
4607 4 l2 3.36r»1

TAX 2.60F

•I01AL
CHARGE 37.85

CHANGE .00

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLEWITHIN 30

DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

4-607 4 2 3»36Pt1

TRANS# SP/REG. TIME



WtNES/SPlRITS 526*7796

GOURMET 526*4070

DALLAS, 75219

e epicure 14
OFFICE 526*0900

PICKUP

DELIVERY

CUSTOMER W
SIGNATUREA







2S6.95
V^UAR'S HHIT 13.3CE i

8810001114
U-8T0L1CHHAYA 16.80E

|

8602400079
i^LONARI SDA 10.40C

8912024165 ^

.

OAC235.20
BEV. NAPKINS 4.05A

16916
331.35

2ESTER STiPP 2.30A
14968

GRUYERG 1.62H
20633000162

LEHON SUnilER 1.97A
20844000197
CHICKEN SALA 3.34A
20357000384
SLICED HOVA 3.00A
20346000300

haurice mm 5. OSH
18734

fresh LEtlOH .25H
32

riARTYS CHARGE
609994

87.93 CHARGE 1

87.9S 12/14/87
4587 S 3 12.16Pn
TAX 6. OOF

TOTAL S7.98
CHARGE 87. 93

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

CHANGE .00

4587 8 3 i2.16Pn

I

TRANS» SP<REG. TIME



WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070A
3316 OAK LAWN
essential to f

DALLAS, 75219

e epicure 18
OFFICE 526-0900

DESCRIPTION

^l^up '

DELIVERY

AMOUNT

1

CHAnPAQNE 61 4?,.ySH
17097
DELIV

ffr.

tlARTVS CHAR6E
<50999*

0 55.99 CHAR6E 1

55.99 i2/16/S7
5033 9 4 fi.SSPn

TOTAL
CHARGE

55.99
55.99

CHANGE .OO
5033 9 4 5.59PN

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

DELIVER
TO '

" )
ACCOUNT NO..

NAME: /U (j •

^
• ADDRESS:

|H|Hi STATE: ZIP:

PREPAID C.O.D. CREDIT
REC.ON
ACCT. EMP.

CUSTOMER W
SIGNATUREA-



WINES/SPIRITS 526*7796

GOURMET 526*4070

3316 OAK LAWN
essential to i

' DALLAS, 75219 -i
(

e epicure

DESCRIPTION

PICKUP

DELIVERY

OFFICE 526*0900

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS. TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

TAPER CAMOL'c 1

17053
2&.70

1.4UA

BRIE
2070S000415

4.15H

BRIE 3.77H
20708000377

Rijnl FRUIT C
303472030S

2.50H

OIET SEVEf! U
780000007?

3.23A

nINATURC CHE
2a3?60007?0

7.90A

6PK PERRIER
747BC«C*0C<C‘i

233.50

7.00H

TOHIC SCHUEP
W60050572

3.00A

COCA COLA CL
4900000634

3.25A

MAR7YS CKARuE

0 37/;2 CHAR-oE 1

37.72 i2/li/S7
5061 3 5 3.23F'f1

TDL6L 37.72
CHARGE 37.72

5061 3 5 3.23PH

TRANSIf SP/REG. TIME

DELIVER
TO

NAME

ADDRESS

CUSTOMER Y A /'K
SIGNATURE ^ ' /

••• .

/
-.-V

•

'
*

-

J





WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

3316 OAK LAWN J DALLAS. 75219

essential to me epicure ^

DESCRIPTION

21
OFFICE 526-0900

•=" \

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30

DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

EXTRh S 47.S5A
OOXUt"~JC'5

2315.95
51? T eo:< sni

60
' DELIVERY ?E^ 2.00

A

5i
tlARTYS CHARGE

0 57,02 CHARGE 1

57*02 32/13/87

t# 5

TOTAL 5?, 03
57.02

CHAH-3E .00
<f'62.6 5 5 ll.OOftn

TRANS* SP/REG. TIME

CUSTOMER '

SIGNATURE

.



WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

3316 OAK LAWN J DALLAS, 75219

essentia! to (ne epicure 2 2

• GOURMET 526-4070
. PICKUP D

.AS, 75219 „ ^ DELIVERY

lire
OFFICE 526-0900

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

I

tlARTIH 2S.50E [_
8723600 ii6.
HARTVS CHARGE

6099?$
0 20.72 CMAFICC 1

yin. 7^ 19/W87
5 i0.59An

TAX 2.2SF

TOTAL 30.73
CHAKE 30. 7S

CHANGE .00
6625 5 5 i0.59An

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30

DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

TRANS# SP/REG. TIME

DELIVER
TO

NAME

address”

state”

ACCOUNT NO.,



WINES/SPIRITS 526.7796

GOURMET 526-4070

3316 OAK LAWN,
essential to f

DALLAS. 75219

e epicure 23,

PICKUP

DELIVERY

OFFICE 526-0900

DESCRIPTION

V^OLOHftRI SOA

I

89120241A.5
^ 255.ao

V„^-^HCENr*p'?»
15677

2d 13*
ARD EOyRG

AMOUNT

1CU4C1C^^^

12.40C

u>.>
31*90C

, .1 ^
c

IDS 10
2d

I >TAITTIHGER L. 3S*2r*C: ^^ 846?2e;0167
rrd7*0S

rREGH LIflE m2!5H
31

FRESH LEnOM *2SH
32

WlHTOr 117.S5
10,0%

MIMDtS -TX.79A
OARTVS CHARGE

60999tr
0 lir«.04 CHARGE 1

115,04
6497 3 4
TAX

TOTAL
CHARGE

03/25/S3
5.4»?PH

B.4SF

lir>04
115.04

CHANGE .OO
6497 3 4 5.4CiPn

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30

DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS. TEXAS
1

NOT FOR RESALE

TRANS# SP/REG. TIME



WINES/SPIRITS 526.7796

GOURMET 526-4070

3316 OAK LAWN J DALLAS. 75219 *
essential to the epicure ^

DESCRIPTION

OFFICE 526-0900

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

FOLINAKl SUA
7C‘S1*

DIET COKE
4900000-458

3 ,25A

COCA COLA CL
47DD000i*:34

31.25A

6RK PERRICR
747GC<0O0Ci.t

A • 15H

GINGER ALE -5

1A40051172
3,15A

CLUB SODA SC
1660051472

3. 15A

TONIC SCflUER
1660050572

3% 15A

6PK HERRltP
^^747SOOOOO

1

4 ,15m

U^XLTR BEEFE-fiT 17.t-7£ I

U^TCLlCMWATfi
I

B607 4 000/7
CARRS TABUE
5927057372
COOKIES t B .79A
2000 1000079
COOKIES & e .S5A
2000 luOOOS'^*

rtlNATURE CHE .79A
2o3'^6000079

0 iox*22 cmmk i

101,22 OA/OA/SS
7505 3 A 4.04?n
TAX 6,A3F

IZliM
TOTAL
C:Mi^F;»5U

CHANGE .OCI
750S 3 < 4*04F-h

TRANS# SP/REG. TIME

DELIVER
xn

PREPAID C, CREDIT



.WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

3316 OAK LAWN
essential to f

DALLAS, 75219

e epicure - ‘> 25

PICKUP

DELIVERY

OFFICE S26-0900

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
CHAB vr

'

65 :5QC
18905

v^INCENT P FU 83.70C,

.

15677
6dl3n95

u-i^LONARI SOA 10.40C o
8912024165 ^

235.20
^^OET EXTRA D 199. 90A

6292
i^OET EXTRA D 77.00C

8811255102 H m
1037.70

FREHCH ROAST 4.31H
20019000431

ROAST BEEF 2. 03

A

20409000203
CREAM CHEESE .99A
20105000099

«IHT0T 234.90
10 .0%

UIHOIS -23.49A

ilARTYS CHARGE
60999$

0 451.79 CHARGE 1

451.79
2658 3 3

TAX

TOTAL
CHARGE

05/14/88
2.55PM
33.15F

451.79
451.79

CHANGE .00

2658 3 3 2.55PM

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS
|

NOT FOR RESALE

TRANS# SP/REG. TIME



WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

3316 OAK LAWN J DALLAS, 75219

essential to the epicure

DESCRIPTION

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

DELIVER
TO

OFFICE 526-0900

l-OLIHAKI bOA 2S.05A
7031

HARTYB CHARGE
609?9l

ii M.29 CHARGE i

30r29 07/13/B8
33D? 9 7 4.00PH
TRX 2,24F

TOTAL . 30.2?
CHARGE -30,29

CHAMGE .00
S30V 9 7 4.00Pn

TRANS# SP/REG, TIME



WINES/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

3316(3W|^WnJ DALLAS, 75219 •

essential to me epicure 2 7

DESCRIPTION

OFFICE 526-0900

AMOUNT

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

. DELIVER
TO

4 FOLOIMI soft 5.90C/,, i

S9 12024 165
• FOLOMARI soft 5.90C

. , ,

8912024165 U>''(

* BEEFEATER GI 3S.85E
8469200007

3812«9*t
^

CHOCOLATE 'rO 2.50A
20308000250

<• BRUNO PAILLA 8.95C /» . |

1542S
^ '

SWEDISH ROftS 6.30H
20374000630

DECAFF. COLO 8.34H
20022000834

ESPRESSO 5. 15H
20013000515

DECAFF. FREN 3.48H
20020000348
MARTYS CHARGE

60999i
0 90.34 CHARGE 1

90.34 09/20/88
8542 4 3 4.10PJ1
TAX 4.97F

TOTAL 90.34
CHARGE 90.34

CHANGE .00- ...
.

8542 4 3 4.10PI1

TRANS» SP/REG. TIME



« .

^
f • *

t

3316 OAK LAWN .

essential to f

I DALLAS. 75219

le epicure

WlNeS/SPIRITS 526-7796

GOURMET 526-4070

OFFICE 526-0900

DESCRIPTION

nOET EXTRA 0
SSU25S105

BREADST1CK3
2027-^000120

ALL SI2ES ri
204157000730

FRILLED PICK
7370537005

STOLIC'HHAVA *

8602400079
F.DL0NAR2 ^SOA

89 12024 165
on

PQLQMARI'SUA
8915074165

FOLCNARX SOA
8912024165

nDET WHITE 5
881 1555lu2

637.25
DIET COKE .

4900000653
COCA CDLA CL

4900000634.
FRESH Lir?£

31
2^.25

FRESH LEtlOH
32

23.2-5

1.2DH

9,30A

1.60A

43.50C

3.25A

ALL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN 30
DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE IN

DALLAS, TEXAS

NOT FOR RESALE

WIHTOT 306,50

WIHDIS -30,65A

TRANS# SP/REG. TIME

DELIVER
TO

MART VS WARGE
60999^

TT 32UwtOOR^SfiK'j£ 1

ACCOUNT NO.. mi_
CITY 0724 4'-vSf*If,:54rt1

tAX 73.if.4F

NAME: 0O\! N/ ^fOiA/T7XZ

TOTAL 320,00
CHARGE 520.00

PREPAID CREDIT El



S'D-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

4

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1

Date of transcription 2/16/89

I 1
t>6

3525 CONDOMINIUMS, located b7c
at 3525 'ixircie creejc Boulevard, Dallas, Texas, furnished the
following list of former employees at 3525 CONDOMINIUMS that have
been terminated from employment since April 1, 1986, which is the
date that appointee moved into 3525 CONDOMINIUMS;

Dallas, Texas 75212
I I

Dallas, Texas 75224

0Dallas, Texas 7521

Dallas, Texas 75224

Dallas. Texas 75205

Dallas, Texas 75217

Balch Springs, Texas 75180

Dallas, Texas 75228

Investigation on 2/14/89 at Dallas, Texas File# 161A-2025

by SAI ksp Date dictated 2/16/89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.







DL 161A-2025
JPC/sp
1

The following i nvp-h-H era-H on wa.ct nnnrino.+-(3ri on February
15, 1989, by Special Agent

PREVIOUS EMPLOYEES OF 3525 TURTLE CPFFTC nnULEVARD

Dallas, Texas

I I aavissa th&t SAA h^d no record ot the above 1 1 stpA
person at the above address.

Dallas, Texas

I I

of the above uipamed apartment unit stated
that he was not aware of anyone named

| at the above
address

.

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE had no local listing in the
Dallas area for the above listed names.



DL 161A-2025
JPC/sp
1

,
The followincr investiga-hion was conducted by Special

Agent
| |

PREVIOUS EMPLOYEES OF 3525 TDRTLE CREETC nnTTT,WAT?n

Dallas. Texas

stated that he worked at 3525 Turtle Creek
Boulevard, Dallas. Texas, for a period of approximately

K
1 (from[ T as a and rarer as

I 1 in the course of his duties has observed JOHN
TOWER enter and exit the building sevepl i TTIPg f I

J I
and has

I 1
(1972 Dodge, 2-door, green) for him.

When asked if he has ever observed JOHN TOWER in an
intoxicated or boisterous condition

.

1 I stated "No, he was no
problem. He was always well-mannered". He further stated that
JOHN TOWER usually entered and exited the building alone,
further stated that he had been in TOWER'S condo on one occasion
to [ I and that he noted no evidence of improper
or excessive behavior.

| [
ended the interview stating that

he had relatively little contact with TOWER during his employment
there and had no further information to offer.



DL 161A-2025
RCN/skw
1

Agent ( SA

)

1989:

'bp. fnllnwinrf i nvPHti ga-l.i nn was conducted by Special
at Dallas, Texas on February 15,

NEIGHBORHOOD

3525 Turtle_ Creek Boulevard

Dallas, Texas
April, 1987 - Present

I
I ^ I

Telephone Number
J
advised that he was employed as the Q I

1
]

l uiiciL. xxc; wao cu ao uiic;
|

at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard during the period

[

1 He stated that he did not know the
appointee personally and knew him only on site as a tenant of the
building. The appointee drove an old Dodge automobile, jokingly
referred to by building employees as the "Green Hornet". He did
not observe the appointee consume any alcohol or see him in the

saidcompany of any females during the above period
he never observed the appointee to be in a condition that he
would describe as intoxicated, that the appointee was never any
problem in the building, and that he had observed no outrageous
behavior by the appointee.

I

Tnvp.Hbi fTP-h i nn at
,

_
locate]

I
determined that

|_

in an effort to
is unknown at this

address. Inquiry at the U.S. Postal Inspector's Office located
no change of address for

An un i danti f 1 P.d tp.nant at the
Tdetermined that tLs

not living at this address and is unknown. Inquiry at tne u. S.
Postal Inspector ' s Office located no change of address for

be
b7C



DL 161A-2025

Agent (SA)

The following investigation was conducted by Special

RESIDENCE

AT DALLAS, TEXAS

On February 15,
Dallas, Texa s, advised t^hat she worked at 35^ Turtle CreeK
Boulevard fori | in| was employed as

be
b7C

TOWER was. [
because it was discovered that

I advised that she was unaware o£ who Senator JOHN
J added that she wasi

^
|

On February 15, 1989 , F
~

Balch Springs, Texas, telephone number [

that he wa s employed as [

Boulevard.

I
advised

I
at 3525 Tur~tle Creek

worked for approximately
! I

in I I and ending in earlybeginning sometime
stated that he worked both the early and the late shi tts

.

stated that he would
appointee come and go from the building.
never really had any conversati on with appointee and did not know

[for him and see
stated that he

1
stated that he had no knowledge

^ __T J J
appointee personally.
concerning any alcohol consumption by appointee whatsoever and
never heard of any. Further, he is unaware of any indiscretions
whatsoever on appointee's behalf.

| |
was unable to provide

any further information.

_Qn_ February 15, 1989
Dallas, Texas

I
advised that she was

]

employed at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard as
advised that she worked for approx imately"!

I I helped

~
I
during

]
but helped

Jon numerous occasions when either the

]

and would assist
[

appointee resided
appointee
not talk much.

1 was absent or if she had nothing else to do

in TTb" and
j
recalled that-
talking withapartment

that appointee would be in the
on a few occas ions,

j
{remarked that appointee did

- • _ t * T i ^ ^dstatec

tapartment on various occasions while she
has no knowledge of any alcohol consumption by appointee
whatsoever and has never heard of any either. Further, she has
no knowledge concerning any indiscretions by appointee.
left her job as !due to finding a better job.



DL 161A-2025

NEIGHBORHOOD

The folloyincf individual was contacted who previously
was employed in the l lat 3525 Turtle
.Creek Boulevard, Dallas, Texas, which is the residence of
appointee:

On February 16-, 1989 , | |
advised that he

was employed in the above department at 3525 Turtle Creek
Boulevard. Dal la g. Tpvas. whprp, he worked from approximately

I
to He did not ever meet or hear

anything whatsoever about appointee. He did know that appointee
was a Senator of the United states. The reason that he never saw
the Senator was probably because he was assiqned to thel Ithe Senator was probably because he was assigned to the l \

Because of this assignment, he rarely saw any
resiaents or tne building. He laiows of no derogatory information
whatsoever, and is not able to furnish any information concerning
appointee.

be
b7C



DL 161A-2025

NEIGHBORHOOD

The following individuals were former employees at 3525
Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dallas, Texas, which is the residence of
appointee, who could not be located. xhese_emplqyees were

On. February 15, 1989,
Dallas

, Texas . advisedDallas,
I \ is[ f.

was

at
no
the

the current resident of|

relation to her f^ilv.
former resident o:

She advised
thatl

,

I
,

I I movea approxiinatelv one to two years ago and did not leave
a forwarding address.

Jiarf
On February 15, 1989,

Dallas, Texas, advised
Texas, 'is currently occupied by[
this residen~* ~ ' -

occupied byl
1988, and left no forwarding address.

as,
been at

ce since July. 1988. The home was previously
]who moved in approximately July,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1

Date of transcription 2/X6/89

advised tnat: sue was theT
worked at 3525 Turtle Cfeejc Bouievara. Dallas. Texas

Dallas, Texas,
who previously

currently employed aij
]in Dallas , Texas

.

IS

. She stated that as soon as
J
arrived at home-, she would have him contact the FEDERAL

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI)

.

I I telephonicallv contacted the FBI from his
residential telephone .l I He stated that he is
employed at the above! I and may be contacted at
telephone numberT I He was advised of the identity of
the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, at which
time, he furnished the following information concerning the
appointee, JOHN G. TOWER;

bo
b7C

during 1987 in thej at 3525 Turtle
.ntee who he metcreex Boulevard. This was the residence of i

on several occasions. His meetinas consistec
ippo]
i of
to 1

1
die condominim

appointee. nn-r-ing f-hA-h ma-r-inH o-F h-i-mo

was accompanied bvi
believes is named]
times by two or tm
names he did

he recalls iphat appointee
who he

He was accompanied at other
ree otner women bn separate occasions, whose

not know. Two of the women were elderly,
approximately close to his age, and the other lady was possibly
his daughter, whose name he does not know. Appointee appeared
normal in these relationships and he was polite at all times.

He only worked at 3525 for approximately! I

because, at the same time he had a
| |

I which necessitated him taking numerous aays ott trom worx.
This period was during his probation period and the management
asked him if he could work more than he had in the past, and he
advised them that he could not assure them of this because the

^ Due to this lack of assurance,
the management had no alternative but to release him from work.
He has no bitter feelings toward 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, and
believes that they treated him fairly lander the circumstances.

Investigation on 2/15/89 at Dallas , TexaS File # 161A-2025

by SA r§E Date dictated 2/16/89
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He had not seen the appointee intoxicated at anytime except
on one occasion during his employment, date and approximate time
iinlmovTn. On this occasion, he was working the 11:00 PM to 7:00 AM
shift at which time the appointee arrived at the residence at
approximately midnight. appointee's 1987 black Chrysler
for appointee. Upon his return back to his station

f

of
the condominium, the appointee asked him if he had a spare xey tor
his condominium as his was missing. He told appointee that there was
no spare key that was available.

Appointee then told him that he would sleep on the terrace
of the building which was next to the swimming pool until the manager
arrived in the morning with a spare key. The appointee did sleep in
a chair on the terrace that night because he observed him during
security checks which are made approximately every two hours, of the
area. The next morning, appointee was let into his apartment by^CLj- ccL * J.11CS / appuxiiuet:: wao xeu xiiuw apax ULiiciiu

I I who is the Operations Manager for 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard.
During this incident, he did smell alcohol on the breath of appointee
and appointee appeared to be drunk because he was staggering a
"little bit". Although appointee appeared to be intoxicated,
appointee was polite in all of his dealings with him.

During this shift, he does not know if anyone else saw
appointee, and believes that the only person who was workinc the
shift with him was an individual by the name of l

~\ or|
He does not recall the last names of these individuals or wnere mey
may be located.

I
stated that the above information is the truth and

that he would be willing to testify to the above incident before the
Congress of the United States, any court in the United States, and
would also be willing to take a polygraph examination as to his
truthfulness. All of the information that has furnished above is all
of the information that he knows concerning appointee.

FBI/DOJ
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PREVIOUS EMPLOYEES OF 3525 TURTLE CREEK

The following investigation was conducted on February
15, 1989 by Special Agent (SA)

advised that
|

who previously lived a^ RTs agdress., moved to the
I
area one and one-half years ago. He does

not know of any way to contact

A female who
advised that the[

some time ago, moved,
location. She noted
location since that time.

declined to identify herself,
I family, who lived at

, She has no idea as to their
that several families have resided

current
in the

I
[

The manager of the
I advised that she has no

| I

]
She stated the name is not familiar to her as a

current or previous resident.
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Agent (SA)
individual
Boulevard

—^Qlilow i na—3-nvestigation
wnd were former

condominiums

:

was conducted by Special
in an effort to locate the
employees at 3525 Turtle

following
Creek

be
b7

AT DALLAS, TEXAS

Dal las,
forf^

ditH

On February
Texas advi

froJ
locatkcT

16,
that

in Dallas, Texas,
advised on February 16, 1989
reside or receive ma il at he>r

the location of a

POSTAL SERVICE atIt had received a change of address
1*” wh i ch cha nged his address

I |bothto
U1

s
addroggoe

to

Chat
add r-

o'E itine ftas no
,
does not

information as

that it had*" rent

I

ved^ a^ chanl?
POSTAL SERVICE. _advi^rerai-ved a change of addr-*^gg*[

' to ' ^

located in Dal las , Texas*
April—^—

I

28R
, On February 16, 1989

SI It

,
from

I ,

both addresses
The aaai-pss ^tfect-.ivp

,
i^dvised that she has been re<^ i d i nn STtor approximatelv one 4-u ^

^^siaing at this address
the name of I

^ ^ '^°®= n°‘ I^now anyone by
1
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I |upon being advised of the identity of
the interviewing agent as an agent of FEDERZUL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION (FBI )

,

and the purpose of the interview (background
investigation on JOHN TOWER) , provided the following information:

I I
advised that he became casually acquainted with

TOWER during his
| |

period of employment at 3525 Turtle
Creek Boulevard, uaiias, Texas (TOWER'S residence), from

C ]
during his period of association with TOWER, was

employed in the capacity of I
| |

Isnifc, ana recalled
Dallas, Texas, for

was assigned to the
|

working at 35?5 Turt
approximately
recalled as belng[

Ifpeyjod q£ employment

I
was queried pursuant to TOWER'S social
i

‘

activities ; including but not limited to womanizing and drinking.
I
stated that he had observed TOWER on numerous occasions in

tne company of his (TOWER'S ) daughters as well as a woman
identified as I ] With respect to TOWER'S drinking
habits ,r stated he had never observed TOWER drinking or in
any condition less than completely sober.

be
b7C

I J recalled working with an ind ividual identified as
I r According to

|
was also casually

acquainted with TOWER. However, ! | stared that I Iwas
employed foT a np’rind riot in <ayr«ogg

f )

I was discovered to be "sleeping
on me 30P", and was as a direct result thereof, summarily fired.

I I a black male, date of birth i

Social Security dumber I I stated that he was also known
bv the nickname of I I is presently employed at the

IDallas, Texas. I I is
employed in one capacity or delivery person, and has been so
employed for the past five months.

Investigation on 2/16/89 at Dallas, Texas File # 161A-2025

by SA [SP Date dictated 2/16/89
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Dallas, 'i^exas. advised that t\e worked
Boulevard

r
Dallas, Texas., fo:

Dallas.'
stated
Texas

.

he
on

last worked aE

he worJced at
,rj Tb

f

beginning

due to havingf
1%

3525 Turtle Cree
I be

2525 Turtle Creek

be
b7C

c

oulevard.

stated he is near3^v|
[
years old and -t^e

hours were too much for him.
| |was

_

employed as [

I l^d worked in many capacities such asf

1
and worked the day shifts.

Knowledge of any alcohol consumption b;

appointee drink any alcohol.
[

'

J stated he has no
appointee, and never saw

, _ . tated that he heard
appointee would come in early in the morning on a few occasions
with alcohol on his breath. He did not recall who told him the
information and advised that he would refuse to divulge the name
of the source should he recall. I

~| stated that he has nn^
personal knowledge of any indiscretions by appointee.
state he heard rimors that appointee would have overnight shack-
ups with various women. However, he did not recall who was the
source of the rumor and stated that he would refuse to divulge
the name of the source should he recall. | kas xinable to
provide any further information concerning appointee.

Ĉ |was advised that he could be offered
confidentialxty for any information he might provide, but
refused any form of confidentiality whatsoever. He added mat ne
read in the newspaper about Dallas Police offering an individual
confidentiality and wanted nothing to do with it.
refused to to provide any further information.

2/16/89
Investigation on

Dallas, Texas
at

161A-2025
File #

by_ SA .Date dictated. 2 / 16/89
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I 1

I
I
3525 CONDOMINIUMS which b7c

are located at Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dallas, Texas, was advised
of the identity of the interviewing agent at which time he stated
he had been previously interviewed about the appointee, JOHN G.
TOWER, by toe FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) , and is
familiar with toe background investigation being conducted. He
was advised that he is being recontacted about an incident that
occurred in approximately 1987 in which he had assisted appointee
in obtaining entrance in his apartment after appointee had
misplaced his entrance key.

He furnished toe following information concerning this
incident:

He recalls that in approximately 1987, date not recalled
except that it was in warm weather, that he had received a
telephone call from his employment at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard
form toe condominium security desk that appointee had locked
himself out of his residence and requested that he come to 3525
CONDOMINIUM and open appointee's residence. He proceeded to toe
residence of appointee.

Upon his arrival, he met appointee who was resting on
toe terrace of toe building near toe swimming pool area, and
appointee accompanied him to his residence. Both of them went up
in toe same elevator to his residence, at which time he opened
toe residence for appointee and then left appointee in toe
residence. He recalls that toe time was approximately 4:30 AM
and appointee did not smell of alcohol and did not appear to be
intoxicated in any way. The appointee was nice and polite in
every way.

This is toe only incident that he has every been called
upon to open appointee's residence. He believes that he later
fovind out that appointee had left his keys locked in his
residence. He had not furnished this information previously to
toe FBI because he did not feel as if it had any significance
effecting toe backgrotond investigation concerning appointee.

Investigation on 2/16/89 at Dallas, TexaS File # 161A-2025

by SA^ Date dictated 2/16/89
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I
3525 CONDOMINUMS, b7c

3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard telephonically furnished the

following information-

Former employee residence
Dallas, Texas 75216 was employed from[

I in the!

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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The following investigation was conducted on February
6, 1989 at Dallas, Texas: be

b7C
former executive director, DALLAS

BALLET ASSOCIATION, advised that the name I I

(phonetic) is not familiar to him.

A check of logical public source material for the
Dallas, Texas area was negative rjegarding

| 1

(phonetic)

.
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The following investigation was conducted bv Special
Agent I 1

be
b7C

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

On February 3, 1989, office located at
I I

Dallas, Texas , telephonically contacted the
Dallas Office and advised SSA

I

~
I
that he had never

caused any liver test to be administered ro the appointee, JOHN
G. TOWER.
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Date of transcription

2/4/8^

be

I
I

b7C
advised as tollows after having been furnished a copy of

an "Authority to Release Information" form which had been
executed in December, 1988 by the appointee, JOHN G. TOWER:

I I Prior to pertorming such, he caused various tests
to be run on the apointee.

One of these tests, known as either a SMAC 20 or SMAC
28, gives a very accurate profile of the liver. With regard to
the appointee's test in this regard, his liver profile was
completely normal.

Also, during the aforementioned surgery, the
appointee's liver was seen by him to be completely normal; as was
the appointee's pancreas and gall bladder. He does not recall
the exact dates on which these tests were performed, inasmuch as
his records regarding such are in another location at this time.
To the best of his recollection, the test was conducted in either
late December, 1988, or just prior to the apointees surgery in
January, 1989. -

He also stated that he never made any inquiry about nor
does he know any details of the appointee's private life.

Investigation on_
2/3/89

.at.
Dallas, Texas ,r.,DIi 161A-2025

by.
SA ris _Date dictated. 2/3/89
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1
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furnished the following information;

He stated that during the time the appointee was in
BAYLOR HOSPITAL following colon surgery in January, 1989.,, I

~1

I
He stated sometime that during that

period oT time, the exact date, the exact circumstances, and
exact wording unrecalled by him, the subject was brought up
regarding whether or not it would be alright for the appointee
to have a glass or two of wine with dinner.

I I

noted that this question is raised on many
occasions by patients of his following surgery.

He generally advises these patients to the effect that
medically, as far as ones surgery is concerned, it will probably
not hurt to have one or two glasses of wine, or a cocktail, or
several beers, with dinner.

He stated that he does not advise persons to begin
drinking as part of their post operative care, and only discusses
it if the matter is brought up. He stated that with regard to
the appointee, as he had previously noted, he can not recall
whether the appointee asked the question or not. He stated
however that he seems to recall that the appointee did so ask
this question. He stated that he also recalls giving a reply
similar to that noted above in response to same. He stated that
he can not recall any other discussion of alcohol with the
appointee. He further advised that he can not recall any concern
on his part as a physician with regards to the appointee's
consumption of alcohol.

He noted that according the appointees personal history
taken from him at the time he entered the hospital on January 4,
1986, the notation is listed "patient it a smoker; he drinks
alcohol occasionally". He noted this was apparently what the
appointee reported when he entered the hospital.

investigation ^/l-0-/8 9_

SA

at Dallas, Texas

by_

ymes

.File 16lA-2025_

2/10/89
_Date dictated^
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He also noted that with regard to the blood test he
gave the appointee on December 26, 1989, it is known as a SMAC
28. He stated that this is a blood test which measures various
areas of the blood. It is based on a reference range of values
set up by the pathologist who designed the test. In this
particular laboratory, and in this particular test range, all
testees are measured against the same reference range, no matter
what their age, previous medical history, alcohol consumption,
sex, or any other difference that he can think off.

He also noted that a portion of this Smac 28 test is
known as the GGT, and it is a very sensitive test as regard to
the liver with regard to over use of alcohol. He noted that the
appointees GGT test, as were all of his tests, were within the
normal ranges.

He also noted that during his viewing of the
appointee's liver and pancreas, etc., during the surgery, all
appeared perfectly normal to the naked eye, irrespective of any
other factor, including age, sex, race, drinking habits, etc.

He noted that these organs are either considered normal
or abnormal. The only time these organs would be considered
abnormal is when they are seen to be diseased or cancerous, or
some other type abnormality.

As he had previously stated, the appointee's organs as
noted above were normal to his viewing.

He also noted that as previously stated the only
discussion regarding a resumption of alcohol with the appointee
was as note above, and there was no indepth discussion about
levels of consumption or threats to the appointee's life and
health

.

He noted that he, as well as the appointee's family,
were much more concerned with the fact that the appointee is a

smoker of cigarettes than with the appointee's drinking habits.

He noted that the cigarette smoking would appear to him
to pose a much greater health risk to anyone.

FBI/DOJ
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^ specifically requested that the above
information not be released to the news media. He noted that
BAYLOR HOSPITAL is making a press release re this matter, and
that such will be his statement to the media."

FBl/DOJ
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b6
The following investigation was conducted by Special b?

Agent (SA)
| |

on dates as indicated;

AT DALLAS, TEXAS

On February 9, 1989,
|

I
THE MANSION in Turtle Creek, advised as follows:

He noted that he
| |

has been employed at THE
MANSION for about

I |
He statea that the appointee JOHN G.

TOVfER, is a regular customer of THE MANSION although he can not
say how many times the appointee may have been in the
establishment in the past year.

He stated that if the appointee is at THE MANSION, it
is generally to eat. He stated that the appointee is usually
accompanied by other individuals, whose identities! jean not
recall at this time.

He stated that he is not specifically aware of any
drinking (alcoholic) habits on the part of the appointee. He did
state however he has never observed the appointee to be in such a
condition where he caused any commotion whatsoever in the
establishment, nor did he ever appear to be in any lack of
control of his facilities when at the establishment.

I noted that, due to policies at the
hotel/restaurant, he would request that any information with
regard to interview of employees, etc., be cleared through the
corporate counsel of the parent corporation. He noted that he
would make contact with his corporate office, which is the
ROSEWOOD HOTEL CORPORATION in this regard.

On February l0, 1989, |
I

ROSEWOOD HOTEL GROUP, 100 Cresint Court, telephone I I

telephonically contacted the Dallas office and advised as
follows

;

He stated that the corporation desired very much to
cooperate with any investigation which might be conducted in this
or other matters. He stated however it is corporate policy that
the corporation respects the privacy of its guest, and will not
release information with regard to the personal lives of its
guest and customers short of a court order.

He noted that with the production of such a court order
or subpoena, the corporation would certainly be most happy to
cooperate in making employees available, as well as records which
might be desired.



DL 161A-2025

He noted that the release of such information with the
use of such a court order or subpoena would be a reassurane to
current and future guest and customers that the corporate policy
with regards to the personal privacy of such individuals has not
changed

.

I I
noted that a release form which is basically

referring to the Custodian of Records for various institutions
would' hot be considered as having met with the corporation
considered as its obligation to its patrons and customers.
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DRIVERS LICENSE RECORD
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AT DALLAS. TEXAS

On February 6, 1989, a search of the computerized Texas
drivers licence records revealed operator license number 00824202
is issued to JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, a white male, date of birth
September 29, 1925, height 5 '6", weight 150 pounds, hair blond,
eyes blue, address 3525 Turtle Creek 21B, Dallas, Texas,
expiration date of September 29, 1990. The license did not have
any record of violations or warrants.
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Agent
The following investigation was conducted by Special ^ 7C

MISCELLANEOUS

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

On February 6, 1989, AETNA
LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY, 2350 Lakeside Boulevard, Richardson,
Texas 75081, advised that AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY (ALCC)
has written autoipobile insurance for appointee since at least

Iadvised that it is more than likely thatAugust of 1971.
appointee had his automobile insurance policy with ALCC earlier
than 1971, but their records do not go any earlier than 1971.
Further, there is no indication as to who the prior insurer
actually was

.

I I

stated that the only accident that appointee was
actually involved in occurred on April 1, 1976 when appointee, in
his vehicle, pulled out in front of another vehicle. ALCC paid
$100.00 to fix appointee's vehicle and $697.00 to fix the other
vehicle. Records indicated appointee was at fault for the
accident, but there is no indication whether a ticket was issued
to appointee.

Appointee's record with ALCC indicate that appointee's
vehicle was involved in numerous other claims, but that he was
not actively driving the vehicle. Those claims and accidents are
as follows:

10/11/71

09/27/73

10/19/74

05/11/76

Vehicle turned into appointee's vehicle;
$544.00 property damage, $165.00
collision damage: Driver of vehicle-

no ticket issued

Appointee's vehicle hit while parked-
$110.00 paid by AETNA

Appointee's vehicle hit wall (appointee
not shown as driver ) -$79 . 00 paid by
AETNA

Theft of tire and wheel-$83.00 paid by
AETNA



02/24/78 Towing appointee's vehicle-$12 . 00 paid
by AETNA

01/26/81 Appointee's vehicle rear-ended another
vehicle (appointee not shown as driver)
$537.00 paid by AETNA to fix claimants
vehicle

08/10/87 Appointee's vehicle hit while parked-
$428.00 paid by AETNA (1987 Chrysler
Fifth Avenue)

advised that appointee has two vehicles insured
They are a 1972 Dodge Charger and a 1987 Chryslerthrough ALCC.

Fifth Avenue. There is no collision coverage on the 1972 Dodge
Charger and a $500.00 deductible on the 1987 Chrysler Fifth
Avenue

.
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I
employed by the ENVIRONMENTAL b7c

PROTECTION AGENCY. Dallas. Texas regional office, was interviewed
at his residence, Dallas, Texas F I who had
previously been interviewed with regard to the appointee, and who
was aware of the identity of the interviewing Agent, furnished
the following information:

He noted that he continues to hold the appointee, JOHN
G. TOWER in the same high regard as of which he previously
reported to the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) with regard
to the appointee.

He stated that he still considers the appointee to be
the most qualified individual in the United States to perform
duties as the United States Secretary of Defense, and continues
to recommend the appointee without any reservation whatsoever for
such a position.

He stated that he, as previously reported, was employed
as a I I for the appointee, as
well I

I I when he was drafted into the U. S. ARMY.
He thereafter was again so employed from]

|

I
He stated that he is aware of the tact that the

appointee, many years ago, use to drink hard liquor. As far as
he is knows at the present time, the appointee now only drinks
one or two glasses of white wine per day. He stated that he
never observed the appointee in a situation where consumption of
alcohol affected his ability to make rational decisions, or to
converse intelligently only with people on any type issue.

He stated that from his personal knowledge, he could
not make any estimate as to how much alcohol the appointee use to
drink, nor with what frequency the appointee use to drink such
alcohol. He stated that he has no knowledge of any drinking
"bouts"; no knowledge of any "womanizing"; to include any alleged
"seeking of prostitutes", on the appointees part at any time or
at any place.

Investigation nn ?/1 1 /RQ at Dallas, Texa.R File DL 161A-2025
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He advised that he
He stated that on a date which he recalls very well, T

1 he entered an I

after the appointee confronted him and
advised him that i-n- his (the appo-i-ntee-' s) op ini on, I

I I The appointee told
|

~| he wanted him to
and after receiving such advice from arT

individual who he respects so highly, he did so. He noted that
in this regard, the appointee was instrumental in causing him to

He stated that since 1979 he has, o f course, stud ied
and read many articles and other pamphlets on

|

~] He
stated that he does know that he will be able better be able to
withstand the temptation of such. He stated that as a I

he therefore feels that he knows enough to state that
the appointee is not one, nor does he now have, nor has he ever
had, a nrchl tam with addiptinn to or use of alcohol in the opinion
of was also asked about his recollection of
an accident which had occurred in about 1973 in which he had been

~| He advised
that his recollection of that incident was as follows:
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|the appointee instructed him to go
telephone the police department and also GENERAL DYNAMICS to
advise them that they would be late to the briefing.

He recalled that the appointee pointed at him as he
approached and told the police officer "there he is" or words to
that affect.

He recalled that the driver of the Volkswagen (believed
to be a male, name unknown) , had advised the appointee that he
recognized him. This individual said that he had always
supported TOWER in everything he did until that particular time.
He advised that there were no citations issued to the best of his
recollection.

He stated that after the appropriate reports were
made, he and the appointee proceeded to GENERAL DYNAMICS in the
Chrysler which was still driveable. He stated they suffered
broken radiator hose which caused another delay.

He stated that neither he nor the appointee had been
drinking any sort of alcoholic beverages to the best of his
knowledge at the best of his knowledge at this time of this
accident

.

[

He stated that this was the only T
~| He noted

that thic!|_ J had occurred in

He advised that he, as previously stated, thinks very
highly of the appointee and continues to recommend him highly for
the position of Secretary of Defense for the United States
Government.

FBI/DOJ
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On February 13, 1989, Investigator
|

[DALLAS
POLICE DEPARTMENT, Dallas, Texas, advised that he and a Records
Technician at the DALLAS POLICE DEPARTMENT had reviewed all
accident records for 1972, 1973, and 1974. He stated that they
had been unsuccess£uj in 1nr!a-hinrf an a -irloTvH in T.rVi-ir-'h ay.

individiial named

He also advised that he had located one accident
involvinof

[ but this was an accident which
was the driver of a DATSUN involving in an accident with a 1955
Chevrolet, somewhere on Inwood Road in Dallas, Texas.

He noted that if there were no citations issued and the
parties agreed to handle this matter between themselves, it is
quite possible -toat the DALLAS POLICE DEPARTMENT would not have
written any accident report involving the accident on|

|

I [
between the Chrysler belonging to the at^pointee oeing

driven by and al
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Dallas, Texas,
advised that she desired to conduct any interviews over the
telephone at this time. She noted that she is well aware of the
identity of the interviewing agent, as much as she has been
contacted on numerous occasions in the past with regard to the
•appointee, JOHN G. TOWER.

ho
h7C

She advised that she has
I

She stated tnat years and years ago fat
least more than 12 or 15) , there may have been times when the
appointee may have consumed more alcohol than he, in her
opinion, he should have. However, he was never incapacitated,
and he was never in such a state that he could not handle
himself. He never required any assistance to get from one place
to the other, nor did he ever reach such a state where he
revealed any confidential-type information. She noted she does
not feel that he would do so in the future.

She further advised that, to the best of her
knowledge, he has not drank any hard liquor in the past 10 to 12
years. She noted, however, that the consumption of wine and
beer, in her opinion, is the same as the consumption of hard
liquor. She stated that the appointee, over the past 10 or 12
years , has only consumed alcohol in very moderate amounts , to the
best of her knowledge.

She noted that the appointee always seemed to have a
high tolerance for alcohol. She noted that he was never
incapacitated, as previously stated, for work on the day after
having consumed alcohol, as she had described above.

She stated that she has no knowledge of any
"womanizing" on the part of the appointee. She stated Senator
TOWER was not an individual who harassed or "chased" women. She
noted that many bright and intelligent females had been employed
by the appointee in the past. She stated that he was always
willing to assist these individuals in furthering their careers
if they were ambitious and wanted to do so. He never requested
or was given any sort of favors, sexual or otherwise, for any
such assistance. She has never known him to "carry on" with any
of these individuals.

Investigation on
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She further advised, that she has never known the
appointee to drive a vehicle when he was impaired by alcohol.
She noted that the appointee is what she would describe as a
"terrible driver" at any time. She stated that she had heard
rumors that he had backed his car off of a driveway at some
apartments located at 4100 Cathederal in Washington, D.C.., many
years ago when he and his first wife used- to live there. She
stated' that she had heard that the driveway in and out of this
place was very hazardous and basically that the appointee who is
a terrible driver, had some problem with it.

She also advised that she is not aware of any
questionable or illegal campaign contributions, as she has
previously stated.

She statpf
j

l , to the best of her knowledge, an individual
is^ still working^ out nf hiR Ang-Hn^ Texas

I She statedoffice where he has telephone number!
that, to the best of her recollection

,

in the 197x era.appointees,
various campaigns, including those of the appointee,
that he was al

' '

recollection.

'

was not the
He worked with

She stated

] to the best of her

individual named
|

She also noted that during the period of 1972, an
(now who currently resides

liust outside of Austin . Texas . was the senator's
She stated that] ]has telephone number
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ELWIN L. SKILES, JR., Senior Vice-President, Corporate
Staff, Assistant General Counsel, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,
INCORPORATED, Dallas, Texas, was advised of the identity of the
interviewing agent and of the fact that he was being interviewed
with regards to his knowledge of JOHN G. TOWER, the appointee.

Mr. SKILES noted that he was well aware of the fact
that the appointee had been nominated for the U.S. Secretary of
Defense and that the appointee was still under consideration by
the Senate Armed Forces Committee in this regard.

He noted that he was employed as a member of the
appointee's Senate staff from January 1971 through November 15,
1976. He stated from January 1971 through April 1973 he was the
legal counsel for the Senate Banking Committee, and from April
197 3 through November 15, 1976 he was the administrative
assistant in Washington, D.C. He has likewise had periodic
ccpntact with the appointee since that time, usually two to three
times a year.

He stated that he considers the appointee to be a
person of outstanding moral character, associates, reputation,
and loyalty . He has never known the appointee to use drugs or
have any financial problems.

He stated that the appointee has in the past consumed
alcohol in his presence. He stated that he has never seen the
appointee consume alcohol to a degree which would impair his
effectiveness, efficiency, ability to render decisions, or
function. He stated that he has never observed the appointee,
nor does he feel that the appointee would ever in the future
consume alcohol to such an extent that he might reveal secret or
confidential information.

He noted that the appointee occasionally, in the U.S.
Senate duties, would return to his office after a late session in
the Senate. Occasionally, he might suggest that he (TOWER) and
others who are present have a drink in the office. He stated
that usually appointee would drink a scotch and water, and not a
glass of pure scotch. He stated this did not happen everyday
and was not a routine occurrence.

Investigation on
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He noted that also occasionally at lunch, the
appointee would have a cocktail, possibly a gibson, or a martini.
He stated that this was not an everyday event, nor was it a
regular occurrence.

He stated that he, again, does not feel that the
appointee would ever reveal any confidential information.
-Primarily, due to the fact, as previously stated, he does not
feel the appointee ever drank that much alcohol. He also noted
that the appointee is not a very verbose individual anyway, and
is basically a shy person who is not outgoing.

He stated with regard to the rumors and allegations he
has seen regarding alleged "womanizing" on the part of appointee,
she does not feel this to be true. He stated that when he was
working for the appointeee, he was closely associated with the
appointee's schedule and location.

He noted that it is entirely possible individuals who
are not acquainted with the appointee may have seen him embracing
two attractive young women in airports when he would return to
the Dallas, Texas area from Washington. He noted that these
would be the appointee's daughters, who generally greeted him
there.

He also noted that the* appointee may have been seen in
public with other female individuals, but this certainly did not
indicate a sort of extra-marital or deep relationships, other
than those individuals who were his wives during the time he was
married

.

He also advised that he has no knowledge of any
questionable contributions made to the appointee at any time.

He noted that the appointee also had a rule that no one
on his staff accept any gratuities from, for instance, defense
contractors. He noted that, often, various Senate staffs are
offered free rides on aircraft, which have been used by
contractors to bring people to Washington. He stated that many
of the Senate staff take advantage of these free rides back to
their particular hometown. The appointee would not allow his
staff to do so.

He stated that he certainly has never heard any
allegation to the effect that the appointee "totally corrupted"
him or anyone else.

FBI/DOJ
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He stated that he is not exactly sure of what the
definition of "totally corrupted" might be. He stated he is
from a family who was Southern Baptist. He stated that it is
certainly possible that someone who was of that faith might
consider an individual who takes a drink, as SKILES stated he
does on occasion, to be "totally corrupted". He stated he would
certainly not agree with that connotation..

He also noted that allegations regarding a lack of
personal ethics and highly partisan politics, which have been
levelled at the appointee are totally untrue, in his opinion. He
noted that during his tenure with the appointee there was never
any instance that he was asked or placed in a position which
compromised his personal ethics.

He noted that he thinks very highly of the appointee
arid feels he is very well qualified to perform duties as the U.S.
Secretary of Defense. He recommends the appointee highly for
such position without any reservation whatsoever.
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' DONNELL
FOUNDATIO'N'T 14U1 Elm btreet. Suite 3366, advised that she, in the
interest of time saving, would prefer to conduct interviews
regarding this matter over the phone at this time. She noted
that she is well aware of the identity of the interviewing agent,
who had previously interviewed her with regard to the appointee,
JOHN G. TOWER.

She stated that she has been very upset with regards to
news media articles she has seen recently. She stated that the
man who is depicted in these articles is certainly not the
individual she knew and|

|
she stated

that she thinks that the appoinree is Deing vilitied. She noted
that he was in the service of the U.S. government for over 24
years as a U.S senator, arms negotiator, and chairman of an Iran-
Contra panel. She stated that the charges which have appeared
since his nomination for secretary of defense never were
levelled, to the best of her knowledge, either by political
enemies or friends. She noted that from her personal knowledge,
he never miaaftd a day of work during the

She stated that many times his work week was seven
days in length

.

She stated it would be very easy to document that he
performed well at all of his positions, and his judgement could
not, therefore, have been clouded by alcohol or any other matter.

She stated that she had observed a columnist named
GEORGE WILL interviewed on television by DAVID BRINKLEY on
Sunday, February 12, 1989. Mr. WILL made a comment which she
thought was very true. She stated that WILL stated that
approximately 80 percent of the work is done by 20 percent of the
members . He described the appointee as one of those 20 percent
who did all the work, while in the U.S Senate.

She stated that if the characterizations of
"womanizing" that she has seen in the paper are defined as
extra-marital relationships of an emotional and/or sexual nature
with a woman who is not your wife, she has no knowledge that the
appointee ever engaged in any such relationship. She stated that
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the appointee had a large number of employees over his 24 year
Senate

_

career, while many of whom were women. She stated that
every individual who has ever worked for him has been proud to
have worked for him. She stated that she did not feel like these
individuals

, particularly females, would have been proud to work
for an individual who "chased woman" or was habitually
intoxicated. She stated that the appointee respects women very
highly.

She also stated that there are many items of a
charitable—type nature which she knows about the appointee which
have never been publicized in the press. She noted that he

and has taken good care of this
xnaividual financially. She also described the appointee as
being a religious individual

She noted that during the appointee's tenure in the
U.S. Senate, he and his wife used to sponsor a Christmas party
for their staff at their apartment in Washington, D.C., which
they paid for out of their own pockets.

She noted that she feels that the appointee is a man of
high integrity and would never have any kind of conflict of
interest with regard to former defense contractors with whom he
had been associated.

She noted that if the appointee had been a greedy
individual, he would not have stayed in the U.S. Senate, but
would have sought a position in private industry long prior to
the time he did.

She also noted that she has seen many news media
articles with regard to the appointee's alleged consumption of
excess alcohol. She stated during her association with the
appointee, as well as since that time, she has never observed the
appointee consume alcohol to such an extent that he was
intoxicated, unable to make decisions, perform duties, or to such
extent that he might reveal confidential or secret information.

She noted that she had observed him consume alcohol,
but never to the extent she would consider it to be to excess.

She repeated the fact that she thinks highly of the
appointee and feels that he is highly qualified to perform duties
as the U.S. Secretary of State. She recommends him without any
reservations for such a position.
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ELWIN LLOYD SKILES, Sr., 916 Westwood, Abilene, Texas,
telephone number (915) 673-2767, was interviewed at his place of
emp-loymen-t , HA-RDTN SIMMONS UNIVERSTTY (HSU), Abilene, Texas,
telephone number (915) 670-1372. SKILES is HSU'S retired
President and currently holds the title of President Emeritus.
After being advised of the provisions of the Privacy Act, SKILES
furnished the following information regarding US DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE (DOD) Secretary Designate JOHN TOWER.

SKILES advised that his son, ELWIN LLOYD SKILES, Jr.
also known as "WIN", an Attorney, was hired by then Senator TOWER
as the Minority Counsel on the US SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE in the
early 1970's. From approximately 1974 - 1978, SKILES Jr. served
as TOWER'S Administrative Assistant. SKILES resigned at that
point for a position with TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., Dallas, Texas,
where he is currently employed as a Senior Vice President/
Associate General Counsel.

SKILES Sr., has minimal contact with his son but
recalled that SKILES Jr. "regretted" the divorce of TOWER and his
first wife, not further identified. SKILES Jr. never elaborated
to his father what that meant. SKILES Jr. further stated he did
not care for TOWER'S second wife, an attorney, name unknown, due
to her demanding personality. SKILES Jr. never elaborated
regarding this comment either.

SKILES Jr. never shared any stories regarding TOWER'S
personal or professional life and never stated that TOWER had a
drinking problem or engaged in chasing women. The only
derogatory information SKILES Jr. ever told his father was that
he wished TOWER had a more outgoing personality and would praise
others more for a job well done. SKILES Jr. has not made any
statements to his father regarding TOWER'S pending appointment,
but in the past SKILES Jr. spoke highly of TOWER.
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SKILES Sr. has met TOWER on several occasions through
his son to include the Inauguration of President RICHARD ’ NIXON
and a commencement address TOWER gave at HSU a number of years
ago. SKILES Sr. was impressed with TOWER and at the commencement
r,ecapt.io-n where alcohol was not served, TOWER acted Irke a
perfect gentleman.

SKILES Sr. said he was aware of the current inquiry
regarding TOWER'S alleged drinking problems and womanizing. He
thought TOWER would have problems being confirmed due to a
perceived lack of respect relating to the above allegations.
SKILES Sr. said his relationship with TOWER was too limited to
comment regarding his suitability for the Secretary of Defense
appointment or to make a recommendation. SKILES Sr. had no other
relevant information and the interview was concluded.

FBI/DOJ
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^ 'l'EXA8—IMafRUMEN'l'a—INCORPORATED,—was

that the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) was conducting
investigation with regards to the .possible appo-i-ntment of JOHN G.
TOWER, the appointee, to a position which required Senate
confirmation.

^

|noted that he is well aware of the fact
that the appointee is being considered for a position as U. S,
Secretary of Defense,

He stated that he previously
He s tateri- _i_D hJael L t*t1jien he was still in law
school

,

1 for then Senator tower

.

He stat(ed that from
[ 1 He stated that he was a

L_ 1 at which

bb
b7C

he was very well acquainted with the appointee during that period
of time. He stated since that time, he would guest that he sees
the appointee personally on two or four occasions a year,
generally in a social situation. He stated that he considers the
appointee to be a person of excellent moral character,
associates, reputation and loyalty. He has no knowledge of any
drug use nor personal financial problems on the part of the
appointee.

He noted that as stated above, he only sees the
appointee on two to four occasions a year since 1973. He noted
that on those occasions, the appointee has never considered what
he considered to be an excessive amount of alcohol.

He stated that during the period he di<j |

he spent much time with the appointee, both in
Washington, D. C. and in the state of Texas and on other trips.
He stated that he does not consider the appointee to have ever
abused alcohol. He stated that he is not aware of any excess
alcohol consumption on the part of the appointee. He stated that
the appointee did consume alcohol but was never, in his opinion,
incapable of rendering rational decisions or performing his
duties

.
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He stated that on several occasions, during his tenure
with the appointee, the appointee, and himself and possibly
others may have had a drink of liquor in the appointee's office
at the end of a day. He stated this was not habitual and was the
exception rathex than, the xu-le.

He stated that he has no knowledge of any time when
the appointee may have divulged any classified type information
in any setting, including during times the appointee was
consuming alcohol.

He further advised that he has no knowledge of anytime
when the appointee engage in any sort of relationship with a
female which involved adultery or extra-marital type sex. He
stated that the appointee always enjoyed being seen in the
company of attractive women, but as stated above he has no
knowledge of any such activities which might be considered
"womanizing"

,

He also has no knowledge of any questionable or illegal
campaign contributions which were given to the appointee.

He further stated that in his opinion the appointee is
an individual who is not prejudice against any person or group of
persons based on race, sex, color, creed, national origin,
religious affiliation, or any other reason that he can think of.

He stated that he considers the appointee very highly
qualified to perform duties as U. S. Secretary of Defense, and
recommends the appointee highly for such a position.

FBJ/DOJ
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Cadiz St
_EEQZEU_E00D express. Room I |318

;eet, telephone
|

|who has home telephone number

was advised or tne identity of the interviewing agent

and of the fact that the FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION (FBI)

was conducting an investigation to ths background of JOHN G.

TOWER, who was being considered for a Presidential Appointment.

noted- that he was well aware of the fact that MR. TOWER,

the appointee, is being considered for the position of Secretary

of Defense. He, thereafter, furnished the following information:

He stated that he waS| ,

FRIENDS OF JOHN TOWER and the TEXANS FOR TOWER ini Y

I

He stated l^hat the FRIENDS OP JOHN TOWER was an organization

which was set up to raise money to meet political costs in the

state of Texas, incurred by the appointee, which were not covered

by United States Government businesses. He stated that in May of

1971, there was a fund raising dinner called "Tep Years of

Service", which was the major fund raiser for this oryanizati OIl

t

He was not a member of the organization at that tjme.
1 _ . , —
of the FRIENDS OF JOHN TOWER in and was

i n .gjtrTinted to learn the campaign finance laws |
, ^

I I
When he joined the organization, there were some three to

four hundred thousands dollars, which had been raised as

indicated above on hand. He does not know if all these funds

came from the dinner or not.

He stated that there was no further fund raising that

he is aware of.

He stated that in late 1971 or early 1972. when the

appointee announced as a candidate for that term .

I

]of the FRIENDS OF JOHN TOWER and
|_

1

5the TEXANS FOR TOWER, which was the campaign commirree

ablished that year for the campaign. He seemed to recall that

I

1 He stated that this

was all that remained in the FRIENDS OF JOHN TOWER account and

transferred to the TEXANS FOR TOWER as’ indicated above. From

that point on, the FRIENDS OF JOHN TOWER committee ceased to

exist.

hS
hlC
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TOWER
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He, thereafter. the TEXANS FOR

' He noted that in May of 1972, a fire occurred in the
Austin, Texas, office of the TEXANS FOR TOWER, which was located
to the best of his recolledtion on LaVaca Street.

Some of the records were destroyed, however, they were
very limited in nature and most of the records were not
destroyed. He stated that some of the finance records were among
those destroyed. He stated, though, that the data processing
company which was being utilized at that time, name unrecalled,

• had back up records to the best of his recollection, for the
majority of the records which were destroyed.

He also noted that the TEXANS FOR TOWER was audited by
the U. S. Government General Accounting Office in 1972 or 1973.
He stated that I

I

I I

I 1 He noted that it was not a full
audit, but they did examine the finance records.

He advised that he never heard of anyone namedi I

I
[until questioned by the FBI in this regard. He further

aovised that he has no knowledge of anyone ever making a
contribution to the TOWER campaign committee of any sort

|

I I which would have been an excess of the
legal limit. He stated that to the best of his recollection, an
individual could give $1,000 to a particular campaign.

He stated that there was never any $250,000 contribu-
tion received by the campaign committee from anyone, and as
previously stated , he had no knowledge of anyone named

|

He stated that the appointee and other members of the
campaign staff were very explicit and demanding in that they did
not want any semblance of illegal campaign contributions to be
raised, so they would not sent back those which were dubious in
nature

.
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He further advised that he has had no direct contact
with the appointee since about 1977, when he moved to

He stated that he was cissdciated witn in prior to that
time during the 70s. He stated that he considers the appointee
to be a personal good moral character, associates, reputation,
and loyalty. He had no knowledge of any drug use or personal
financial problems on the part of the appointee.

He stated that he has observed the appointee drinking
intoxicating spirits, but he never saw him intoxicated or out of
control of his facilities at any time. He further advised that
he has no knowledge of the appointee having any sort of extra-
marital liaisons or affairs.

He further advised that he is not aware of any
prejudices on the part of the appointee against any person or
group of persons based on rase, creed, sex, color, religion,
national origin, or any other reason that he is aware of which
will affect the appointee's decisions.

He stated that the only thing which concerns him to a
certain degree is the publicized money, which he read that the
appointee received, over the past year from defense contractors
as a consultant. He stated that he has no direct knowledge of
this and only knows what he has read in the news media. He
stated that this might raise some doubts with individuals
regarding a possible conflict of interest. He stated that he
feels the appointee would make a good Secretary of Defence, and
does not feel the appointee would exhibit favoritism towards
former employers

.

He stated that recommends the appointee highly for the
position of Secretary of Defense with the United States Govern-
ment or for any other position of trust in conflict with the
United States Government.
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DLT-4 requested that his identity be protected under
the provisions of the Privacy Act. DLT-4 is referred to as "he"
in this report; however, no inference should be drawn as to the
sex of this source. DLT-4 advised that he is a personal
ac^aintance of Senator JOHN G.. TOWER and- has known him for many
years. The source stated that he l^as known Senator TOWER on a

basis, and has recently been
in the company of Senator TOWER. DLT-4 furnished the following
information concerning the alcohol consumption of Senator TOWER
as known to the source:

During the period of
| | DLT-4 was in

the comipany of Senator TOWER frequently at many I I

in the Texas area. The source saw Senator TOWER in a

r.r.aHi nn<=!

b7D

social setting on a regular basis during this period. Source
described Senator TOWER'S alcohol consumption during this period
as being more alcohol than he should have consumed, in the
opinion of the source. DLT-4 emphasized .that Senator TOWER'S
alcohol consumption during this period was greater than he now
knows it to be. DLT-4 stated that he never observed Senator
TOWER to be unable to perform his professional responsibilities,
meaning that Senator TOWER was always able to conduct meetings,
operate a vehicle, maintain his bearing, and recall statements
made by him at a later date.

DLT-4 stated that during the past two years, he has
-although the source

I on a number of other
seen Senator TOWER on
has spoken to Senator TOWER
occasions during this perio3T DLT-4 described the alcohol
consumption of Senator TOWER during the past two years as that of
a "moderate drinker", meaning that Senator TOWER has been
observed by DLT-4 to consume a "couple of drinks" at social
events. DLT-4 stated that he is not aware of the particular type
of alcohol consumed by Senator TOWER.

DLT-4 was in attendance at the 1

during 1988. The source stated that he was not in attendance at
any social fivRntF! with Senator TOWER during
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DLT-4 emphasized that he considers Senator TOWER to be
well able to discharge the responsibilities of the Secretary of
Defense^ and that the source does not believe that Senator
TOWER'S alcohol consumption is a problem, because it is extremely
"moderate", does not cause him to be susceptible to compromise,
pr result in any outrageous, behav-ior whatsoever ^ DLT-4 concluded
that, in his opinion, the alcohol consumption of Senator TOWER
does hot in any way impair him in his ability to serve as
Secretary of Defense.
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1

Date of transcription 2/16/89

VINCENT (VIN) PROTHRO, Chairman of the Board, DALLAS
SEMICONDUCTOR, 4350 Beltwood Parkway/ South, Dallas, Texas,
telephone number 214/450-0400, was advised of the identity of the
interviewing agent and of the fact that the FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION (FBI) was conducting a background investigation
with regard to the presidential nomination- of former United
States Senator JOHN G. TOWER. Mr. PROTHRO noted that he was well
aware of the fact that the appointee. Former Senator JOHN TOWER,
was being considered for United States Secretary of Defense. He
thereafter furnished the following information with regard to his
knowledge of the appointee:

He stated that he is originally from Wichita Falls,
Texas, and knew the appointee many, many years ago when the
appointee resided in that commxanity. He has seen the appointee
on numerous occasions. He particularly recalls that he once saw
the appointee at the coronation of Queen ELIZABETH in England,
inasmuch as the appointee was teaching at CAMBRIDGE or some other
English University at that time.

He also noted that in December, 1962, at the engagement
party of himself and his wife, the appointee was present at
Wichita Falls, Texas.

He also saw the appointee in 1964 at the Republican
Convention. He has seen tlie appointee occasionally since that
time and has seen him several times in the past few months.
Generally these meetings have been in social type situations.

He noted that on August 23, 1988, his 25th wedding
anniversary, he took his wife to lunch at THE MANSION RESTAURANT
in Dallas, Texas. He saw the appointee there. He also saw the
appointee at one or two social events over the Christmas season.

He advised that he has observed the appointee on these
social occasions drinking what he assumes is alcoholic beverages.
He has no knowledge of exactly what the appointee may drink, nor
how much the appointee may drink. He has never seen the
appointee intoxicated or out of control of his facilities.
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He further advised that during the recent times he_has_aee:
_

the appointee, the appointee has always been accompanied by]
I I He advised that he has no knowledge of any "womanizing" as
has been alleged in the piablic media with regard to the appointee.

He noted toat the appointee's- reputation has- suffered due
to many new media allegations. He stated, however, that he has no
personal knowledge of any derogatory infomation regarding the
appointee's reputation. He further advised that he considers the
appointee to be a person of good moral character, associates and
loyalty.

He also noted that he has no knowledge of any drug use or
personal financial problems on the part of the appointee.

He noted that he has heard recently, from other people who
know the appointee, that the anpointep, now only ip moderation.
and that the appointee is r

He noted that he is aware of the information which has been
published that the appointee has obtained consulting fees from the
defense industry over the past year or so. He stated that he feels
that it is a fact that the appointee is knowledgeable and conversant
with the defense industry, as well as a fact that the appointee is
very knowledgeable of the United States Armed Forces and and defense
posture.

He stated he considers the appointee highly qualified to
perform duties as the Secretary of Defense, and recommends him
without any reservation whatsoever for that position.

Mr. PROTHRO was then asked if he had ever been present at a
fund-raising dinner for the appointee in about 1983 at which checks
totaling $5,000 to $10,000 were presented to the appointee by either
himself or an individual named r~ I

He stated that he has never presented any such check or
anything else to th^ appointee. He stated ^at he is acquainted with
an individual named^

I I
of the PRATT WHITNEY DIVISION of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

He stated

[

was ]

hS
b7C
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I
PROTHRO noted that during that period of time, he

(PROTHRO) was the vice president of an organization called MOSS TEK
COMPANY which was also owned by UNITED TECHNOICGIES CORPORATION
(UTC)

.

He continued ‘toat UTC bought MOSS TEK COMPANY in- about
January, 1980, to tiie best of his recollection. He stated that he
left MOSS TECH COMPANY in February of 1982.

He stated that he had no dealings withf
February, 1982. ^

after

made!
HARRl

idvised that he heard tl:

J
and subsequently!

[

was later
Ian individual named

I

lie read about all this m The Wail Street Journal and has no
firsthand knowledge of it. He stated that he therefore could not
have been called by

| | in 1983 or 1984, inasmuch as he was not
connected with MOSS TEK COMPANY during those years.

He stated that the only event he can recall for himself and
other members of UTC who might have been present in Dallas, Texas,
was in 1982 to the best of his recollection. He stated that the
appointee was to be speaker at the FAIRMONT HOTEL in Dallas, Texas.
A few of the members of UTC and other siAsidlary companies met with
the appointee and prior to the speech given by
the appointee.

He stated he cannot recall ifj jwas one of these
persons or not.

PROTHRO noted that he is positive that ! I never gave
him any checks to give to the appointee. He stated he never gave any
checks to the appointee from monies collected from executives of UTC
that he has any recollections of. He noted that in his positions
throughout the years, he has received innumerable solicitations for
money from politicians of both the Republican and Democratic Parties.
He states that he does not think too much of these and sometimes he
responds and sometimes he does not.

FBI/DOJ



He advised that other than the above, he could not think of be
any otter time when he and| |may have been at a meeting or b7c
speech given by the appoin'cee. le stated that, as noted above, he is
unable to recall whether was one of those UTC executives in
attendance or not.

He stated he has never been to any sort of a fund-raiser
for the appointee at which was present.

He stated he is also not very well acquainted with
and has no real opinions or knowledge of I integrity
possibly lack thereof. ' '
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Date of transcription

An individual who sounded like a white female contacted
the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) office. This
individual stated that she did not desire to have her identity
known to anyone, and that she would refuse to acknowledge having
furnished any such information., ox tesfify regarding it to
anyone.

She stated that the reason for her call was as follows:

She has seen in the newspaper an article which quotes a
doctor who stated that the tests and his examination of the
appointee, JOHN G. TOWER, did not disclose any sign of
alcoholism.

She stated that her husband recently had an operation
and the same sort of tests were run on him which resulted in no
sign of alcoholism.

She stated that she knows that her husband consumes too
much alcohol and she is very upset with regard to these matters.

She further advised that she has seen the appointee on
several occasions at which time she felt the appointee had
consumed what she considered to be too much alcohol.

She was asked if she could be more specific in this
regard. She was asked if she could state when the last time she
observed such an incident was.

She stated that sometime during the summer of 1988, or
possibly the fall of 1988, she observed the appointee at THE
MANSION restaurant in Dallas, Texas. She stated that the
appointee was seated at a dinner table by himself. During the
course of his dinner, the appointee consumed one bottle of wine.
She stated she also recalled the appointee had at least one other
drink, which she assumed was alcoholic although she does not know
for sure.

Investigation o2/U/S-9 at Dallas , T.&XaS : Fiie fiL 161A~2025
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She was asked if she knew what size bottle of wine the
appointee might have had. She did not know what size bottle it
was. She assumed that it was a standard size bottle of wine, or
looked to her to be the same size as what one would purchase in a
store. She stated that she did not know the capacity of the
bottle was.

She was asked if there was any other specific instance
she could recall. She stated she could not recall any other
specific time frames. She stated she had seen the appointee at a
BROOKHAVEN COUNTRYCLUB in Dallas, and she could not recall when
this was.

She stated that the appointee had what she considered
to be too much to drink at that time. She was asked if she could
state what he, was drinking. She stated she could not so state.

She was asked if on any of these occasions, the
appointee ever was engaged in any sort of altercation,
disagreement, fight, or if she observed him fall down or be
unable to function. She replied in the negative.

She stated that once she saw the appointee stumble
during the time she saw him, but he was apparently able to walk.

She was asked if she could furnish anymore specifics
with regard to this information, and then she replied in the
negative. She stated that she believes that she has seen the
appointee on other occasions, but she could not recall any time
frame or locations other than those given above.

FBI/DOJ
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On 2/28/89 1 [
Dallas,

Texas, telephone I
contacted the Dallas off~

ice and advised that she was the person who had contacted

the FBI on 2/17/89; at which time she did not desire to

have her identity known. She advised that she is now willr

ing to be known; and would be willing to testify if so

requested.

I
noted that she had also directed letters

to the Senators on the Armed Services Subcommittee, and

the -President -in which- she furnished the same, .information...
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be

Agent (SA)

The following investigation was conducted by Special
on February 17, 1989:

BROOKHAVEN
COUNTRYCLUB, Farmers Branch, Texas advised that he Ts not aware
that the appointee has ever been in the club. He stated he has
been there for several. y.ea.r.s and. has- -no- knowledge of -the

appointee being in the club. He stated he would research this
matter and get back to the interviewing Agent with more details.

later advised that he had determined that the
appointee is not shown as being a current or former member of the
BROOKHAVEN COUNTRYCLUB.

He also stated he had contacted several of his waiters
and bartenders, and had not found anyone who was familiar with
the appointee or recalled the appointee as having been at the
club.

He noted that in order to do any logical further
research, it would be necessary to know who the appointee was a
guest of, and on what date the appointee might have been in the
club.
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Date of transcription- 12/23/89

1 residence] -bo

Dallas. Texas '/0214, home telephone b7C
number

1

was Interviewed at his office,
|

1

]Dallas, Texas, telephone niimberl
|was advised that the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

IFBI ) was interviewing him inasmuch as an anonymous telephone
call had been received bv another field office of the FBI which
indicated thatl I had been present at a Dallas, Texas,
nightclub/restaurant in July, 1988, also at which was JOHN G.
TOWER, the appointee. It was reported to | I that the
information furnished to the other FBI field office was to the
effect that it was the actions of the appointee indicated that he
may have had too much to. drink. | iwas also advised that
the FBI, as has been reported in the public news media, was
conducted background investigations with regard to the appointee
due to .his being considered for a presidential appointment. !^ I

noted that he was well aware of the fact ttiat the
appointee was being considered for Secretary of Defense. He
thereafter furnished the following information with regard to his
recollection of the above described incident:

He stated that one evening in July, 1988, possibly
July 8, 1988, he had a business meeting with two other piiblic
relation fims in Dallas, Texas. He stated that after the
meeting, he took several of these individuals out to dinner at
the SAN SIMEON RESTAURANT/NIGHTCLUB, exact address not recalled,
located somewhere in the McKinney Avenue/Routh Street area of
Dallas. He stated that after dinner, he and his party went into
the adjacent nightclub/discotheque, arriving there about 10:00
PM. He stated he was with a party of three other individnais.

both oi’[

of[

7
and

While at the discotheque he noticed that the appointee,
whom he recognized because he had seen him at various px±»lic
functions in the Dallas, Texas area over the past years, and he
and a group of other persons were at another table in the
discotheque. He stated that he assmed that this was possibly a
gathering of some former staff members of the appointee, but does
know why he thought so.

Investigation on ‘3./23/89 at Dallas, TexaS File # 161A~‘2025
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He stated that there were what he assiamed were alcoholic
beverages being consumed by the individuals at the appointee's table,
however, he has no idea what these drinks may have been nor who,
including the appointee, might have consumed them. He also noted
that he has no idea as to what the appointee himself may have
cons\imed.

He stated that he would assimie that they had been in the
discotheque for about one hour when he and his party noticed that the
appointee and a white female, blond-haired, age about

| |
or so,

attractive, wearing a strapless evening type dress, were dancing on
the dance floor. As they exited the dance floor which is sunken, the
above mentioned female tripped and fell. As she fell, her strapless
dress became disarranged. The appointee helped her up and they
returned to the table.

He noted that he and his group had considered this to be
somewhat amusing, and noted that no one appeared to be injured or
hurt from the fall.

He stated that the appointee did not appear to him to be
intoxicated nor out of possession of his facilities.

He stated that both parties remained at the discotheque. He
stated he recalled that the applicant appointee left about midnight
or 12:30 AM. He does not recall who left with the appointee. He
stated that the party at the table with the appointee seemed to have
departed at different times, but he cannot recall specifically.

He stated that he did not any incident in which the
appointee approached any females sitting at a table and made any sort
of remarks or "pass" at them.

He -Fba-H ho -ror<Pi\y<ari a telephone Call from the
aforementioned

i
|
earlier that morning when

she stated she seemed to recall such an incident. He told her that
he did not recall it and made a statement to the effect that "you
women remember things like that better than us guys do" or words to
that effect.

He stated that as previously stated, he has seen the
appointee in public functions in the Dallas, Texas area, as well as

bo
hlC
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in restaurants, et cetera, over the years. He stated he has never
seen the appointee in what he considered to be an intoxicated
condition, nor in a condition in which the appointee appeared to lose
or be out of control of his facilities.

He also stated he had never seen the appointee drink to an
excess that he considered excessive.

He noted that he is not personally well-acquainted with the
appointee as previously stated.

fbi/doj
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telephone number 1
was advised of the identity of the

interviewing Agent, and of the fact that the FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION (FBI) was interviewing her to obtain information
with regard to events which had transpired on the the night of
about July 8, 1988 at the SAN SIMEON RESTAURANT AND CLUB in
Dallas, Texas. It was pointed out to

|

that
information had been received that JOHN G. TOWER , the appointee,
was present at the club, and had been seen dancing at the club.

~| advised that she had previously been
contacted by

| |
from Washington, D. C.,

who had apprised her of the fact that the FBI would be contacting
her in this regard. She stated that she was very happy to
furnish the following information:

[

She advised that one night in July, 1988, probably July
8, although she can not recall the specific date, a group of

individuals, all involved in politics, had a meeting in
Dallas . She stated that after this meeting, some of these
individuals went out to eat out at the SAN SIMEON RESTAURANT.
She noted that she and[

who is a
[

herself , had asked the appointee to join them.

]were invited. She stated that
of the appointee, and

She stated the appointee did join them at dinner,
although he had already eaten. The group was at dinner for one
and one-half to two hours, and

^
afterwards went into the

club/disco which is adjacent to the restaurant.

She noted that they were placed at a table which was
next to the speakers in the disco, and that the noise from the
speakers was deafening. She stated it was almost impossible to
talk.

She noted that the appointee eni ovs dancing,
and the appointee have danced in the past,
this and encourages it.

and she
knows of
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she stated that the appointee asked her to dance at the
above described disco. She and the appointee went to the dance
floor and. attempted to dance. The music was disco type music,
and neither she nor the appointee were comfortable trying to

dance to such music, so they determined to leave the dance floor.

She noted- that the dance floor is a sunken type dance
floor, and as she was exiting the dance floor, going up the
steps, she did trip and fell to a certain extent. She stated
that she recalled that she caught herself, but did not fall all
the way to the floor.

She stated that she is quit aware of the fact that
rumors circulated that she had "come out of her dress" when she
fell. She stated this was certainly not true. She stated that
she is a

I
[individual (not as she has heard the

individual with whom the appointee was dancing described) ; and
was wearing a strapless black, straight-skirted, Calvin Klein
original dress which had been made for her. She noted that the
top of this dress contained "bones" and three hooks. She stated
there is no way that she could "come out of the dress" unless she
removed it from herself. She noted that as previously stated,
she did not "come- out of the dress".

She also advised that she was not intoxicated, and had
not been drinking to the best of her recollection. She stated
that the appointee, to the best of her recollection, did not
drink any alcoholic beverage at the disco. She stated that he
might have had a glass of wine at the dinner table prior to

coming to the disco.

She stated that shortly after the above described
incident, the appointee left because he thought the music was too
loud

.

She noted that she has known the appointee since 1977
inasmuch as

[
|
at that

time. She fes seen him on many occasions, ana at many social
functions. She has never observed him to be intoxicated nor has
she ever observed him to chase women. She stated that she
considered the appointee very well qualified to perform duties as
the Secretary of Defense, which she is well aware that he is

being considered for. She stated that she considers him to be a

FBI/DOJ
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person of good moral character, associates, and loyalty. She
stated that his reputation has suffered because of enemies and
because he is "too honest for his own good". She explained that
she meant that he will not say things merely to please people,
but will give his honest opinion.

She stated that she has seen the appointee "bend over
backwards" in attempting to help his constitutents when he was an
elected Senator.

She stated she recommends the appointee highly for any
position of trust and confidence with the U. S. Government.
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2/26/89
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was advised of the 337 ^
identity of the interviewing Agent, and of the fact that the
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) was conducting inquiry with
regard to the events which had occurred at the SAN SIMEON
DISCO/GLUB in Dallas on the night of July 8 , 1988.

|
was

advised that information had been received that he was in a party
of individuals who were in this disco, along with JOHN G. TOWER,
the appointee.

It was also pointed out that information had been
furnished to the affect that the appointee had been dancing with
an individual at the disco, and that thi-s individual had fallen
down while dancing. Also information had been received from one
individual that the appointee appeared to be intoxicated.

I
noted that he is well aware of the fact that

the appointee is being considered for U. S. Secretary of Defense.
He also stated that he did recall some events which had
transpired on a night sometime in the summer of 1988, exact date
unrecalled, when he, and the appointee, and others people, had
been at the above described disco. He thereafter furnished the
following information:

He attended a dinner at the SAN SIMEON as noted above
aurinq t:ne summer or

chapter of the
Li^ocs. rie IS until i uj. une

i

this oarticular niaht,
1

all of whom are from the Ta

On
and

were in Dallas with regard to the above described
[

organization. He noted that
[

'

IS the chairman oT the
national assembly in Washington, D. C. He stated that their was
an individual whose name he is not sure of, but whom he seem to

^(phonetic) , who had accompaniedrecall was named]
the above three
stated that

residence to the dinner. He
to the best of his

I
was from

recollection^ an3 that he has no other details regarding this
individual nor where he might live.

2/25/89
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and r

] and [

Also present were I

"land the appointee.
I
hpself

He also noted that a

] were present at the above described
dinner. He noted these individuals had left the party after
eating, and did not accompany the party to the disco inasmuch as
they stated they did not have a babysitter.

He also noted that the appointee had apparently been
invited to the dinner by He stated
that the appointee arrived as they were eating dinner , and the
appointee sat at the table. The appointee had eaten previously
but

I
ordered a salad for the appointee which the appointee

ate while the others were eating their dinner.

He continued that during the time of the dinner, which
lasted about two hours, he can recall that the whole table shared
a bottle of wine, including the appointee. He stated that he
would assume that the appointee may have had one glass of the

wine although he can not recall for sure.

He continued
including
club/disco where- they sat at a table.

that after the
as note above)

dinner, the party (not
went to the adjacent

He stated that during the cour se of their time in that
disco, the appointee and I [danced. He stated he can
not recall any incident in which I

j

fell down, or any
other commotion which occurred during this dancing.

He continued that shortly thereafter, the appointee
left. He noted that he had been somewhat irritated inasmuch as
the appointee had not spoken to him prior to leaving.

He also noted that as previously noted, the appointee
had possibly one glass of wine during the dinner. He stated that
the appointee may have had one glass of wine in the club,

although he can not recall for sure.

He stated that no one in the party was intoxicated to

the best of his knowledge and he does not recall any intoxicated
type behavior on the part of any member of the group,
specifically he can not recall any such type behavior on the part
of the appointee.

He noted that the appointee was not intoxicated to the
best of his knowledge.

FBI/DOJ
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He noted that generallyl Jdoes not drink

because the drinking of alcoholic beverages gives her itiigrane

headaches

.

be
b7C

noted that he
various occasions in Dallas, Texas

has seen
generally

the appointee on
when he and

kr-e eating dinner in THE MANSION -or some other restaurant.

He stated that he does not recall specifically seeing

the appointee drink anything although he does believe the

appointee probably drinks white wine with his meals.

He stated he has never seen the appointee in an

intoxicated state; nor has he ever observed the appointee to act

out of line in any manner. He has never seen any improper

activities regarding women on the part of the appointee.

He advised that the appointee is usually alone when

they see him. He does note that the appointee has been

accompanied on occasion by one of the appointee's daughters. He

also noted the appointee ha s on several occasions been in the

r:Qmoanv of a I I individual namedf I
possibly

He also noted that he is not personally acquainted with

the appointee other than to speak to him as noted above.

He stated that although he does not know the appointee

real well, he knows of no reason to withhold the recommendation

for the appointee to fill 'any position of trust and confidence

with the U. S. Government.

It is to be noted that [

present during the above interview.

FBl/DOJ
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Date of transcription

during
BUREAU

was present
the interview of
OF INVESTIGATION (FBI).

by the FEDERAL

bo
b7C

by
noted that

during this
observations completely.

she concurred
interview, and

in everything-
agreed with

sa id
his

investigation o2/25/89 at Dallas, Texas 161A-2025

hv SA kmes Date dictated 2/25/89
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On 2/13/89, an anonymous caller describing himself as a
”citizen-tax payer" in the independent oil business advised that
he personally saw JOHN TOWER on approximately six occasions in
1972 in the upstairs bar at the TR_ADEWimS MOTEL, .in Wichita
Falls, Texas. He saw him on the weekends and on approximately
three occasions saw him in a drunken condition. He pointed out
that TOWER impressed him as a heavy drinker, and on one of the
occasions "drank a hell of a lot of whiskey and like to fell on
his ass when he got up". On that occasion he had two unknown
women with him, and on one of the other occasions had a woman
with him.

The caller learned from general discussions during 1972
and 1973 that TOWER was allegedly making "thousands of dollars"
out of the oil shortage. He was allegedly receiving money from
independent oil producers and from an Association known as the
INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS AND DRILLERS ASSOCIATION. He believed
that TOWER was acting as a lobbyist for them when in actuality he
was a Senator at the time. The caller mentioned Wichita Falls,
Texas, Abilene, Texas, and Midland-Odessa , Texas as areas in
which the oil producers Association operated. He said that the
Association furnished TOWER money which TOWER used for an
airplane and pilot. On one occasion the caller talked with
tower's pilot, with nothing of substance
described this
pounds with

pil ot as
^hair

.

a white male, agel

_^scussed, and he
years, 5'9", 170

-bo

b7C

During this same period of time he had a specific
conversation with an independent oil producer who was a member of
the Association, and who told him that the producers were getting
help through TOWER but that they had to pay money to TOWER to get
him to help them. This producer told the caller that he had
given a $15,000 check to TOWER for his unspecified aid, and it
was this same producer who told the caller about thousands of
dollars being made by TOWER.

The caller does
described him as a whi-^e

190 pounds, with
|

office was describe
in

not know the name
male, age early

|

1 in

of

jhair with
as being on tWf

It,

this producer but
tall, 6'1", 180-
This producer * s

I
of the

past the

2/13/89
Investigation on..

SA

Fort Worth, Texas DL 161A-2025
File #

LW 2/13/89
by- M *

.Date dictated.
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on the right hand side. This producer had an ^70

lat that location.

The caller speculated that other Association members in
Wichita Falls would be knowledgeable of this and would tell of
tower's involvement because they are mad anyway because the oil
business is so bad.
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b6
Arlington, Texas,

alter being advised as to thetelephone
identity of the interviewing Agent was advised that he was being
contacted regarding his association with JOHN TOWER, former U. S.
Senator

,

1 advised that he is
1 with offices located

_ Arlington^ Texas, telephone
1 1 f uir th0 IT cadvised that he had been
byl but he had left there
years ago.

Lumm

of

employed previously

approximately 1965. advised that he
student at the UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS and did some

had been a

during 1965 and 1966.
at Austin, Texas, for approximately one year

1 further adiz±aed that he had in 1972

times since 1972.
and has not seen Mr. TOWER many

I n advised that he has had occasions to attend
receptions wherein Mr. TOWER was in attendance and this was
during the 1960's and 1970's.

|
[advised he was not a real

close associate of JOHN T0WER*’"s but considers him more of an
.acquaintance

.

I \
advised that in the 60's and 70's there were

rumors from sources who he does not even recall of excess alcohol
use by Mr. TOWER and that he was a heavy drinker, but he stated
that he never saw Mr. TOWER doing any heavy drinking.
further advised that he cannot really say that he ever saw
Mr. TOWER even have a drink.

Investigation on_
2/13/89

_at.

Arlington, Texas DL 161A-2025
^Flle #

SA
by.

Iw 2/13/89
Date dictated
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I

further advised that he had also heard rumors
maybe as far as 15-20 years ago that Mr. TOWER had gone on the
"wagon” in the 70's and had given up drinking, all together. He
stated again that the source of these rumors he does not know.

I I
further advised that he had been in the

first class section on a plane traveling back from Washington one
time and had set by Mr. TOWER and drinks were being offered but
Mr. TOWER had no drinks at all.

I [
stated that he has never seen Mr. TOWER drinking

heavily. He advised that he had once heard that Mr. TOWER always
drank Scotch when he was drinking, but he does not know the
source of these rumors either. He further advised that he does
not know when Mr. TOWER drank, if he drank at all and he does not
know who would know about Mr. TOWER'S drinking habits other than
those persons that are close associates of Mr. TOWER' s.

advised that he did see Mr. TOWER approximately
two years ago at approximately midnight and at that time
Mr. TOWER was drinking coffee. He stated that it appeared to him
that Mr. TOWER had been drinking something but he was at a table
with some other people and his only assumption that Mr. TOWER had
had something to drink was that he was very tired and haggard
looking as if he had been working a long day. He stated that
Mr. TOWER did not appear disheveled and was not out of control in
any respect.

| | advised that he does not recall who the
other people were at this table, nor does he recall if he knew
any of them personally.

advised that there were rumors back in the
1960 's regard ing Mr. TOWER' s "womanizing" but here again they
were only rumors and he has no idea of their source, but he has
no personal knowledge of any

I [further advised that he does know!
"womaniz ing" bv Mr. TOWER.

sides TrT

NESS ADMINISTRATION

who was a

^

whom he assumes still re-
~| but he IS not aware of any SMALL BHSI-

(SBA) loans which were received by I I

bdvised that he has never heard
er about any of JOHN TOWER' s business dealings
that it has always been his impression that Mr. TOWER was

• 1

nvthina improp-
advised
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very scrupulous about the management of funds received and the
use of contribution funds which were received for his campaigns.

I

[advised that he would not believe that there was
any improper use by Mr. TOWER of his position in business or
government

.

that

[

n further advised that he does not know

1 1
stated that he does know of a 1

1

1 1
who was married to| who was an associate

Ofl 1 He stated that 1 is the
|of the located at

[in Dallas, Texas. He stated that this 1 1

whose maiden name was
22 years ago wnen ne
He stated that he nas neard that 1 H

and
1

had divorced and it is possible

]ot Mr.
IS StlJ
TOWER ln[

He stated that when hef

tor some time but he does not know how long.

[

?

"land

further advised that he also knows a f
the last he knew of her was that I

He stated that
a number of years

.

Mr. TOWER for

5

I I

further advised that he has seen JOHN TOWER
approximately five or six times within the last 15 years and as
best he recalls has not seen him take a drink during this time
even when others were around him who were drinking.

thinks that JOHN TOWER would be a tremendous
Secretary of Defense and would highly recommend him for this
position. He stated that he has no reason whatsoever to doubt
JOHN tower's loyalty to the United States.
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Date of transcription.

I

[Abilene, ^

Texas, telephone number | I
was interviewed at his

place of business,
! |

Abilene, Texas, telephone numbe r! I After being
advised of the provisions of the Privacy Act, furnished the
following information regarding US DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)

Secretary designate JOHN TOWER.

I
"iadvised he was not personally acquainted with

TOWER but that
I

jO.B. HALEY, Sr., was previously
active^ in Republican politics and most likely has met TOWER.

\ was unfami liar with a CORONADO STATE BANK (CSB) , El

Paso, Texas, loan to
|

~|under the business name

I
El Paso, Texas. I did

not know eitherl |
or her company.

I Isaid I I
owned the FORTUNE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY in the early 1970's and the business was located in an
office tower adjacent to CSB. HALEY, Sr., was a CSB customer but
had no ownership interest in the bank.

stated I I was currently out of town and
upon his return that evening to Abilene,

|

jsaid he would have
I
contact the interviewing Agent. I { knew of no

derogatory information regarding TOWER and the interview was
concluded

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
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O.B. (BOB) HALEY, Senior, 2509 Meadow Lake, Abilene, 537 ^

Texas, telephone number (915) 698-3942, was advised of the
identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the
interview. After being advised of the provisions of the Privacy
Act, HALEY furnished the following i.nf.o.rmati-on regarding 0S

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) Secretary designate JOHN TOWER.

From approximately 1967 - 1976, HALEY owned the FORTUNE
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, located in the CORONADO STATE BANK Tower
on North Mesa Street, El Paso, Texas. HALEY'S only relationship
with the CORONADO STATE BANK (CSB) was that of being a customer.
HALEY was totally unfamiliar with a CSB Small Business
Administration loan to I I

i n 1972 under the
business name I |

E1 Paso, Texas.
HALEY did not know either or her company.

HALEY was previously active in Republican politics and
has met TOWER on numerous occasions at political functions but
described these contacts as "casual." Their most recent contact
was approximately 10 - 15 years ago and HALEY had no knowledge of
TOWER'S personal life. HALEY did not know whether TOWER had a

drinking problem or engaged in chasing women and had no other
derogatory information.

The interview was concluded with HALEY stating his
relationship with TOWER was too limited to comment regarding his
suitability for the Secretary of Defense appointment or to make a

recommendat i on

.

Investigation on>
2/15/89

_at_
Abilene^ Texas

-File #-
DL161A-2025

by-.
SA tls

..Date dictated-.
2/16/89
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Agent
The following investigation was conducted by Special

On February 6, 1989,
COMPANY, Wichita Falls, Texas

WILLIAMS DWYER INSURANCE
j stated he has been]

|

]
and he has no driving recorh on

appointee as appointee is a perfect customer in that appointee
pays his bills and does not have wrecks. His file reflects
AETNA, Dallas, Texas, is the underwriter on appointee ' s auto
insurance policy number 218SX3 256037-PCA and possiblvl I

telephone number
|
or

| | could
furnish driving records of appointee. Also, his file reflects
appointee's last claim was on April 1, 1976, for $100.85 on a
collision. He advised driving records are only checked on new
customers through the state motor vehicle department, but AETNA
might make random samples on current customers or on renewals.
He stated he is not a close friend of appointee, but has been in
appointee's office several times. He described appointee as an
individual of excellent character, reputation, associates, and
loyalty. He has no knowledge of drug use or alcohol abuse on
part of appointee, and he has been with appointee at cocktail
parties . He added he hopes appointee becomes Secretary of
Defense as he feels appointee has the ability and character to
successfully perform this position.
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JAMES JOSEPH GREENHALGH, male Caucasian, born October
20, 1922, residence Route 3, Box 198, Mineral Wells, Texas,
telephone number 817/325-4545, was interviewed at the Fort Worth
Resident Agency o.f the FEDERAL BDREAD OF tnvestigatiOn (FB I) . be
GREENHALGH was advised of the identity of I who b7c
identified himself as a Special Agent (SA) of the FBI and that he
was being interviewed concerning allegations that during his
employment at SOUTHERN AIRWAYS OF TEXAS, INC. (SATI) , Mineral
Wells, Texas, campaign contributions for Senator JOHN TOWER were
taken from employees paychecks.

GREENHALGH advised he was employed by SATI at Fort
Wolters, Mineral Wells, Texas, from 1956 to November or December
of 1973 (specific dates unrecalled) . He was Standardization
Supervisor for one year and then Flight Commander and Instructor
for sixteen and one half years. GREENHALGH taught the last class
of helicopter pilots and left employment when SATI and Fort
Wolters Military Base closed in November or December of 1973.

He stated in late 1972 or early 1973 (specific dates
unrecalled) , approximately one year before the base closed, he
was approached by

|

for SATI. He stated I \ asked him to contribute $200 to
Senator JOHN TOWER'S campaign fund. He stated he recalls Senator
TOWER was up for re-election and

| |
a Republican and

friend of TOWER, was asking all of the approximate 150 flight
personnel employees of SATI to give $2 00 each to TOWER'S campaign
fund. GREENHALGH- was told by that arrangements had been
made with a Mineral Wells, Texas Panic to loan SATI employees the
$200 if they needed to borrow the money and each employee would
haye to work out pay back arrangements with the bank. He stated
he thought the bank offering the loan was FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
MINERAL WELLS.

GREENHALGH told|
|
he would not contribute

the $200 and I I did not say anything to him for not contrib-
uting nor any adverse consequences from management as a

2/13/89 Fort Worth, Texas DL 161A-2025

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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T-pgnI t- nF T-iim nn-H cnnFr i hn t- 1 ng , GREENHALGH Stated his
|

also refused to contribute $200 to the
Senator JOHN TOWER campaign fund and he was not criticized for
refusing to contribute either.

GREENHALGH stated several employees of SATI did borrow
the $200 from the bank in Mineral Wells and furnished the TOWER
campaign contribution to | | He stated many people
from the Mineral Wells area were contributing to Senator TOWER'

s

campaign hoping if he were re-elected it might help in keeping
Fort Wolters Military Base open. GREENHALGH stated Senator
TOWER came to Mineral Wells, had a luncheon and thanked all
persons including the SATI employees who contributed to his
campaign for their help.

GREENHALGH stated
[

SATI and retired a
stated

[

was president of
few months before the company closed. He

]
assumed the president's responsibility of

SATI as he was the previous director of helicopter maintenance of
the company.

reside
GREENHALGH

He stated
in Florida

advised
but their

]and
addresses are upknown

resides at
Mineral Wells, Texas,

currently
to him.

He stated at the time the Senator TOWER campaign con-
tribution request was made by I I SATI had approximate-
ly 500 employees. He stated Director of Ground School was

|

I address unknown, and Director of Link Trainer was
[who resides at an unknown location in Florida.

structor

andl

GREENHALGH s tated f I former flight in-
of SATI and |

Mineral Wells, Texas, possibly has addresses for
|

I
and other flight personnel if needed.

GREENHALGH did not have a current address for
or who were flight personnel of SATI.
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GREENHALGH stated he has no knowledge of Senator JOHN
TOWER soliciting the campaign contributions from employees of
SATI and does not know if TOWER even knew that such contributions
were being collected.

GREENHALGH did state that it was a critical time for
the economy of Mineral Wells, Texas and the thought of Fort
Wolters closing was of great concern to not only the employees of
SATI but all of the people living in Mineral Wells and the sur-
rounding communities.

When asked if he had any knowledge of the $200 campaign
contributions being taken from employees paychecks through pay-
roll deduction, he stated that since he did not contribute he was
not aware of any of those circumstances. He stated as he under- be
stood the procedure, was the pr imary in itiator of b7c
the campaign contributions for TOWER and that

|
would have

contacted the other division heads and have them deal with their
respective employees soliciting campaign contributions.
GREENHALGH further stated that he did not know if all employees
of SATI were asked to contribute $200 each but he does know that
was the amount designated for the flight personnel.

GREENHALGH stated he could furnish no further informa-
tion concerning the incident and did indicate that he had never
seen Senator TOWER at the SATI facility.

J



DL 161A-2025
SSG/sp
1

The following investigation was conducted bv Snecial
Agent ! ~l

On February 14 , 1989 , 1 I of the
TRADK WTNr>.q MOT^T.^ and I

- — —
Iwichita Falls, Texas, stated he|

j

I His only knowledge of appointee being at
me TJ^DE WINDS MOTEL would be when appointee used a room for
campaign purposes. He knows appointee and has never seen
appointee drinking heavily and womanizing at the TRADE WINDS
MOTEL. He indicated he did frequent the motel cliib (bar) and
would have seen or known about appointee's excessive drinking and
womanizing.
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1

Agent
The following investigation was conducted by Special

[

On February 14, 1989 ]
]of the TRADE WINDS MOTEL, Wichita Falls, Texas,

stated the motel records reflect appointee stayed at the motel on
October 3i, 1982 and May 31, 1984, and the bills did not reveal
any bar charges. Her records did not reflect appointee's staying
in the motel in 1972 or 1973, and did not show appointee being a
member of the club (bar) as during that time only members could
be served dri^s.

_

She knows appointee and went to appointee's
first convention in Mineral Wells, Texas. She believes in the
early 1970s, appointee still owned a home in Wichita Falls,
Texas, and would stay at his home when he visited Wichita Falls

Isinceinstead of at the motel. She
1964. and from February through April, 1974, she !

I I
,She does not have any knowledge of drinking or womanizing

by appointee at the TRADE WINDS MOTEL. She is sure appointee
would not womanize in Wichita Falls, Texas, as appointee would
have hPien seen hv friends, and associates. She furnished the

las beinal ^nd
She stated
^•1

jwas the General Manager at
me morel for 21 years ana lusu recently moved to,

living on the
| "i telephone number

-bo

b7C
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Agent
The following investigation was conducted by Special

3

]of the
1, On February 14, 19891

I tpadt; WTwr).q Mn^TCT.^

J stated he remembered appoiAtee staying at'
the TRADE WINDS MOTEL on sev^al election nights. He never' saw
appointee drinking heavily and womanizing at the hotel. He
described appointee as a fantastic gentleman and could not say
anything negative about appointee. He believes if appointee
would have been drunk and womanizing at the motel in 1972 or
1973, he would have witnessed it or known about it.

be ^

b7C
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Agent)
The following investigation was conducted by Special

On February 14. 1989.
TRADE-WINDS MOTEL andT
Falls, Texas, stated ni

Wichita
e remembered appointee staying at the motel

at least one time on election night waiting for the returns. He
remembered appointee had a room full of telephones. He has had a
social drink with appointee but never has seen appointee do any
excessive drinking or womanizing. He does not remember if the
social drink was at the TRADE WINDS CLUB, but it could have been
as he frequents the club often. He has never paid appointee any
money and never gave appointee a $15,000 check. In fact, he has
never paid a politician any money. He does feel appointee is the
right man for Secreta^ of Defense. He could not identify the
oil producer or the oil producer's office as described by the
anonymous caller.
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Agent
The following investigation was conducted by Special

be
b7C

On February 15, 1989,
OIL COMPANY, Wichita Falls. Texas, stated he was employed hv

STERLING

[ I ana raxsinq a ramiiv consisting of a wife and I
|"

children. He advised appointee did not accept any type of
payments and appointee is rock-solid in honesty and integrity.
He remembers one time while he was appointee's staff assistant
that the staff allowance was not spent and appointee turned the
balance of the money back into the treasury. He was proud to
work for appointee, and appointee is the only politician he knows
who went into office poor and came out poor. He definitely did
not nav a S15.QQ0 cheglc to appointee in 1972 through 1973. He or

did not have that kind of money as the
was not a high-paying job and the oil

that strongly in the early 1970s. He
any money to a politician. He stated

J he would

job 1

5t goi;business was not going
added he has never paid
being appointee's]
have been in a position to Know or appointee accepting money from
independent oil producers, and he was not aware of appointee
accepting money from anybody. He highly reconmiends appointee for
Secretary of Defense. While I Inorth TEXAS OIL AND
GAS ASSOCIATION (NTOGA) from

| 1 the only payments
made to appointee would have neen made to cover appointee's
e^ense to travel to Wichita Falls, Texas, to speak to NTOGA. He
stated the records would reflect these payments if appointee had
traveled to Wichlt^ Falls, Texas, during the period he served as

He said that the NTGOA is the only independent oil and
gas association in the Wichita Falls area and, to the best of his
knowledge, there was not in the 1970s and is not currently in
existence any organization known as the INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS
AND DRILLERS ASSOCIATION (lOPDA) in the Wichita Falls, area.
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Agent
The followincT investigation was conducted by Special

3
On Febmary 14, 1989, NORTH

TEXAS OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION (NTOGA) , Wichita Falls., Texas,
stated members of this association are independent oil producers
and drillers in the North Texas area, and Abilene and Midland-
Odessa have their own area association. He has beeni |of
TTm/^/^TV A I I J J A ^ • • _ ^ -I -NTOGA since]

|
and during this time period he had no Jmowledge

of any payments to appointee. He added the NTOGA does not make
political contributions and does not have a large amount of money
in order to make any kind of donation. He advised records of
NTOGA go back to 1930, and the records do not reflect any
payments to appointee. He said the records mainly consist of
minutes of Board meetings, and during 1972 and 1973 the minutes
do not reflect any payments to appointee. He furnished the
President of NTOGAr hs being Hwho is still in
.1.1-. ... ... J 1 1 A • * WMA 1 -I rm i Ithe oil business in Wichita Falls, Texas, and
Jb'resxaen-c or ir>i i wno ng

President fromi It

i relieves is aeceased. Tn
fas of

and was a|

both of the oil producers in Wichita Falls were predominantly
conservative Demoqrats. He could not identify the independent
oil producer described by the anonymous caller and the only
Republican oil producer who presently has an office near the
TRADE WINDS MOTEL is RUSTY LINDEMAN, but LINDEMAN's office is
across the street towards the east from the TRADE WINDS MOTEL.
He advised there is not any independent oil companies located as
described by anonymous caller in the Wichita Falls area.

be
b7C

He said that the NTGOA is the only independent oil and
gas association in the Wichita Falls area and, to the best of
knowledge, there was not in the 1970s and is not currently in
existence any organization known as the INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS
AND DRILLERS ASSOCIATION (lOPDA) in the Wichita Falls area.
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Agent
Thp. fnllnwinri investigation was conducted by Special

On February 14, 1989,

|

Wichita Falls, Texas, suaxea ne waC
TEXAS OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION (NTOGA) fromi
During the time period that he was

1 or the

not any payments made to appointee.
y [

there were
He advised in the early

]

1970s, NTOGA did not have any extra funds to give to anyone. He
said if appointee did not support oil legislation, appointee
would not be re-elected to the Senate. During the early 1970s,
Senator BENTSEN was more knowledgeable in the oil business than
appointee. He does remember appointee speaking to NTOGA at a
luncheon in the early 1970s, and it was possible appointee's
plane fare could have been paid for by NTOGA. He remembered that
appointee's aide answered more of the difficult questions
regarding oil and gas at the luncheon. He could not identify the
independent oil producer described by the anonymous caller that
allegedly paid appointee $15,000 by check , and stated there was
not any independent oil comopiies locatedP \

on the right hand side.

He said that the NTGOA is the only independent oil and
gas association in the Wichita Falls area and, to his knowledge,
there was not in in the 1970s and is not currently in existence
any organization known as the INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS AND
DRILLERS ASSOCIATION (lOPDA) in the Wichita Falls area.

be
b7C
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Agent|_
The following investigation was conducted by Special

On February 14, 1989, RUSTY LINDEMAN, owner of LINDEMAN
DRILLING COMPANY, INCORPORATED, Wichita Falls, Texas, stated he
has been at t^e location near the TRADE WINDS MOTEL since 1975.
He stated he never gave a $15,000 check to appointee. He has
been in the oil business since 1956, and there has never been an
independent oil company located two or three blocks past the
TRADE WINDS MOTEL on the right hand side. The only other oil
company near the TRADE WINDS MOTEL is SHILLELAGH!

of
though he is a Repulylican
appointee. He said
oil producer who gTipnnrT-P.fi ?mpni iTr.(a«=> and

the TRADE WINDS MOTEL. He' lfldld&tfed feVen
he is not a staunch supporter of

1 STERLING OIL CoM>ANY. was an
tee and|_

jtie saia tnat[
and that his name wasT

]
oil company was located aij

in the downtown area which is not near the area described by the
anonymous caller. He described | [ as being 5*8" tall
and approximately 150 pounds. He added he does not care for
appointee's personality which he described as "cocl^y", and if
appointee is a heavy drinker and a womanizer, he does not feel
appointee should be appointed Secretary of Defense.

]

He said that the NTGOA is the only independent oil and
gas association in the Wichita Falls area and, to the best of his
knowledge, there was not in the 1970s and is not currently in
existence any organization known as the INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS
AND DRILLERS ASSOCIATION (lOPDA) in the Wichita Falls area.

be
b7C
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1

Date of transcription 2/16/89

I I MICRONYX, INCORPORATED . 1901
Nor^ Central Expressway, Suite 400 , telephone]

|
was

advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and of the fact
that the FBI was conducting a background investigation with
regard to a Presidential appointment being considered for former
United States Senator JOHN G. TOWER. I H noted that he was
aware of MR. TOWER'S impending appointment as United States
Secretary of Defense. He noted that his company has had some
dealings with the appointee, MR. TOWER, \diich he described as
noted below;

He advised that on or about June or July of 1987. the
appointee was introduced to the company through! bf
Sherman, Texas. After a luncheon meeting with the appointee, and
the appointee's having visited the companies offices, an
agreement was entered into between the appointee and the coitpany
for some consulting days. The appointee agreed to function as a
spokesman for the company. However, his spokesmanship was to be
in ve:^ general terms with regard to the need for computer
security. The firm is a producer of a computer security
product, and/or products, and the appointee was retained to be a
spokesman to make the computer users aware of the need for
security.

The appointee made four appearances at various locations
at which time he spoke with regard for the need for computer
security, a total of about fifteen minutes each time.

•nie appointee was paid $1000 per appearance, plus his
expenses in travel and room and board, etc. The appointee was
also given the option to purchase stock as part of the
reimbursement

.

I
I noted that the agreement between the appointee

and the company is outlined in a letter, dated August 14. 1987.
fromi

, _
~

1

I I
of the company to the appointee.

I I noted that the appointee did fulfill as he
agreed on appearances, etc, and was given the compensation agreed
upon.

He stated that it was discussed during the negotiations
that should the appointee be considered for appointment into

DL
Investigation on 2/15/89 at RichardSOn, TexaS Pile # 161A-2025

by SA
[ Date dictated 2/16/89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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government service, he would be able to dispose of his stock
options

.

noted that on January 9, 1989, the appointee
contacted the company and requested that due to his pending
nomination by the Republic^ administration to be Secretary of
Defense, he wanted the company dispose of his stock options for
him. The stock options were disposed of at a sum of each.
4000 of these options were pmrchased by
stock holder in the company. ipoo of thes^ options were
purchased bvl

|

who is an

another

I I noted that the appointee insisted upon his
relationship with the company being above board, because he did
not want to give the appearance of any sort of conflict of
interest in the future. He stated that the appointee told the
company that he would not lobby for them as this might serve to
influence his future government service.

noted that
were the main persons with whom me appointee had dealings.
noted that

I
he is in Europe at this time.

was not available for interview inasmuch as

He stated that his contacts with the appointee were
limited to about ten or twelve times, including those times as
noted above for with the appointee made presentations on behalf
of the company.

He stated that he also recalled having had dinner with
the appointee on two separate occasions. He stated that he
recalled that the appointee consumed some alcoholic beverages
during these dinners, but to the best of his recollection, the
appointee only had one or two such alcoholic beverages on each
occasion.

He stated that he seems to recall that appointee
• generally drank wine, although he can not specifically recall any
brand name. He stated he may have had a mixed drink on one
occasion, but he can not say for sure.

He stated that the appointee never consumed alcohol to
such an extent that it seemed to affect him in any matter
whatsoever when he was aroundP I

He stated that there was no
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slurred speech, nor did the appointee appear at all out of
control

.

He also noted that during his contact with the
appointee, the appointee never said anything, nor committed any
acts that woT^d xndicate that the appointee was anything other"
than a gentlemen and a former United States Senator. He stated
that he never observed any act on the part of the appointee which
would indicate any "womanizing” as has been reported in the
press

.

He stated that based on his knowledge of the appointee,
he considers him to be a person of good moral character,
associates, reputation and loyalty. He has no knowledge of any
drug use, nor has been previously stated alcohol abuse, on the
part of the appointee.

He stated that the appointee had recently gone through a
divorce when he first was contacted by the company, and the
appointee was apparently trying to recoop some financial
reversals due to that divorce. He stated that he knew of no
specific personal financial problems on the part of appointee.

He stated that he feels that the appointee is highly
qualified to perform duties as a United States Secretary of
Defense. He noted the appointee has ejq)erience in negotiations
with the Soviet Union, as well as a thorough knowledge of the
United States Defense industry.

He noted that as previously stated, the appointee wanted
to avoid any si^ or impression of conflict of interest. The
appointee made it very clear that he would only be a spokesman
for computer security in general, and not MICRONYX in particular.

He noted that the company also produced a 30 minute
promotional tape regarding computer security on which the
appointee appeared on for about thrqe to foiar minutes.

He also noted that MICRONYX is a Texas corporation and
does not have any branch offices anywhere else in toe United
States. He stated that there is one totally wholly owned
subsidiary known as MICRONYX, U.K. which is located in Milton
Keynes, England.

He stated that in addition to producing a family of
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_

computer security products, the company provides
engineering services for other firms on a nationwide basis. The
company also serves as a consulting firm for electrical
engineering needs.

|_ [thereafter made available a copy of the
previously mentioned August 14, i987, letter from MICRONYX to the
appointee which sets forth the arrangement which was made between
the two parties regarding the consulting fee and representation
on the part of the appointee. This letter reads as follows:



AWOeOWK
August 14. 1987

The Honorable Senator John G. Tower
710 Turtle Creek Center
3811 Turtle Creek Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75209

be
Dear Senator Tower: b7c

I
I sincerely appreciate the opportunity we have had in recent weeks to discuss

with you some of our plans and opportunities regarding our new Triad PIus”^*'^ product
for personal computer workstation management and data security. Thank you for making
some time available to discuss the various events, primarily relating to trade shows and •

other special occasions for which you have agreed to assist us as a public spokesman.

I truly believe in view of the tremendous proliferation of IBM PC workstations
throughout the U.S. and the world, that this issue of computer security and data integrity
is most critical and in need of high level attention in order for solutions to be
implemented. We are firmly convinced that your many years of public service in the U.S.
Senate on armed forces and intelligence committees, your present involvement on the
President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, and your work on the Tower Commission
places you in a most unique position to be the best national leader on this hot .issue.

The schedule of various events we have for you this fall will help to keep your name in
the spotlight by means of the publicity related to these special targeted events. From
midyear ’87 to midyear ’88 we foresee this as an important window in time for national
emphasis on this computer/data security problem and its solution. From ’88 to *89 we see
the need for a global emphasis on this same issue.

The schedule for the four panel events discussed recently with you is attached. At this
juncture the detailed logistics and other aspects of briefings for you have not been
worked out. Please advise us when it would be most convenient for us to brief you,
sometime around early to mid-September for the October 1 breakfast meeting/panel’ in
Washington, p.C. This private, invitation-only breakfast with you, followed by a panel
discussion, will be for about one hundred key government, military and industry leaders
whotii we believe are the principal decision and policy makers in the Washington and East
Coast areas.

4lso taKe this opportunity to contirm w’ith you the telephone conversations you had with
on .August 11 and 12 regarding the schedule for the four panels

and^-tne agreement made with you with respect to compensation. For working with us
during the remainder ot this calendar year (four panels and introductions to certain of
your key contacts in the U.S. and Europe) we will give you an option for 5,000 shares of
Microny.x common stock at the current price of S3.00 per share, e.xercisabic anytime
within four (4) years. In addition, you will be paid a fee (or honorarium) of $1,000 in
cash for each appearance on a panel plus all reasonable travel and out-of-pocket expenses.

Micronyx, Inc.

1901 N. Centra! Expressway
Suite 400
Richardson, Texas 75080
274/690-0555

Telex: 293219 STI UR



The Honorable Senator John G. Tower
August 14, 1987
Page two

Micronyx is making a commitment to you for a total period of approximately one year
ending on June 30, 1988, which would additionally entail typically one event per month
from January through June of 1988, if that is satisfactory with you. On the other hand,
at the end of December, 1987, if you so desire you may terminate our agreement with no
further obligation on the part of cither party. If you desire to continue the relationship
through the first half of 1988, your compensation will be an additional stock option for
5,000 shares of Micronyx common stock at $3.00 per share, plus you will be paid a fee of
SI;000 cash for each appearance dh a panel with the same reimbursement of travel and
out-of-pocket expenses.

If our working relationship continues through December 1988, we acknowledge and agree
to address the possibility that you might once again be in an appointed high position in
the U.S. government in a succeeding Republican administration. Thus, assuming full
participation and commitment on your part for 18 months, we will agree to accelerate
your stock options for the full 24-month period.

If you arc in agreement with the general terms of this letter, I will have a definitive
stock option document drafted for execution.

b /C

and our otherSenator Tower, again I express our thanks to you from
board members for your willingness to assist us as a public spokesman and in making
certain key introductions for us with some of your diverse contacts in government and
industry. The success of our enterprise, I believe, depends primarily at this point in time
on raising the level of awareness among key persons on the issues and solutions. With
your help and Lord willing, we shall succeed.

Sincerely.

Enclosure: Panel schedule for fall "87

XC:
I I

GG;aj

bxx-
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Date of transcription

DLT-l, who requested complete confidentiality under the
provisions of the Privacy Act, furnished the following
information. DLT-l, the source, is referred to as he in this FD-
302, however no inference as to sex should be assumed due to that
pronoun

.

DLT-l stated that he has no direct personal knowledge
of the appointee, JOHN G. TOWER.

DLT-l stated that he had heard, "street talk", which
apparently originated from prostitution circles. DLT-l stated
that he had heard that on several occasions, individuals engaged
in prostitution in the Dallas, Texas area, had made requests that
an arrangement be made whereby the appointee could be, "fixed up"
with a date who would engage in what is known in prostitution
circles as S & M, as well as a Golden Shower. DLT-l stated that
a golden shower consists of an individual urinating on another
individual

.

DLT-l advised that all of these individuals were turned
down because the individual they contacted in this regard did not
believe in such activities, and had no contacts with anyone who
would perform such acts.

DLT-l stated that it had also been reported that
similar requests regarding the same individual were received from
individuals who were engaged in prostitution in Houston, Texas
and New York City, New York.

DLT-l stated that to the best of his knowledge, the
individuals in Dallas, Texas who had made such requests, which he
acknowledged he did not recall the exact dates of, were as
follows

;

as , Texas area.
who is believed to be working for

who used the fantasy name of
This individual is a white fema

~

Dallas, Texas area, no further information known.

I in the
e, age to
in the

2/4/89 Dallas, Texas DL 161A-2025
Investigation on_ -at. -File #-

SA
SA

by.
Is 2/4/89

.Date dictated-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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• Page

I

Another indi vicinal is a white female, age about
Jcnown as who was last known to be in the Dallas,
•Texas area some three to five years ago. DLT-1 has no current
address for this individual and claimed to have no way of
contacting |

I ](last name unrecalled), a white female, aqe l 1

supposedly lives somewhere in a townhouse into
_

Garland , Texas , address unknown. DLT-1 advised that other than
the above, he has no way of identifying or contacting!

Another individual who allegedly made this same request
in the Dallas, Texas area was an individual who is believed to be
an attorney. DLT-1 stated that he could not recall the name of
this attorney, and he did not feel that he would be able to
recall it even if the name were to be repeated to him.

DLT-1 advised that the individual who might have
knowledge of this in the New York City, New York area was a
female named no other name known; no descriptive data
known

.

The individual in Houston, Texas who allegedly made
such a request would be an individual named

|
last name

unknown, no other descriptive data or location Jcnown.

These requests, as noted above, occurred sometime
during the period 1977 through 1979. There have been no such
other information received by DLT-1 since that time.

b6
b7C
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The following investigation was conducted on February
4 , 1989 at Dallas, Texas by Special Agent (SA)

|

unless otherwise indicated;

CORPORAL
(DPD) , Internal

• information

:

I
DALLAS, TEXAS POLICE DEPARTMENT

Affairs Division, furnished the following

He previously was assigned to the DPD Vice Section, and
in 1980 and 1981, conducted an investigation into a prostitution
operation being conducted by individual known as f I

I

This investigation resulted in the conviction of

on a prostitution type charges in local court in

Dallas, Texas in April, 1981.

He noted that the names |~
|
and/or [

~| are not at all familiar to him. He stated that neither of

these names surfaced during the aforementioned investigation . He
also noted that none of the witnesses against

I I
were

named |~
l or

| |

He stated that during the course of the investigation
he spoke te lephonically on one occasion to a female who used the

1 I who claimed to have some knowledge of
.—• I* I _ . _ J JT 2 ^

name
| | wno ciaimea t:o nave some ujl

|

operation. I I was to come in and furnish an affidavit, however
she did not do so and he did not have any way of contacting her.

He stated that during the course of this investigation.
an individual named

[
was determined to be a

prostitute operating in Garland, Texas,

He stated that this individual did not have any arrest
record with the DPD that he was aware of. He further advised
that he does not recall this individuals address and stated that
he does not know if this is recorded anywhere or not. He noted
that he would check and if located will recontact the FEDERAL
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI).

He noted however that he has not heard anything of this
individual since 1981, and has no knowledge that this individual
might still be in the Dallas, Texas area.

I 1 Saturday Supervisor, Records, DPD, advised
that a search of her records failed to disclose any record which
can be determined to be possibly identifiab le to

| |
a

white female , age [ I to I I
® wh ite female^ age

about
I I

or
| I

white female, age t°l
I

On same date, |_

Texas advised as follows:
Attorney, Dallas,
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He previous ly represented^
in Dallas County Criminal Court.

be

and her b7c

He noted that he had also in the past represented an

individual known
individual who got

1 1 who reputed to be the

and[
noted that the namesj

]
are not familiar to him.

A review of current drivers license and voter
registration records disclosed the information which initiated

investigation as set out below:

record was
described as

currently resided at

iocarea
a white

JL

female, born |

Dallas, Texas.

that I

a
I

named

On February 4, 1989,

[

] is not her maiden name.
for

, advised
She stated she has never been

]
and has never heard of anyone

Review of the above described records also disclosed

entries for a I ~l described as a white female,

born I I
residing at

Dallas , Texas.

This same individual, in another record is shown as

residing at l I

Dallas,

Texas

.

The 1
address was determined to be the

J J
current address for this individual , as noted below.

On February

currently occupied by[

4,

IL
1989, a visit to I

Dallas, Texas disclosed that it is

I
inasmuch as her name
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appears on a brass plate on the door. Also, another brass plate
on the door above the name contains words to this affect "If you
are not invited, do not knock on this door. You are not
welcome"

.

Ringing of the doorbell, and knocking on this door
failed to ellicit any response from the apartment.

The card requesting
was left on the door.

that! contact the FBI office

•bb

hlC

Search of same records disclos ed an entry for an
individual known as I

I
described as white

female, born | I
residing at

|

Garland, Texas.

[

On same date, inquiry at Garland,
Texas, disclosed that this residence is currently occupied by a

family who did not desire to furnish their name. These
individuals advised they recently rented this condominium through
a real estate company known as ESTATE REALTY, located on Church
Street in Dallas, Texas. They stated they never heard of a

On same date, it was determined that the office of the
ESTATE REALTY COMPANY, 10527 Church Road was closed.

On February 5, 1989, telephonic contact with 341-9400,
the number listed for ESTATE REALTY COMPANY disclosed the
following

:

The individual who owns and operates the company is

answering the telephone at her residence. She is unable to get
out of her residence due to the current ice storm in the Dallas,
Texas area.

[

She advised that the condominium located at I

I in Garland, Texas owned by an individual named F
who resides in California. She stated that the name

|_

is not familiar to her.

?

hopefully
regarding
resident.

She stated that when she was able to get to the office,
on February 6, 1989, she would check her records
this matter to determine if I I was a previous
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On February 5, 1989/ the following agencies advised that
a check of their respective files failed to disclose anv record known
to be identical to or

Det. DPD Vice Squad

LT. GARLAND/ TEXAS POLICE DEPARTMENT (GPD)

LT

.

I I GPD Vice

Records/ DALLAS COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

It is noted that the records of the above Vice Squads
were also found to be negative regarding the appointee.

tr'

tr'
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He was previously a member of the DALLAS, TEXAS POLICE
DEPARTMENT (DPD-) Vice Squad.- As such, he pafticipated' in an
investigation of prostitution in the Dallas . Texas area involving
an individual named

| |
This matter was

brought to trial in local court in Dallas , Texas in about April,
1981. He stated that during his extensive Investigation into
this matter, the names ]or[ had not
surfaced and he has no knowledge of any individuals by this name.

He also advised that during the course of this
investigation, he never received any indication that the
appointee, JOHN TOWER, was ever mentioned as a customer or
potential customer of the individuals involved.
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DL T-2, who re<3ueste<a complete confidentiality under
the provisions of the Privacy Act, furnished the below
information.

DL T-2, the source, is referred to as he in this
rep“o”rt, however, ho inference as to sex should be assumed due to
that pronoun.

DL T-2 advised that he was acquainted with I

1 during a|
'

. n
1 1 DL T-2 knewl 1

—'

1 larea of north
Dallas, Texas.

b6
b7C
b7D

withf
DL T-2 , durin

I Dallas
the same period, was also acquainted

whose clients
b7C

DL T-2 described
expressed the opinion that

as a loud mouth and liar and
is' not credible.

DL T-2 does not know
(Last Name Unknown) (LNU), orT (LNUl who were described by
the interviewing Agents as prostitutes associated with and

DL T-2 is not ac(juainted with the appointee, JOHN G.
TOWER. DL T-2 said that he is familiar with some aspects of
"call girl" operations in Dallas , including those previously
operated by
of such services

and
by

and that he is unaware of any use
he appointee.

nao no Dusiness reiationsnip to

who

or

investigation on __ _ _

2/5/89
t^r^-at

Dallas, Texas DL 161A-2025
File #

SA
SA RCN/ls 2/6/89

by —

1

Date dictated

r
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DLT-3, who requested complete confidentiality under the
provisions of the Privacy Act, furnished the below information:

DLT-3, the source, is referred to as he in this report;
however , no inference as to sex should be assumed due to that
pronoun

.

DLT-3 advised that he was acquainted with 1 1

1 and 1 [during a
| 1

nand knew both these individuals as
| |

who were operating in the area of North
Dallas, Texas.

DLT-3 does not knowl
(Last Name Unknown) (LNU) or[
the interviewing agent as

|

(LNU) , who were
associated with

descr ibe^Ty
and

be
b7C

DLT-3 is not acquainted with the appointee, JOHN G.
TOWER. DLT-3 said that he is not aware of any relationship that
the appointee may have had with

|
or any other

operating the Dallas area, at any time.

No acquaintance of his has ever indicated any knowledge
of the appointee.

Investigation or?/ fi/ R 9 at

by. SA kmes

Dal las, Texas File #DL 161A-2025
(telephonic)

be
Date dictated _ Z/U&2 b7C
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I
]
Dallas, ^

Texas, who has telephone number
telephonically contacted Special Agent (SA)

February 6, 1989. [
advised that she has been bedridden for

the past several days, with what is being diagnosed, by her

(unlisted)

] on

physician as walking pneumonia, and that she is not desirous of

seeing anyone in person for the next few days, due to her being
extremely ill and not feeling like sitting up to talk to anyone.
She stated that she preferred to answer any questions over the
telephone and requested that the interview be so conducted.

She advised that she works as a

various law firms
] for

in the Dallas, Texas
area.

She stated that she has met an individual named

[

in the past, and she is unable to recall exactly
when this may have been or how long ago. She stated that this

was probably many years ago in the Dallas, Texas area.

]

She advised that her only meetings with
have been possible passing meetings at one
functions at which she was briefly introduced to

stated that she is not well acquainted with

or two
would
social

She

She further advised that she never was involved with
~| i n any sort of business activity, including

She stated that she did not even realize
engaged in such business.

She further
conversation with I

of [

advised that she never had any sort of

[with regard to arranging for any kind

^ for any individual, including the

appointee, JOHN TOWER. She stated that she was not familiar with
the appointee in any way shape or form, with the exception of the

fact that she has seen his name in the public news media as

having been a previous elected official, and due to the current

hearings which are taking place regarding him. She a lso stated

that she does not know any[| ]
or ]

Investigation on2/6y^^ Q at Da 1 13 S f TGXa^ File 1 ^^5.

by g I

Date dictated 2/_6/_8_9

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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She noted that she is originally from the
area not the Austin, Texas area.

She stated that if anyone had indicated that she was
' n or that, she had had such a con-versat-i-on

I
that individual was either lying

engaged w_ith.
^

as noted above wi th[
or badly misinformed.

She stated she has no knowledge of any
|

activities anywhere, and as previously stated, does not know the
appointee.

FBI/DOJ
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[

On February 6, 1989,
] BRANIFF AIRLINES, 7701 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas,

Texas, telephone number
[

]

caused review of
personnel records to be made concerning previous employment!

with negative results.
]

born
(SSAn)

[

attendant onf
I
who

I located a personnel file for
Social Security Account Number

initially employed as a flightwas
At that time p~

|

was residing at
Dallas.

Review of this file determined that I I was employed
intermittently until 1984 as a flight attendan t, at which time
she was residinq at 1

iDallas. 1 1

next of kin was listed as I 1

1
SSAN

December
I
last contacted the company

5, 1986, leaving local telephone number
by telephone on

Review of computerized records of the NATIONAL CRIME
INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC) Interstate Identificat ion Index (III)

revealed the following criminal record concerning

Sex
Race
Date of birth
Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Place of birth
FBI Number
State (California)
Identification #
Arrest

Female
White

5 '7"

120 pounds
Brown

Disposition



DL 161A-2025

b
b

Further review of . computerized records o f drivers
licenses issued revealed that California license number| J
is issued to I ~l

California, with the same descriptive information as the above
NCIC record, which expires on I 1
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Date of transcrip

he
hlC

(ML,[
was advised

furn

of

I

and the nature of this in

ished the following voluntary information;

the
] Bedford , Texas, telephone number

official identity of Special Agent
the nature of this investigation.

(SA)
She

She stated that she works as the "premium" flight
attendant on AA flights. That indicates that she is assigned to
the first class cabin. She stated she flies very few trips to
London, England, preferring to fly to Paris or Frankfurt on her
flights. She was asked if she could recall being on AA Flight 50
from DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (DFWIA) on June 26,
1987. She advised that she could recall a trip to London at
about that time. She was asked if she was familiar with Senator
JOHN G. TOWER and she stated she was. She was asked if she could
recall Senator TOWER being on Flight 50 to London on June 26,
1987. She believed that he was. She remembered that he was
seated in first class, but could not recall if he was accompanied
by anyone. She remembered that he was in the smoking section.
She recalled that Senator TOWER had some alcoholic drinks on the
flight but did not believe that he drank to excess. She was
certain that had he created any disturbance or problems of any
kind, she would have definitely remembered it. She stated she
has flown out of New York on many occasions and remembers many
celebrities and famous individuals who have been problems on
flights in the past.

recalled that Flight Attendant JOHN MAULDIN was
the other flight attendant in the first class section for that
flight. She advised he has since passed away.

She recalled that she made this trip the first week
that she returned to being based at DFWIA, after having been
assigned to Chicago.

Investigation on_
2/9/89 Bedford, Texas DL 161A-2025

_at_ -File #_

by_
Jlw 2/9/89

-Date dictated-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
GPO ; 1986 O - 499-243
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Agent { SA

)

f

fnl lowing i nypHti gati on was conducted by Special
b7C

MISCELLANEOUS

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS;

On 2/10/89,

[

] Security, AMERICAN
AIRLINES (AAL), DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (DFWIA)
advised that I ~l is described as a white
male, date of birthi I Social Security Account Number

since
|_

Jhas been a flight attendant for AAL
] Since May 1988,

^

has been based in
San Francisco, California. The current flight manager for
the SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SFIA) is

direct telephone number at her office is
The fl ight snne.rvi sor on duty ca u be contacted at telephone
number

I
[advised that all pertinent

employee records, including the application could be located
through

| |at the airport

.
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be

Agent ( SA
)

[

yhe fnl lowing investigation was conducted by Special b7c

MISCELLANEOUS

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS;

On 2/10/89,1
(FWPD) advised that a review
and TARRANT COUNTY SHERIFF'S
any record identifiable with!

of the
OFFICE

1

FORT WORTH POLICE DEPARTMENT
combined records of FWPD
(TCSO) failed to disclose

1
white

male, date of birth

On 2/10/89, Secretary, CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION, DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT ( DFWIA ) , DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY (DPS), advi sp>d

she could locate no record pertaining to]_
within the DPS files.
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Agent
The following

at

investigation was
F t . Worth

,
Texas :

conducted
h6

by Special b7C

MISCELLANEOUS

On February 10, 1989, |

I I Security, AMERICAN AIRLINES (AAL), advised that it is
impossible to make a computer inquiry to det ermine all AAL
flights appointee may have taken in the past. I I advised
that it is necessary to have an exact flight number and date to
review the passenger records. If the flight number and date are
known, the microfiche records of the passenger manifest can then
be reviewed by AAL at the records center in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
However, this is a manual process and requires extensive time to
complete ,
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The followincf investigation was conducted by
Investigative Assistant

|

~|

ARE^ST CHECKS

AT DAT,TAS. TEXAS

On February 10, 1989, the following individuals advised
the files of their respective agencies contain no record or
identifiable information regardingl \

POLICE DEPARTMENT, Dallas, Texas;
] Identification Division, DALLAS

Captain
I | Identification Division. DALLAS

COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE, Dallas, Texas;

I I
Identification and Records Section,

FORT WORTH POLICE DEPARTMENT, Fort Worth, Texas, whose records
include those of the TARRANT COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE, Fort Worth,
Texas ; ,
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The followincf investigation was conducted by
Investigative Assistant^ 3

TEXAS VEHICLE REGISTRATION

AT DAT.TAS. TEXAS

On February 10, 1989 . microfiche of Texas Vehicle
Registration information’ listedp"

J Dallas Co\inty, Texas, with license plate

Department of Public Safety computerized information on
February IQ, 1989, reflects the owner of a 1983 Datsun, license
plate as Dallas, Texas,
752041 xne xien on me auromooxie as ot December 11, 1985, is
AMERICAN AIRLINES CREDIT UNION, P. 0. Box 619001, MD 2 E 14,
Dallas/Fort Worth Airport, Texas, 75261.
to California September, 1988.

Title shown surrendered
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The followim investigation was conducted by
Investigative Assistant I I

TCIC/NCIC, AND ^CRIMINAL HISTORY

AT DALLAS. TEXAS

On Februa2ry 13, 1989, Department of Public Safety
computerized information reflected no identifiable information
the TCIC/NCIC identification index fori W/M,
DOB

| I

'
'
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The following investigation was conducted by Special]^
Agent ( SA) I I

AT FORT WORTH ^ TEXAS

PLIGHT. ATTENDANT
AMERTGAN AIRLINES

BEDFORD, TEXAS

On 2/14/89, I I advised she had been on two
overseas flights within the last year or two, wherein former
U. S. Senator JOHN TOWER was a passenger and one domestic flight
from Dallas to Washington, D. C. many years ago.

said she recalls one flight approximately one
year ago when Mr. TOWER was flying to London in the company of a
lady with ]to[ ]hair. The woman was very
well dressed, seemed very sophisticated and not loud1 or brassy.
She said she does not recall the lady's name.

.

[advised Mr.
TOWER was seated in the first class section and she

]
1
was

working the business class section and served no food or beverag-
es in the first class section,

| |
said she seems to recall

one of the flight crew, name not recalled, saying Mr. TOWER had
been drinking heavily on the flight but does not recall anyone
saying anything about his being rude or obnoxious in any manner.

I I
said she does not recall if Mr, TOWER was travel-

ing with anyone on either of the other flights she remembers his
being on and does not recall his acting in anyway out of the
ordinary or what he was drinking if anything.

said Mr. TOWER is not the most pleasant person to
travel with, not because of any drinking problem observed but
because , in her opinion, he is a very demanding-type person.

possibly[
further advised, as best she recalls,

^orf^
and

were
working Tn first class on this London flight wherein Mr. TOWER
was traveling with a lady companion.
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TAG/skw
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The following individuals, who were crew members of
AMERICAN AIRLINES Flight 50, Dallas/Ft. Worth to London, August
26, 1987, advised Special Agent (SA) on dates
as indicated and that they had no recollection ot any incident,
i-ncl-uding excessive drinking, on that flight.

I
Dallas,

Texas, February 7, 1989, does not recall appointee
being on flight.

[
Dallas, Texas,

February 14, 1989. I Must returned from week
long trip. Recalled appointee as being on flight;
worked First Class cabin. He does not recall what,
if any thing, drunk by appointee on flight.
Definitely does not recall any excessive type
drinking by anyone on flight.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/13/89
Date of transcription

(AAL)

,

1

Special Agent
investigation

.

information:

I
Flight Attendant, AMERICAN AIRLINES

I Bedford, Texas, was advised of the identity of
( SA ) I 1 and the nature of this
She furnished the following voluntary

b6
b7C

AAL Fligh
knowledge.

advised that she did not recognize the name of
Attendant

I
J
stated, to her

she has not flown with but she added she is
not exceptionally good at remembering names

.

n advised she was confident that
not the flight attendant on AAL Flight 50 from Dallas, Texas to
London, England on June 26, 1987. She was certaini

I was not
in the first-class cabin, where Senator JOHN TOWER was seated,
because she and flight attendant JOHN MAUODIN were assigned to
the first class section . She added that Flight Attendant MAUODIN
has since passed away. |

~| reiterated that she was certain
Senator JOHN TOWER was on AAL Flight 50 on June 26, 1987.

was

2/11/89
Investigation on_ .,at_

Bedford, Texas DL 161A-2025
File #

by. SA mi .Date dictated 2 /_1_1 /_8_9_

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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2/13/89
Date of transcription

b6
b7C

Dallas, Texas was made aware of the identi ty of the interviewing
Agent and the purpose of the interview. provided the
following

:

1

^

met
\
in the latter months of

1986. was a ana Iwas either given his name

used
I I

services approximately twice a week until
approximately June of 198 7 when I ] moved to San Francisco.
For the services,

r

time she knew
|_

visi ted^
, , ]

apartment. During the

J
he resided at apartments i n the I I

' ] knew l I toarea of Dallas as well as
also be employed as a flight attendant with AMERICAN AIRLINES
while functioning as a

On February 11, 1989 and told her1 phoned
that he had given her name to the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
(FBI) and asked | | if she remembers a conversation he had

'

] stated that she had a vague
while she was getting

with her about JOHN TOWER.
_recollection of a conversation with|

I I
at his

I [
area apartment in late 19 86 or early

1987 . Her recollection of the conversation was that I [had
been a flight attendant on a flight were JOHN TOWER was a
passenger and that

|

someone drink that much."
conversation after
that she had seen TOWER at THE MANSION lounge.

remarked that he "had never seen
stated that she recalled the

I
had repliedreminded her that

stated that went into detail during his
February 11 , 1989 conversation with her and stated that JOHN
TOWER was on an AMERICAN AIRLINES flight with a woman and drank
several bottles, possibly four (to include "wine, champagne and

stated to Qpossible Stoli") , during the flight.
that TOWER was "abusive and a problem"' during' the flight and he
was "necking" with the woman. I

~| further stated that he
spoke to a female flight attendant on the flight about the

the situation.
"problem" and that f

legedly the female f

sides of the plane to wait on TOWER, f
the female flight attendant's name.

thought a female could better handle
Allegedly the female flight attendant switched

was not aware of

Investigation on2/I 3/8 9 at DalXag.^.

SA
by

,

mes
-U

Texas ^ File BL—161A-2.02.5.

2/13/89
Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Continuation of FD-302 of

.

2/13/89

I I

stated that she does not know JOHN TOWER
personally but did recall that she saw TOWER on two occasions in
either late 1986 or early 1987. These two occasions were
probably withi n a three month period. In each case she observed
TOWER with a- haired female at THE MANSION lounge in
Dallas, Texas. According to

| |
TOWER had drinking glasses

on his table, but she never observed him involved in a
disturbance or act in a loud or boisterous way. I stated
she only noticed him because he is a public figure and that her
attention was not drawn to him due to his behavior. I

stated she did not have particularly fond personal feelings
toward JOHN TOWER, but did not personally observe any actions on
his part that she considered offensive. Again \

stated
that she was not personally acquainted to JOHN TOWER.

I I is further described as follows:

Name
Address

Sex
Race
Date of birth
Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Texas DL#
Telephone number

Dallas, Texas
Female
White

5 ' 6 "

105

FBl/DOJ
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTiQ^T:ION t

1 2/14/89
be

Date of transcription. b7C —

I
AMERICAN AIRLINES (AA) Flight Opera-

tions, DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (DFWIA) , Texas,
provided the following information after a review of records in
possession of AA:

f

I I was requested to review the crew manifes t of the
following flights to determine i

f

I I
employee

number had worked any of these flights; AA Flight #50 from
Dallas to London on June 25, 1987, AA Flight #79 from London to
Dallas on July 4, 1987, AA Flight #50 from Dallas to London on
August 21, 1987 and AA Flight #79 from London to Dallas on Sep-
tember 3, 1987.

advised that had been as.signed to work AA
Flight #79 from London to Dallas on September 3, 1 987 and that
this was a DC-10 staffed by ten flight attendants, was
listed as the| [flight attendant and would normally nave
been assigned to work Ene coach section of the aircraft in that
position.

I I
then provided the following list of crew and

flight attendant personnel for that flight:

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

1 )

2/13/89 Fort Worth, Texas DL 161A-2025
Investigation on. at File #

Iw 2/13/89
Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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#79 :

DL 161A-2025
bo

2/13/89 2 b7C
. 1 On Page

4)

JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING
OR

5)

GARLAND, TEXAS

6 )

7)

8 )

BOUNTIFUL, VERMONT
I

LOS ALTOS. CALIFORNIA

CONCORD, CALIFORNIA

9)

10 )

IRVING. TEXAS

^LIFORNIASAN FRANCISCO1, CJ

The following cockpit crew was also assigned to Flight

1 )
(CAPTAIN)

DENTON, TEXAS
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Date of transcription.

2/13/89

TTTg
1 TelepJione number
Tits from DALLAS/F*

was re-interviewec3 concerning
DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (DFWIA) to

Europe (Turing tTie period May through September, 1987. She
furnished the following information:

b6
b7C

She stated that she has flown from DFWIA to London, and
return, during the past two years, and that she has been in the
company of Senator JOHN TOWER on some occasions. She stated that
she maintains a personal diary for her own records, but she
could not locate her diary for the year 1987.

She said that she recalled travelling to London from
DFWIA on or about May 29, 1986, alone and later meeting Senator
TOWER during September, 1986, in London. She recalled that she
and Senator TOWER returned together on the same flight on this
occasion.

She also recalled that she may have travelled from
DFWIA to London with Senator TOWER during September, 1987, but
she was not certain and could have confused this travel with
travel during the same time in 1988.

She said she could not recall well any of the flight
attendants on any of these flights to London, but she noted that
Senator TOWER, because of his frequent travel, knew many of the
flight attendants on these flights . She stated that on one
occasion, while she and Senator TOWER were returning from London
to DFWIA, a female flight attendant offered a bottle of
champagne to her and the Senator and that she accepted the
unopened bottle of champagne and later gave it as a gift to a
friend

.

She stated she could not recall any specific male
flight attendant on any flight from DFWIA to London in which she
accompanied Senator TOWER.

I I
stated that neither she nor Senator TOWER

eats the entree served on the flights from DFWIA to London and
that both eat only the shrimp or caviar served on these flights.

Investigation nn 2/13/89 ;.t Dallas, Texas

(Lit

.File * DL 161A-2025

by. SA skw .Date dictated 2/14/89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Continuation of FD-302 of

be
,On_2/-l-3./g-9 .Page b7C _

She recalls specifically that on each occasion that she flew with
Senator TOWER, he consumed either one or two glasses of champagne
or wine, along with the shrimp or caviar, and then "slept like a
baby" for the remainder of the flight. She said that she
generally consumed one half a g_igger .of vodka, along- w-ith- -the
above dish, and then read a book for the remainder of the flight.
She pointed out that Senator TOWER was always very alert at the
end of the flight because he had slept, and that she was tired
and ready to go to sleep, resulting in her and Senator TOWER
kidding one another about their different habits.

[

I
,
referred the interviewing agent to

] Amelia Martin Travel Agency, 3811 TurtJ Cjieek
Boulevard , Suite 250, Dallas, Telephone Number
indicating that all her travel arrangements to Europe nad been
made through this aaencv . She also referred the interviewing
agent to

I

~| and I

~
|
employees at her

office. Telephone Number I I inaicating that these
individuals maintained her records concerning expenses for her
travel and other business records.

FBI/DOJ
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1 2/14/89
Date of transcription

AMELIA MARTIN TRAVEL
AGENCY, 3811 Turtle Creek Boulevarc^, Suite 250, Telephone

Senatox JOHN G. TOWER and
caused a review of agency records for travel of

to be made for the
period of calendar year 1987, for travel from DALLAS/FORT WORTH
AIRPORT (D/FW AIRPORT) to London. She located records for the
following travel:

Senator TOWER and were ticketed for travel

1:25 PM.
I

was ticketed to return from LGA to D/FW
AIRPORT on AMERICAN AIRLINE'S Flight 79 on July 6, 1987,
departing at 1:25 PM.

bo
b7C

from D/FW AIRPORT on AMERICAN AIRLINES Flight 50, departing on
May 31, 1987 at 5:30 PM to London, Gatwick Airport (LGA).
Senator TOWER was ticketed to return from LGA to D/FW AIRPORT via
AMERICAN AIRLINES Flight 79 on June 8, 1987, departing London at

Senator TOWER was also ticketed to travel via AMERICAN
AIRLINES Flight 50 on June 26, 1987, departing D/FW AIRPORT at
5:30 PM to LGA. Senator TOWER was ticketed to return via
AMERICAN AIRLINES Flight 79, departing LGA on July 2, 1987, at
1:25 PM.

Senator TOWER was also ticketed to travel from
Washington, D.C. , Dulles Airport via BRITISH AIRWAYS (BA) Flight
188 on June 12, 1987, departing at 1:00 PM, returning on BA
Flight 217 on June 22, 1987, at 4:15 PM to Dulles Airport.

She could locate no other records of flights to Europe
by either I l or Senator TOWER during 1987.

She noted that during 1987, airline regulations allowed
travel agents to issue tickets to passengers traveling on the
"frecjuent flyer programs" and that any travel under such a
program by either or Senator TOWER, made through her
office, would have oeen located in this record review.

She concluded that, to her knowledge, all travel booked
by Senator TOWER is made by her agency through arrangements made
by Senator TOWER'S offices in Washington, D.C. and Dallas.

Investigation on 2 /13/89

by. SA
1

-at. Dallas. Texas .File ^ DL 161A-2025

skw _Date dictated_ 2/1.3/89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Continuation of FD-302 ofJ ,On 2/13./a3L
be

Pag®—b7C —
She furnished photostatic copies of the tickets

described above, which are attached to and made apart of this
report as follows:

FBI/DOJ
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1 2/15/89
Date of transcription

Telephon^ ] who manages the office off
or Senatorwas interviewe(3 concerning any travel by

,
,

JOHN TOWER during the period March through September , 19-87
After review of her records, he furnished the following
information:

b6
b7C

On February 24, 1987, reservations were made for the
travel of| [from DALLAS/FT. WORTH AIRPORT (DRW) to
LONDON, GATWICK AIRPORT (LGA) and return at a total cost of
$3,813. AMERICAN AIRLINES (AA) ticket number 0017902502648 was
issued for this travel, but was subsequently canceled by | I

I
as documented on her American Airlines Universal Air Plan

statement dated March 25, 1987. This charge was refunded on
March 13, 1987, through the AMELIA MARTIN TRAVEL AGENCY.

Review of credit cards located charges
made in London during tne period May through June, 1987, which

] noted would coincide with
on May 31, 1987, in which the AA ticket was issued to
under the "Frequent Flyer Program"

.

]
travel to London

t

I I
also located, on her American Airlines

Universal Air Plan statement, a record of her travel on September
1, 1988, from DFW via AA Flight 78, departing at 8:05 PM, First
Class to LGA, connecting to HEATHROW AIRPORT (HA), London. The
record also indicated a return flight on September 9, 1988, via
BRITISH AIRWAYS (BA) Flight 217, departing at 4:00 PM, from HA to
DULLES AIRPORT, Washington, D.C., with a total round trip airfare
cost of $3,062.

travel by
1 was unable to locate any record of other

to Europe during 1987.

Investigation on 2/14/89

L
_at_ Dallas, Texas -Fiie #.

DL 161A-2025

by_ SA Iskw _Date dictated. 2/14/89

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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The following
Supervisory Special Agent

[_

investigation was conducted
on February 14, 1989:

by b6
b7C

AT .DALLAS.,.. .TEXAS

The below-listed individuals were contacted in

reference to AMERICAN AIRLINES, Flight 79, on the date of

September 3, 1987:

Captain I [
advised that to the best of his

knowledge, JOHN TOWER has never flown on a flight with him, and

he stated that he cannot specifically recall AMERICAN AIRLINES,

Flight 79, on September 3, 1987. He indicated that had there

been any type of incident whatsoever to include a steward or

stewardess requesting to be removed from first-class to coach, he

would immediately be notified by the chief stewardess.

Flight Attendant f was contacted and she

advised she does not recall TOWER being on Flight 79. She is

familiar with that particular flight, however, does
_

not

specifically recall September 3, 1987. She advised that it is

common knowledge on board an aircraft among flight crew if there

is a dignitary on board and particularly if that dignitary were

to over indulge himself or herself or cause any type of incident.

She advised she knows for a fact she has not been on board a

flight where JOHN TOWER has been the subject of any adverse

conversation. To the best of her knowledge, she has never flown

with TOWER.

"I Flight Attendant for AMERICAN AIRLINES,
—I . - . . « « . r- ^ -I _

was also contacted. She advised to the best of her knowledge^

she has not flown on any flight with JOHN TOWER y and she is not

aware of the identity of male flight steward
|
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Th e following investigation was conducted by SSRA
on February 14, 1989.

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS

AMERICAN AIRLINES (AA) Record Center at Tulsa,
was telephonically contacted andOklahoma, phone

requested to provide the passenger manifest for AA Flight # 79 on
September 3, 1987 from London, England to Dallas, Texas.
provided a facsimile copy of this manifest to the FEDERAL BUREAU
OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) Office at Fort Worth, Texas, and also
provided the following details:

be
b7C

On 8/10/87, JOHN TOWER, the appointee, was booked on a

flight with AA through the IVI TRAVEL COMPANY, INCORPORATED, 7800
Stemmons Fr eeway, Dallas , Texas, by a | | listed at

appointee's] j The ticketing for this trip was handled
by the IVI Office at the LTV AEROSPACE COMPANY, Grand Prairie,
Texas. Appointee was scheduled to depart Dallas 8/21/87 on AA
Flight #50 to London and had pre-reserved seat 4H ; depart London
8/23/87 on BAO Flight #223 for Islamabad, Pakistan; depart
Islamabad on 8/28/87 on PK Flight #301 for Karachi, Pakistan;
depart Karachi on 8/29/87 on BAO Flight #46 to London; depart
London on 8/29/87 on SRO Flight #809 to Zurich, Switzerland;
depart Zurich on 9/1/87 bn DA Flight #861 to London; and depart
London on 9/2/87 on AA Flight #79 to Dallas. Appointee's return
trip to Dallas was however changed to re—schedule him onto AA
Flight #79 on 9/3/87 departing London at 1:25 p.m. and arriving
at Dallas 5:30 p.m.

Appointee had been assigned seat 4H on AA Flight #79 on
9/2/87, however, after re-scheduling to 9/3/87, no pre-reserved
seat was indicated on the manifest.

advised she was unable to determine appointee's
actual seat assignment on AA Flight #79 on 9/3/87 from the
passenger manifest, and to her knowledge, there were no other
records available which would identify the actual seat assignment
for appointee on that flight.
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be
hlC

The following investigation was conducted by SSA|

on February 15, 1989:

AT. .DALLAS.,. ..TEXAS

I

an AMERICAN AIRLINES Flight
Attendant, telephonically contacted the FBI Office and advised
that she is familiar with AMERICAN AIRLINES, Flight 79; however,
she does not recall the specific flight in question, which was
September 3, 1987. She did state she definitely does not recall
having been on board an airlines flight in which JOHN TOWER was a

passenger. She does feel that if TOWER had been on board the
flight that she was a flight attendant on, that information would
have been made known to the entire flight crew.
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The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA) | I

b6
b7C

INTERVIEWS OF AMERICAN ATRLTNES YAAV
Flight Crew of AA Flight 79. September 3, 1987

On Februa^ry 15, 1989, |

~

San Diego, California, telephone number I

-L *1^ ^
“

]
telephonically advised that she could not recall any

il information concerning any alcohol consumption by tladditional information concerning any alcohol consumption by the
appointee on the above flight, other than that provided by her
during previous interviews by the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
(FBI) on February 9, 1989, and February 11, 1989 at Bedford,
Texas. She emphasized that she could only vaguely recall the
appointee being on the flight.

She described herself as follows:

Race
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
Hair

White
le

5'9 1/2"
128 lbs.

nair
Eyes
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The following investigation was conducted by SSA
on February 15, 1989:

• AT. .DALLAS., ..TEXAS

1 an AMERICAN AIRLINES Flight
Attendant, telephonically contacted the FBI Office and advised
that she is familiar with AMERICAN AIRLINES, Flight 79; however,
she does not recall the specific flight in question, which was
September 3, 1987. She did state she definitely does not recall
having been on board an airlines flight in which JOHN TOWER was a

passenger. She does feel that if TOWER had been on board the
flight that she was a flight attendant on, that information would
have been made known to the entire flight crew.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/23/89
Date of transcription b7C

|was contacted by SSA|
|

and furnished the following information:

She advised that her calendar reflects that JOHN TOWER
clie.cked ou-t of the JEFFERSON HOTEL in Wash-ington^ Di C. at 11:41
AM on December 12, 1987. He departed Washington National Airport
on an AMERICAN AIRLINES flight en route to Dallas, Texas, at
12:50 PM. Her records further reflect that he had meetings in
Washington, D. C. on January 13, 1988, and he departed the Dallas
area en route to Washington, D. C. on January 12, 1988. Her
records reflect that JOHN TOWER was accompanied on his flight
from Washington to Dallas by his daughter, MARIAN, and

| |

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

FBl/DOJ
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/18/89
Date of transcription

AMERICAN AIRLINES (AA) Flight Attendant

,

I.D. 4. was telephonically contacted at her parents resi-
dence

,

teleohone numberl |in Buffalo. New York. She
was contacted tel
advised she would
until March 2, 19
the interviewing
was to determine
appointee, being
dant, but more sp

ephonically as her supervisor,,
no t be back in the Dallas Metroplex Area

89, was made aware of the identity of

agent and the purpose of the phone call, which
if she had any knowledge of JOHN TOWER, the
on any flight in which she was a flight atten-
ecifically AA Flight #79 on September 3, 1987.

She furnished the following information:

b6
b7C

I I

advised that she does not recall appointee having
ever been on a flight with her. She stated that while she cannot
recall the particular date of September 3, 1987 , she does know
that she has flown AA Flight #79 on numerous occasions. She
advised that she generally flies in the first class section due
to h er seniority, and she does rec all having been on AA Flights
with|

I
and I I She does

not recall a male flight attendant by the name of I I

She said she is very much aware of any passenger that acts in a

rude or abusive manner or who has had too much to drink. She
again stated that to the best of her knowledge, appointee has
never been on a flight with her.

She did advise that alcohol that was served in the
first class section usually was served from the large alcohol
containers and not the small bottles that were used in business
and coach sections of the airplane.

Investigation on_

2/18/89 Bedford, Texas

at -File #_

SSA tm

DL 161A-2025

2/18/89

by_ _Date dictated.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

FBl/DOJ
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On February 10 . 1989
a telephone number of
t

~ ‘
as

who furnished only— wf l
I
as a business number.

lically contacted Investigative Assistant
! I

I

advised that he had recently seen pviblicity regarding
JOHN TOWER, the appointee.

k
stated that he merely wished to- advise that

.
en the appointee was still serving in the

United States Senate, F lhad written him as a businessman
requesting assistance in a particular matter. He stated that the
appointee had responded in a very prompt and courteous manner and
had been able to give him assistance.

stated that he merely wanted to be on
rumisning the above information. He noted he is notrecord as

personally acquainted with the appointee.
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TEXTfSG

VZCZCDEO004

00 HQ

DE DE #0004 0621544

ZNY EEEEE

0 031627Z MAR 89

FM FBI DETROIT (161A-2724-322) (C-4) (P)

TO DIRECTOR FBI /IMMEDIATE/

BT

UNCL.AS E F T 0

f

' f

CITE: //3220//

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIl^OWER; SPIN (A); BUDED: PAST.

DETROIT, TO SSARE TELEPHONE CALL 0F Sa[

SPIN UNIT, FBIHQ, MARCH 3, 1989.

ON MARCH 3, 1989, (X)[

TECUMSEH, MICHIGAN, TELEPHONE NUMBER

TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED THE LANSING RESIDENT AGENCY IN ORDER TO

PROVIDE INFORMATION RE CAPTIONED APPOINTEE.

JALLY-

b6
b7C

ADVISED THAT HE BECAME ACQUAINTED W

IN 1987.

I'm AND PERSONALLY^ (P^

MET THE APPOINTEE DURING

ADVISED THAT lAfHILE IN THE COMPANY OF THE APPOINTEE AT •

^ APR 2S i989

CCD'ES



PAGE TWO DE DE 0004 UNCLAS E F T 0

SHOW HE OBSERVED THE APPOINTEE INTERACTING WITH VARIOUS HEADS OF

STATE AND MILITARY LEADERS.
| |

ADDITIONALLY OBSERVED THE

APPOINTEE IN A PRIVATE SOCIAL SETTING.
| | ADVISED THAT THE

APPOINTEE CONDUCTED HIMSELF IN A SUPERB FASHION. THE APPOINTEE

PROJECTED HIMSELF VERY DIPLOMATICALLY AND WAS VERY INTELLIGENT

AND CURIOUS IN HIS DEALINGS WITH PEOPLE.
| [ ADVISED THAT A

GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS HAD DINNER WITH THE APPOINTEE AND WERE

ADDITIONALLY INVOLVED IN FEDERAL SOCIAL SETTINGS.
|

STATED

THAT DURING THIS TIME HE NEVER OBSERVED THE APPOINTEE TO CONDUCT

HIMSELF INAPPROPRIATELY.
| [

ADVISED THAT DURING DINNER, THE

ENTIRE DINNER PARTY MAY HAVE CONSUMED ONE BOTTLE OF WINE. |

CHARACTERIZED THE APPOINTEE AS A VERY SOBER, ARTICULATE AND WELL

EDUCATED INDIVIDUAL WHO HE WOULD RECOMMEND, WITHOUT RESERVATION,

FOR A POSITION OF TRUST WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: DETROIT INDICES CONTAINED TWO REFERENCES TO

^^
1

~| (44-0 AND 147-3408-218), HOWEVER, NONE OF THESE

REFERENCES APPEARED TO BE IDENTICAL TO
|

CONTACT WITH THE TECUMSEH POLICE DEPARTMENT, TECUMSEH,

MICHIGAN, IN AN EFFORT TO OBTAIN INFORMATION REGARDING | |
MET

WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS.
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BT
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TEXT;

VZCZCWMOCll

PP HQ BA DL

DE WM f:0flfll 0630216

ZNR DUUUU

P 030208Z MAR 39

Tech ^
;

CH Uaict.^a

W AHa
ToJephena «
C:?cc!Qr’s SceV-

FM FBI WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN FIELD OFFICE (161A-19411) (P) (A-l>

TO DI^CTOR, FBI /PRIORITY/

FBI BALTIMORE /PRIORITY/ Li«^

FBI DALLAS/INFORMATION/PRIORITY/

U H C L A S

SECTION ONE OF TWO

U N C L A S

mw.

CITE; //3920//

PASS: UNIT CHIEF
h'6 per FBI

GOVERNMENT FRAUD, WCC SECTION,

FBIHQ AND UNIT CHIEF

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIN^WER;

DOD; (00: BALTIMORE)

SPIN UNIT, FBIHQ,

UTL, DALLAS, TlpAS ; FAG-

APR 25 1989

RE BALTIMORE TELETYPE TO FBIHQ AND WMFO OF MARCH IT^T^'STT

C <-

Referral/ Consult



Referral /Consult

PAGE SIX DE WM 0011 UNCLAS

THE INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY
| |

VJILL BE PROVIDED BY WMFO TO

FBI BALTIMORE, IN RESPONSE TO THE RECIPROCAL CRIMINAL

INVESTIGATIONS AGREEMENT BETWEEN THESE TWO OFFICES.

FOR INFORMATION OF BALTIMORE, (WHO HAS REQUESTED

CONFIDENTIALITY FROM ALL THOSE OUTSIDE THE FBI) FURTHER ADVISED

HAT



INBOX. 43 (#5419)

TEXT:

VZCZCWMO012

PP HQ BA DL

DE WM #0012 0630221

ZNR UUUUU

P 030208Z MAR 89

FM FBI WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN FIELD OFFICE (161A-19411 ) (P) (A-1)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI /PRIORITY/

FBI BALTIMORE /PRIORITY/

FBI DALLAS/INFORMATION/PRIORITY/

BT

U N C L A S

U N C L A S

SECTION TWO OF TWO

CITE: //3920//

PASS: UNIT CHIEF GOVERNMENT FRAUD, WCC SECTION,

EASILY SOLICITED AT THIS POINT THAN BEFORE THE SEPARATION.

NOTED THAT HE IS PERSONALLY AWARE OF NO DEROGATORY

INFORMATION HELD BY REGARDING THE

APPOINTEE.

SPIN UNIT, FBIHQ, PROVIDED COPY OF THIS COMMUNICATION FOR

be
b7C
b7D



PAGE TWO DE WM 0012 UNCLAS

INFORMATION. ANY SPIN-RELATED INTERVIEWS AND/OR INVESTIGATION AS

DEEMED NECESSARY OR APPROPRIATE IS BEING LEFT TO DISCRETION. OF

SPIN UNIT.

WMFO GENERAL AND CONFIDENTIAL INDICES ARE NEGATIVE OR

CONTAIN NO DEROGATORY INFORMATION REGARDING

1 OR UTL CORPORATION.

UNCLAS
BT

#0012

NNNN
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PAGE THREE DE BER 0139 UNCLAS

Referral /Consult

LEGAT IS NOT AWARE AS TO WHETHER]

HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED RE THIS MATTER OR WHETHER AN

INTERVIEW MIGHT BE DEEMED DESIRABLE. IN ANY EVENT, HER CURRENT

BUSINESS ADDRESS IS AS FOLLOWS;

TELEPHONE

PER TELCON WITH SSA SPIN UNIT, ON MARCH 3, 1989,

,-rTK..- cuRMTeHED TO FEIHQ FOR EVALUATION AND FBIH&

THE ABOVE IS BEINb FURNI--‘HEL J

WILL ADVISE PARIS WHETHER TO CONTACT] ZZ

#0139

NNNN
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MARCH fli nST

‘’I ' r c
. - n.

,

^ii^i-, 'r*\ur,\
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UNCLAS E F T 0

GO
>*% ^

IMMEDIATE

FM DIRECTOR FBI -Clbl-SDMD3}

TO LEGAT BERN CltilA-b7>/IMMEDIATE/

LEGAT PARIS -ClblA-NEUI/IMMEDIATE/

BT

UNCLAS E F T 0

CITE: //Dbaa//

subject: JOHN GOODWIN TOlERi SPIN (A)i BUDED: PAST^

REFERENCE BERN TELETYPE 3/7/7T TO FBIHfl AND PARIS

BERN: INVESTIGATION HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAtI

IS ENROUTE TO GSTAADt SWITZERLAND AND CAN BE

REACHED AFTER 3/fi/flT AT D3DMS713. LEGAT BERN SHOULD INTERVIEW

REGARDING THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN RE BERN TEL.

INTERVIEW SHOULD SPECIFICALLY ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

WHAT fYPE OF ALCOHOL DID TOWER CONSUME AND AMOUNT (NUMBER OF

DRINKS) i DID SHE PERSONALLY OBSERVE T0WE;IV DRINKING AjyiDJJNDER

WHAT CIRCUMSTANCESt ANY INSTANCES OF 0[

b6
- hlC

>WEIV DRINONG AND UNDER ^ .

>B#XIOUS BEHA^OR-^BY . / /

f/o/e 4ci

RETURN TO
^ iJ

ro
| \,\m.

3/fl/flT M371

OOM M371

‘989
I

I.

. '•.»
[



TOWER WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOLi DOES SHE BELIEVE

TOWER WOULD BE SUSCEPTIBLE TO COMPROtllSEi DOES SHE BELIEVE .

TOWER WOULD DIVULGE CLASSIFIED INFORMATION! DOES SHE BELIEVE

HIS USE OF ALCOHOL WOULD OR EVER DID AFFECT HIS JOB

PERFORMANCE! DOES SHE HAVE ANY KNOWLEDGE OF TOWER'S ALLEGED

WOMANIZING! IN THE UNITED STATES AND ABROADi IF SOi SHE SHOULD

BE ASKED TO PROVIDE SPECIFICS (I-E-! TIME PERIOD! PERSON(S)

INVOLVED! SPECIFIC DETAILS OF INCIDENTS)! IS SHE AWARE OF ANY

ACTIONS BY TOWER WHICH WOULD BE INCONSISTENT WITH NATIONAL

SECURITY INTERESTS.

PARIS: INTERVIEW
b6

REGARDING THE INFORMATION' b7c

SET FORTH IN RE BERN TELETYPE. INTERVIEW SHOULD INCLUDE THOSE

SPECIFIC AREA CONTAINED IN ABOVE LEAD FOR BERN-

INTERVIEWS SHOULD BE CONDUCTED IMMEDIATELY AND RESULTS

TELEPHONICALLY FURNISHED TO THE SPIN UNIT (SSa|
|
EXT •

OR PSS I I EXT- AND IF ANY UNFAVORABLE

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY EITHER INTERVIEWEE! FOLLOWED WITH

FD-3D2 FACSIMILED DIRECTLY TO THE SPIN UNIT (FACS 35M-SS7M)

TRAVELNOTE: INFORMATION REGARDING

ITINERARY PROVIDED BY SSA NY DIVISION! TO SSA
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TO DIRj^CTOR (131~2;j40'3) /ROUTINE/

oT

J
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-TV T
i.\V^JLinO

lli’d. //37 /j//

?A33i
_L

aooil 4371, spin UNIT.

odSJiiCT; JOnK GOODwin TTifJER, SPIN (A).

OIv .-iARCn 7, _SG3,

TLaAS, TRLEPnOIIj

oAii AnTonio,

TELSPnoniCALLY ADVISED SiAn AHTOMIO A3

jp OLiLiOi/JS •

WAS A STUDENT AT THE UMI\7ERSITY OP TEXAS, AUSTI'I,

TEXAS, IN THE EAREY x97£,;S. AROUND 1973, [ WAS EMPLOYED A

AT THE AUSTIN COUNTRY ST RIVERSIDE

Dx^IVE, AUSTIN, TEXAS. DURING HIS EMPLOYME-/!?MaZR]r, HE/RECALLS
^

dOilX TOwEk 2\TTE.>,DinC h DINNER PARTY AT THE RESTAURANT' ?S!3'0WrTI^

^ . 7 APR 25 i989
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RR HQ
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DE PAR #t)573 0691501 OF . i-jAT10H

ZNR UUUUU

R 101500Z MAR 89

FM PARIS a61A-156.URUC)

1 (161-20403) /ROUTINE/

BT

i-kf* 1

UNCLAS E F T 0

SPIN UNIT.

SUBJECTS JOHN GOODWIN-TDWER; SPIN (A) s BUDEDs PAST.

be
b7C

REBUTEL, MARCH 8, 1989.

ON MARCH 9, 1989, NUMEROUS ATTEMPTS DURING THE DAY AND

EVENING WERE MADE TO TELEPHONe I

WERE NEGATIVE.
'

'advised to

IN MADRID. RESULTS

ON MARCH 9, 1989, SSA

DISCONTINUE DUE TO IMMINENT VOTE ON CANDIDATE BY THE SENATE ON

MARCH 9, 1989.
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VXCXCBAO026

RR HQ

DE BA J0026 0722201

ZNR UUUUU

R 132145Z MAR 89

FM FBI BALTIMORE (161A-HQ-20403) (SQ 9) (RUC)

TO DIRECTOR FBI/ROUTINE/

BT

UMCLAS

CITE; //3050// j

PASS: I ISPIN UNIT, ROOM 4371. b6
B7C

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODvvI!s/-fWER; SPIN (A) .

REFERENCE BALTIMORE REPORT OF SA

DATED FEBRUARY 14, 198 9 AND BALTIMORE REPORT OF SA
| |

I I
DATED MARCH 1, 1989.

SINCI5 BALTIMORE IS NOT IN RECEIPT OF ANY ADDITIONAL
— i«.:g

LEADS THIS MATTER IS CONSIDERED RUC9 ^ APR 25 1989

3T
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC..XOKLAHOMA CITY (161A-1338 ) (RUC)7)'

JOHN GOODWIN*T?OWER
SPIN
BUDED : PAST
00: BUREAU

!
\

Re Dallas teletype to the Bureau, 2/14/89.

In view of the recent vote against JOHN GOODWIN
TOWER as Secretary of Defense by the United States Senate,
no further investigation is being conducted in this matter
by the Oklahoma City Division.

icr.—

T

3 1_,-_ ,j

2 - Bureau
1 - Oklahoma City
JBL/rl

I



Memorandum i Exec AD Adm. .

Exec AD Inv. _
Exec AD LES „

Asst. Dir.:

Adm. Servs. _

I A f;
Idnnt.

ssHX
1reU bic

Date April 24, 1989 .

Lnh.

Legal Coun.

lA

Subject : a
John G, Tower

Special Inquiry

Public Af(s. .

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech. Servs. _

Training

Telephone Rm. _
Director's Sec'y .

Attached are FD 302’s dated 12/22/88; 2/11/89; and 2/15/89 containing

the results of anonymous telephone calls received during the course of the

background investigation of John Tower.

evUU06urt6 C=h)

y APR 27 1989

FBI/DOJ





FO-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription
12 -22-88

On 12-16-88 at approximately 11 a.m., the writer received
an anonymous telephone call from I Iflast name unknown) This
individual described himself as a
still active in matters regarding[| ] This

who was
b7C

individual advised that he wanted to inform the FBI of derogatory
matters, regarding the nomination of Senator TOWER, which had not
yet come out in the press.

This source stated that he thought that Senator TOWER'S
nomination would present a conflict of interest as Senator TOWER

I Iwhich.
according to the source, is the world's largest^

This source then advised that Senator TOWER ’’always
boozes it up.” When asked for a specific example of this behavior,
the source responded that Senator TOWER was "on the juice as soon
as the plane got in the air.”

husband's military escorts were women.

The source also noted that Senator TOWER had secured a
job for his wife in a government archival position.

The source advised that both I landF I

could verify the source's allegations. He described i

~|~as
a I

.

^ United Stated Air Force (USAF^ who is now
the head of the

| |
and who is al ~l

was described formerly being employed ini
|

land, prior to that, once! \

I
section of the USAF.

by_

/estigation on

qJLj_

,at ^ « 1

SSA Date dictated 12-22-88

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency

ic and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

ill> u\ ^



data.” The source opined that[

is, according to the source, now employed by
Washington, D. C. , in the area of "computer

bo
b7

TOWER'S drinking as being a pattern of behavior.
could testify to Senator

The source advised that he thought that the greatest
potential of information regarding Senator TOWER'S drinking would
be to interview non-commissioned officers (NCO) in the military
who accompanied Congressman on trips. The source suggested that
the FBI ihte-rview l I

I
[Washington, D. C. I I who was|

ang who is about tgl
currently with the

The source refused to reveal both his identity and any
means of recontacting him. However the source agreed to
telephonically contact the write on 12-22-88 to further elaborate
on the above-mentioned allegation or to provide addition
information which would enable the FBI to locate and interview the
individuals specifically mentioned by the source.
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FD-302

0*^ f

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/15/89
Date of transcription.

At approximately 2:45 p.m. on 2/13/89, SSA
was telephonically contacted by a man who refused to give

•b6

b7C

his name or provide any identifying information,
he has previously spoken to SSA
individual to the author.

He advised that
FBI who referred this

This individual immediately claimed that nothing that he
could bring forward to the FBI would make a difference and that,
due to his current job, he was in a "peculiar" position. He

]
whom he described as a I

.advised that
in the United States Air Force, had received a

l^but he had no way of knowing how she secured
He claimed that she had a "bad reputation" as shethis position.

had slept with persons other than Senator JOHN TOWER.

He also advised that the FBI should interview senior
non-commissioned officers (NCO) who traveled with Senator TOWER.
In particular, he mentioned a senior NCO who served in front
office of "L and L", which he later described as "legislative
liaison" approximately two years aao. He advised that this
person, whom he initially called

[

reference book, advised that the NCO's name was
and then , upon checking a

] should be interviewed since he was involved
with Senator TOWER'S travel itinerary.

This source advised that he could not step forward
because that would, in his opinion, jeopardize his family

i

He also opined that it was
Senator TOWER'S

"cozy"
was with

situation in that
! I

of Old
Town. A:|.exandri'a . Virginia which he claimed was a malor l I

However, he added that he had no information to support

iJwa

any wrongdoing in this regard.

Investigation on_ 2/13/8 9 . .at WashingJ:.QP.»_P-.JI.- -Fiie * 161A—20403

bv SSA ..Date dictated

This document cohtalns neither recommendations. nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
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FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/11/89
Date of transcription

PM. WMFQ T-11On 2-10-89 at apprdximately 12:50
telephonically contacted Special Agent (SA) _____
WMFO T -11 claimed that I ~Fiad found out that he/she had

be
b7C

been interviewed by the FBI and that[ ]had "hit the
ceiling" and referred to the source as "totally discreditable"..

Author advised source that the FBI does not report the
identity of an individual who requested "T" symbol confidentiality,
which was given to this source, to any client agency, including the
White House. Author also advised that the FBI does not reach a

conclusion or make a recommendation as to an interviewee's
credibility.

WMFO T -11 expressed concern over losing his/her job for
having provided information to the FBI. Source was again assured
to his/her having been give "T" symbol confidentiality by the FBI.

Investigation on_
2/10/89 Washington , D . C

.

.File #.

SA
by.

uH.
RJD:kld

FBIHQ 20403

2/11/89
.Date dictated.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the„FBl. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

ic and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On February 13, 1989, Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation, contacted'
attorney for I T
needed to be 'tSSblVfed tfegatdih^ [“^

r

b6
b7C

was advised that certain issues

] association with former
SENATOR JOHN TOWER in connection with TOWER * S pending nomination
as Secretary of Defense. I 1 replied that he would advise

sugges
had no criminal Involvement. In th<
ed that I I be granted immunity

.

ices were give
alternative

,

pn rnar

was

would not give said assurances or immunity.


